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A.bstract

In this thesis, topological modules are exarnined from a model theoretic perspec-

tive. Specifically, an attempt is made to expand the classical concepts of pure-

embedding and pure-injectivity for modules to an analogous concept for topological

modules. Historical definitions of pure embeddings for topological modules are ex-

plored as well as one of my own. Ultimately, the classic model theoretic techniques

are inadequate for capturing the concept of pure-injectivity for topological modules.

Insightful reasons are provided as to why these standard techniques fail.

In addition, when examining different topologies on the direct sum of modules, a

new approach was developed to construct the coproduct topology on the direct sum.

This new approach uses different techniques from those already in the literature

and this approach makes it less labour intensive to derive the coproduct topology's

explicit form.
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Introduction

In this thesis, I am interested in investigating natural concepts for pure-embeddings

and pure-injectivity with respect to topological modules. In the case of both rnod-

ules and topological modules, it is possible to approach them from two different

perspectives, that is, from an algebraic perspective and from a model theoretic per-

spective. I will attempt to provide context by discussing the concepts in both the

algebraic sense and the model theoretic sense, however, the emphasis will be put

on the model theoretic perspective. There are close ties between model theory and

algebra. For instance, for any left -R-module M, the set defined by a pp-formula

is a subgroup. Furthermore, it is possible to think of pp-formulas as generalized

algebraic statements. This generalization is useful since it often provides additional

information and insight.

In Chapter 1, all relevant background material is covered. It includes all of

the rudimentary information required for the study of topological modules from

a model theoretic perspective. Some of the standard and elementary proofs have

been omitted for the sake of brevity, however, references are provided. A brief

introduction is given to model theory, topology, topological groups and category

theory' Furthermore, in Chapter 1.5, there is an introduction to the model theory
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of modules and more specifically, pure embeddings and pure-injectivity. These are

the concepts that we will be trying to expand to topological modules in Chapter 4.

In addition, positive primitive formulas are introduced. Positive primitive formulas

are important in the study of model theory of modules. This concept is expanded

to topological positive primitive formulas in Chapter 4.2.

In Chapter 2, the language used in topological structures is introduced, namely

Lt. Analogous concepts to those in classical model theory, introduced in Chapter

1.1, will be discussed for,C¿. Furthermore, the strengths and weaknesses of L¡ arc

examined. This discussion will reveal which topological concepts can be captured in

Lt and which concepts cannot. In addition, the language used to discuss topological

modules will be introduced, namely, L*.

In Chapter 3, a coproduct is explored in the category of topological modules.

The direct sum of modules is a coproduct in the category of modules and the clirect

sum plays an important role in the model theory of modules. Therefore, it is natural

to consider different topologies on the direct sum in order to determine the role the

direct sum will play in the model theory of topological modules. A topology is

given on the direct sum which makes it a coproduct in the category of topological

modules. Furthermore, an approach is given to determine this topology explicitly

using an approach which is different from that in the literature.

In Chapter 4, different concepts for pure embeddings and pure-injectivity are

explored. First, a concept of pure-injectivity in the category of locally compact

abelian groups is considered, in order see if it is possible to expand this concept to the

category of topological modules. In Chapter 4.2, a definition of topological positive

primitive formulas is introduced. This concept is shown to be analogous to the
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concept of positive primitive formulas. Finally, different definitions of topological

pure embeddings are given and it is shown why classical approaches for determining

a natural concept for pure-injectivity fail in the study of model theory of topological

modules.



Chapter 1

Background

This chapter provides a solid foundation

model theoretic context.

for the study of topological modules in a

1.1 Model Theory Preliminaries

In this section, I review basic model theoretic concepts. In model theory, we study

mathematical structures using mathematical logic. These structures are studied

by considering the structures definable by first-order formulas and by considering

which structures satisfir specific first-order formulas. For further reference, consider

Iil\] î71, []:ìeit,00] or [i\iiar{i2].

The definition of a first-order language and structure is presented here formally.

At least three different kinds of logic will be presented throughout this thesis: ordi-

nary first-order logic, two-sorted first-order logic and a weak second-order logic for

topological structures. Only a detailed account of the first will be provided since

the others are expansions/variations of this concept.
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Definition 1.1. A first-order language 4 consists of:

(i) a set of distinct variables {u¿ : i, € Nh

(ii) the set of logical symbols {-, A,l,:, (, )};

(iii) a set of function symbols F, and. for each Í e F, a positive integer n¡ indi-

cating that / represents a function of n¡ variables;

(iv) a set of relation symbols R, and for each R e R, a positive integer n¡ indi-

cating that Æ represents a n7-ary relation;

(") u set of constant symbols C.

Note. Any or all of the sets l, R, and C may be empty.

The language for abelian groups is (*, -,0) where * is a binary function symbol,

- is a unary function symbol and 0 is a constant symbol.

Definition 1.2. The set of L-terrns is the smallest set T such that:

(i) VceC,ceT;

(ii) V? € N, ,u¿ € 7;

(iii) v/ e f ,ff tt,...,t,r €T Lhen r(tr,...,t,r) eT.

Some terms in the language of abelian gïoups are 0, uolut and -(u6 arr).

Definition L.3. ô is an atomi,c L-formula if þ is either:

(i) ú1 : ú2, where úr and t2 are.C-terms or

(ii) A(¿1, ...,tn*),where R e7-and ú1, ...,tn*are f-terms.
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For instanc€,,us*ut : \*u2 is an example of an atomic formula in the language

of abelian groups. In fact, all atomic formulas in this language are of the formtl : f,,

since the language of abelian groups does not have any relation symbols.

Definition L.4. The set of all L-formula.s is the smallest set W containing the

atomic ,C-formulas and such that:

(i) if d€Wthen-þeW;

(ii) if ó,tþ c W then (ó 
^1þ) 

€W;

(iii) if / is in W and,u is a variable then (3,u)/ eW.

Note. We introduce the symbols V, +, <-r and v by clefining them as follows:

(óv 1þ)

(vr)ó

(ó - rþ)

(ó * rþ)

-(-ó n -tþ);

-(1u)-S;

(-ó v ,,þ);

((ó - 1þ) 

^(1þ-- 
ó)).

If u is a variable in a formula @ and u occurs inside the scope of a (3,u) or a

(Vø) quantifier then this occurrence of u is bound, and we say ô has u as a bound,

uari,able. If o is a variable in a formula / and u is not bound then ø is free and we

say Ó has 'u as a free uari,able. It should be noted that @ can have ?r as a free and as

a bound variable. For instance, consider the formula o: u A(-u)u: u. Ã formula

iscalled asentence if therearenofreevariables. Weuse/(ø1,...,un) todenotean

C-formula @ whose free variables are among the distinct variables 1)r,. . .t,t)n.
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For many examples of sentences, see the descriptions of various theories following

Uennrtlon l.ll.

Definition 1.5. An L-structure,AZ consists of the following:

(i) a non-empty set M, called the uniuerse of Jvl;

(ii) for each. f Ç T, a function fM : M"¡ - M;

(iii) for each Ë Ç R, a relation RM c M"R;

(iv) for each c €. C, an element / e M.

f - , RM ,4 are called the 'interpretati,ons of the symbols f , R, c in M.

Definition 1.6. Let M be an 4-structure, ú be an L-term whose variables are

among the variables o1, . .. ,u, and a : (at,...,an) e A[". The i,nterpretation of t

in M at d, denoted tM (d), is defined inductively as follows:

(i) if ¿ is a constant symbol c then

#(d,) - "M;

(ii) if ú is the variable u¿ then

tMla¡ : oo'

(iii) if tis f(fi,...,tn¡), where f eF andú1, ...,tnÍ arc L-terms, then

# @) : frut (t/ul @), . . .,t,r- (a)).
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Definition I.7. LeL M be an 4-structure, þ(u1,...,un) be an 4-formula and

d: (ot,...,an) e. M". We define Mtr óall inductively as follows:

0 rf Ó isÚ1 :ú2then

M ts óldl if ttM(a) : bM (a);

(ii) if þ is R(ty. . . , ú,,") then

M ts ô[d] if Ql (a), . . . ,tn,M (a)) < R!;

(iii) if / is -Tl then

Jvl F ôVl if it is not the case that M tr tþlal;

(iv) if ô i, (rþ A 9) then

M tr óldl ir M ts þlol and M tr ?fal;

(") (a) if Q is (?u¿)tþ(r,uo), where d > n, then

M tr ó[d] if there is a b € M such that M tr tþla,b);

(b) if $ is (1u¿)tþ(Ð), where 'i 1n, then

M ts ófol if there is a ö e M such that

Jvl tr tþ[a1¡ . . ., &à-Ltb, a¿+t, ., ., ãn].
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rf M= @[@ ihen we say Nhat M sat'isfi,es þ ato and that þis true at ain M. ßit
is not that case that M ts öWl then we write M F ôïdl.

For example, let M: (2,*,-,0), ô(r): (=w)(u*u):Onw*1u:0) and

,þ(u):(=w)(wllu: ø). So, Mtsþlal if andonlyif a:0and,MFrþ[o] if and

only if ø is even.

Definition L.8. Let ó(ur,.. .,un) be an f,-formula. We let SlMl denote the set of

a e M" such that M tr óao[ That is,

ó[M]:{aeM":MÞóWl}.

If k < n and b Ç A[n-k,then we let

ó[M,6]: {z e Mk : M ts ôV.,61} .

ó1M,6) is referred to as a "definable set, of M". For convenience, the"k" is often

suppressed from the Mk. If Õ is a set of formulas in the same free variables, then

we let

alMl:À{ølul :@eÕ}.

The concept of a definable set is one of the key concepts in model theory since

it can be used to classify and analyze structures. In addition, there is often a

correlation between the complexity of the definable sets and the complexity of the

structure.

It is possible to generalize the concept of language and structure to be many-

sorted, however, we will only expand to the two-sorted case. A two-sorted language
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is a language where all the constants and variables are partitioned into two sorts.

Informall¡ there are two different kinds, and each variable and constant is either

of one sort or the other, but not both. Furthermore, the relation symbols and

function symbols are type dependent. A. two-sorted, structure, M, is a set M tha¡

is partitioned into two disjoint sets, non-empty sets M1 and M2. Now,

(i) for each Æ €k, RM Ç M", x... x M"_rwhere each s¿ = {I,2};

(ii) for each / € f, ÍM : M", x ..., Ms_r --¿ M"owhere each s¿ e {I,2};

(iii) for each c € C, * ç M,, where sr € {1,2}.

Note that each s¿ is determined by the sort of the underlying language. In addition,

in a two-sorted language, Definitions 1.2-1.4, must be modified to respect the sort

of each variable and constant symbol.

It should be remarked that a two-sorted structure for a two-sorted language is

essentially identical to a one-sorted structure in a richer language. Furthermore,

there are standard techniques for obtaining this first order language. This means

that all of the standard theorems of ordinary first-order model theory apply in the

two-sorted context.

Definition 1.9. Suppose that Jv4 and AI are 4-structures. An L-homomorphism

n: M ---+ Jr[ is a map from M to ly' such that:

(i) for all / e F and for all (or,...,a,¡) € M"r,

10

nUM(ot,. . .,øn¡)) : fN (n@t),. . .,n@,¡));
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(ii) for all Æ e k and for all (or,...,anr) e Mn*,

(or,...,anr) € RM =+ (ry(ar), ...,n(an^)) e R!;

(iii) for all c € C,

qþM) : cY.

If (ii) is <+ instead of * then 4 is called a strong L-homomorphi,sm. If 4 is a one-

to-one strong f,-homomorphism then 4 is called an L-embeddi,ng. Furthermore, if

M ç N and if the inclusion map is a strong ,C-homomorphism then,A/ is called an

ertens'ion of M and Jl4. is called a substructure of.A/, denoted M < ttÍ. tt r7 is a

one-to-one and onto strong f,-homomorphism then 4 is called an L-isomorphi,sm

and we say M is isomorphic to ,A/, denote d 
^4 

= AÍ.

Note. Letr¡ be an.C-homomorphism from M to "A/ andõ : (dt,...,an) e M". For

convenience, we let

T(d) : (rt@),. .. ,nØ.")).

Lemma 1.10. Suppose that M and N are L-structures. If n , M --+ ltÍ 'is an

L-homomorph'ism and a: (ar,.. . ,an) e Mn then for all L-terms t whose uariables

Are An'LOng Ur¡. . .¡Un,

,r(tM (a)) : t* (rt@D

Proof. This is easily proved by an induction on the complexity of ,C-terms. n

Proposition 1.11-. Suppose that M and N are L-structures such that M < Af , IÍ

11
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ó(rt,. . .,,un),is a quant'ifier-free L-formula and a : (at,. . ., an) €. M" then

A4tsóao]ëArtrô[d].

Proof. This is easily proved by an induction on the complexity of quantifier-free

,C-formulas. n

Note. Suppose lha1 M and,A,f are 4-structures such that Jvl < "A/. Clearly,If þ is

obtained from a quantifier-free formula by some universal quantifications then

N ts ,þaol + Jv|ts 1þ[d]

and if þ is obtained from a quantifier-free formula by some existential quantifications

then

Mts1þ[d]+AItr,,þla].

Definition L.Lz. Let JvI and "¡\/ be 4-structures. An C-embedding j t Jvl ---+ AI

is an elementary embedd,ing if for all n, f.or all ø: (or,...,an) Ç M" and for all

,C-formulas ó(ur,.. . ,un),

M ts þfa¡. . ., an] <+ 

^/ 
tr ôU(ar),. . ., j(a")1.

If M < N then M is an elementary substructure of J{ or ,A/ is an elernentary

ertensi,on of M, denoted M < 
^[,if 

the inclusion map is an elementary embedding.

Note. Let M and ,A/ be 4-structures such that M < J{. It is clear that if

L2

þ(ut,. . .un) is an .4-formula then ólMl: M" n ótNl.
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elernentari,ly equ,iu alenú, denotedDefinition l-.L3. Two 4-structures M andN are

M : N, if for all 4-sentences /:

M=óëN=ó.

Clearly ff M <.4/, then M = N.

Theorem L.L4. Suppose that M and N are L-structures. If n , M ---+ Jtí 'is an

L-'isomorphism then M : AI.

Proof . This is easily proved by an induction on the complexity of ^C-formulas. n

Definition 1-.15. Let L be a language. An L-theory 7 is a set of .C-sentences. An

4-structure M is a model f.or T, denoted Mtr T, if for all ó eT, Mts ô.4 theory

is sati,sfi,able il it has a model. If 7 is an 4-theory and @ is an .C-sentence such that

M? ó whenever MFT then @ isalogi,cal consequence of T, denoted Tts þ. The

full theorg of M, denoted Th(JvI), is the set of all 4-sentences / such that Mts ó.

If C is a class of 4-structures then the theory of C, denoted Th (C), is the set of all

.C-sentences / such that Mts þ for every M eC. Finally, for any theory 7 we let

Mod (7) denote the set all f,-structures that satisfy the theory 7.

Theory (Theory of abelian groups). Let L : {*, -,0}, where * is a binary

function,- is a unary function and 0 is a constant symbol. The theory of abelian

groups is:

(i) (Vø)(0+z:r);

(ii) (Vz)(vs)(Vz)(r + (a * z) : (r + s) + z);
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(iii) (Vr)(z + (-r) : o¡;

(iv) (Vz)(va)@ * a : a * r).

Theory (Theory of unital left Ê-modules). Let -B be a ring with

identity 1. Let Lp: {*, -,0} U {r : r € Æ} where * is a binary

a constant and for each r € R, r is a unary function symbol. The

-B-modules is:

(i) The theory of abelian gïoups;

(ii) for each r e R, (Vr)(Vy)(r(r + a) : r(r) + r(s));

(iii) for each r, s,t Ç R such that rs:t, (Vr)(r(s(r)) : t("));

(iv) r, s,t e R such that r I s:t, (Vr)(r(r) +s(z) : t(*));

(v) (Vr)(L(r) : r).

L4

multiplicative

function, 0 is

theory of left

In Lp, a unary function symbol is added for each element of the ring R. By

incorporating the ring into the language, the theory of rings, an inherently complex

first-order theory, is avoided. Moreover, this avoids building a two-sorted structure.

Theory (Theory of unital right -R-modules). The theory of right ,R-modules is the

theory of left Ë-modules with (iii) replaced by

(iii') for each r, s,t e Rsuch that rs : t, (Vr)(s(r(z)) : t(")).

Let T be an .C-theory and @ an 4-sentence. Informally, a proof of @ from ? is a

finitesequenceof ^C-formulasór,...,órsuchthat ó: ónandfor each'i € {1,. ..,n}
either þ¿ is an instance of an axiom of first-order logic, /¿ is in T or $¿ follows from
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Ót, . . . , Ô¿-t by one of the standard rules of inference. If there is a proof of þ from

T, we write f I ó.

Definition 1.16. An ,C-theory 7 is incons'istenú if there exists an 4-sentence @ such

that ? I Ó n -Ó. T is cons'istent if it is not inconsistent. A consistent ¿-th eory T
is complete if for any ,C-sentences @ either f ts ô or T I -þ.

Theorem 1".17 (Gödel's Completeness Theorem). LetT be an L-theorE and, þ an

L-sentence, then

rtóëTtsó.

Gödel's Completeness Theorem is one of the fundamental theorems in mathe-

matical logic' It establishes a correspondence between semantic truth and provabil-

ity in first-order logic.

Corollary L.18. LetT be an L-theory. T i,s cons'istent i,f and, only i,f T ,is sati,sfiable.

Theorem L.19 (compactness Theorem). Let T be an L-theory. T i,s satisfi,abte if
and only i,f T i,s finitely sati,sfiable, that i,s, euera fi.ni,te subset of T i,s sati,sfiable.

Proof . (=+) Clearly, 11T is satisfiable then every subset of T is satisfiable.

(e) Suppose that 7 is not satisfiable. Since 7 is not satisfiable, 7 is inconsistent.

So, let o be a proof of a contradiction from ?. Since ø is finite, only a finite

number of assumptions from T are used in the proof. Thus, there is a finite

To Ç T such that a is a proof of a contradiction from ?6. so, zo is a finite

unsatisfiable subset of 7.

15
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In other words, a set of first-order sentences has a model if and only if every

finite subset of it has a model.

Corollary 'J'.zO. A set of L-sentences that has arbitrari,ly large fini,te models, has

an'i,nfini,te model.

Proof. Let Õ be a set of l-sentences that has arbitrarily large finite models. Let

I,: (1r).. .(1*,) A r¿ I r¡
71i,<j1n

and

Õ*:ÕU{Ir, Iz,Iz,...}.

Every finite subset Õ' of Õ* can only contain finitely many 1¡. Since 1¡ expresses

"there is a model of size k" and Õ has a model M or size lc such that M tr e, all

finite subsets of Õ* are satisfiable. Therefore, by the Compactness Theorem 1.19,

Õ* is satisfiable. However, Õ* has only infinite models. Therefore @ C Õ* must also

have an infinite model.

Corollary 1.21 (Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem). ,4 countable set of L-sentences that

has an infin'ite model, has a countably i,nfinite model.

The compactness theorem and the Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem are both used

in Lindström's theorem to characterize first-orcler logic. Linclström's theorem basi-

cally states that first-order logic is the strongesú logic having both the compactness

property and the Löwenheim-Skolem property.

Suppose that M is an,C-structure and A ç M. Let Le: Ll_){c":aeA}
where for each 0, e A, co is a new distinct constant symbol. Clearly, M can be

n
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viewed as an.4a-structure by interpretingc(Las ø. We let Th¿(,M) denote the set

of. all Lrsentences that are true in JV|.

Definition L.22. Let p be a set of L¿-f.ormulas with free variables among ur,. . . ,Irn.

p is an n-type over A 1f pUThA(M) is satisfiable. p is a completen-type over,4 if

ó e p or -ó Ç. p for all La-formulas / with free variables among ur¡...,2,r. Incom-

plete types are called part'ial tgpes. We let SY(A) denote the set of all complete

n-types over A.

For example, consider M : (Q, <) and let A : N and let

p(u) : {7 < u,2 1u,3 < o,.. .}.

If Õ is a finite subset of p@) UTh¿("/tZ), then Õ is satisfiable by choosing o to be

a suffi.ciently large element of Q. By the Compactness Theorem, p(u) U Th¿ (,{4) is

satisfiable. So, p(u) is a l-type. Furthermore, it is not realized in (Q, <) since any

element realizing it is larger than every natural number.

Now, consider

q(u) : {ö(r) Ç Lt : M ts ól1l2l} .

For any ó(u) e La, either M F ó[112] or M tr -.ólIl2l. Thus q(ø) is a complete

1-type.

Definition L.23. Let rc be an infinite cardinal and let T be a complete theory with

infinite models in a countable language L. We say that M F 7 is n-saturated ii,

forall AçM andall n,if lAl <rcand p€SY(,A),then pisrealizedinM. lVis
saturated if it is lMl-saturated.

T7
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Note. In general, the existence of saturated models depends on higher axioms of set

theory. However, given certain set-theoretic assumptions, saturated models (usually

with uery large cadinality) exist for arbitrary theories.

For example, if M is an infinite dimensional vector space over any field then l\4

is di,m(M)-saturated.

Definition 1.24. Let Jvl be an 4-structure,d Ç. Mn and B ç M.The tgpe or a

over ,B is

wM @,lB)

: {ó(ú,6): M? ó@,6] where ô(rr,...,ut) is a.C-formula and b e Bk-"}.

So, tpM (dlB) is a set of L1-formulas and is a complete type over B (in the

sense of Definition 7.2'2). Also, we denote tpM (alø) by tpM (a) and refer to this

as the type of d, in M.

Corollary L.25. Let JV and AI be L-structures such that JV < Af . Then for aII

a € M, tpM (a) - tptr (a) and, for aII Ac M, tpM (alA) - tptr (al,q) .

Proof. This follows directly from the Definition 1.12 and 1.24.

L.2 Topological Preliminaries

In this section, I present some basic definitions and theorems from general topology

needed in later sections. Since many of these results are well known, some of the

proofs have been omitted. For further reference, please consult [\,,\,iI7{i] or [Tr;ir¡a89].

18
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Definition L.26. A topologi,cal space (X,r) is a set X together with r, a collection

of subsets of X that includes Ø and X, and which is closed under finite intersections

and arbitrary unions, The sets contained in r are called lhe open sets of X. Asubset

of Xis aclosed,setof Xif ftisthecomplementof anopenset of X.If r:{X,ø}
then (X, r) is called Lhe 'indi,screte or tri,ui,al topologg and if r is the set of all subsets

of X then (X,r) is called the di,screte topology. n (X,r) is a topological space and

A ç X, an element a € A is an i,nterior point of A if there is an open set [/ with

0' e U C A. Furthermore, a nei,ghbourhood of ø in X is a subset of X containing r
as an interior point.

Clearly, the set of closed subsets of X is closed under finite unions and arbitrary

intersections.

Proposition'L.27. Let (X,r) be a topological space. If a set(J contai,ns a nei,gh-

bourhood of each of ,its poi,nts then U is an open set.

Definition 1.28. Lel (X,r) be a topological space. The'closure of a subset A of

X, denoted c16,¡(A) (or simply cIy(A) if ihe topology is clear from the context),

is the smallest closed subset C of X such that A ç C.

Definition 1.29. Let (X, r) be a topological space.

(i) (X,r) is a Ts-spl,ce if given any two distinct points r,A € X, there exists an

open set containing exactly one of them.

(ii) (X,r) is a T1-space if for any pair of distinct points r,U € X, there exists

open sets U and I/ such that z eU,A #U,A € 7 and r #V.

(iii) (X,r) is a Hausdorff spz,ce if for any pair of distinct points r,U € X, there

exists disjoint open sets U and I/ such that z e U andA eV.

19
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(iv) (X' r) is a regular spz,ce if for each closed set F and each point r ç F, there

exists disjoint open sets U and 7 such that ø e U and, F CV.

(") (X, z) is a normal spl,ce if for any pair of disjoint closed sets E and -t', there

exists neigbourhoods .4 of E and B of F that are disjoint.

Note. Clearly, every Hausdorff space is a fi-space ancl every fi-space is a ?6-space.

Hausdorff spaces are also called ?2-spaces. A regular fi-space is called a ?3-space.

Moreover, a Z3-space is Hausdorff and a normal fi-space is regular.

Proposition l-.30. (x,r) i,s aT1-space i,f and only i,f for each r e x, {n} i,s a

closed set.

Definition 1.31. If (X,r) is atopological space, abase for r is a collectionß Çr
such that every open set can be written as a union of elements of ls. In other words,

iÎ U er then there is !l C !s such that

u:Uu.

Theorem 1'.32. ß c p(x) is a base for some topology r on x i,f and" only i,f

(i,) x:l)B and,

(i,i) wheneuer 81, B2 e 8 wi,th x € .Br f-l 82, there ,is some B, e B with

rÇBrçBtaB2.

Proof. (+) Suppose that lS is a base for a topology r on X.

(i) Since X erjX:Utrforsome tICts. Therefore, X:UA.
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(ii) Let Bt,Bz € ß. Then B, n B, € r since Br,Bz € r. Thus,

Btlt Bz: Ull where LI ç ts. Therefore, for each r € Bt [ì -Bz there

exists a B,€ !3 such that z e B,C BtÀBz.

(e) Suppose that (i) and (ii) hold and let r be the collection of all unions of

subcollections of !8. We want to show that r is a topology. Now, Ø : U Ø

and.Ø Ç !8. AIso, X: U* Ot (i). Therefote, Ø € r and X e r. Clearly,

the union of elements of r is also in r. Finally, take any U1,U2 e r. Then,

yt : U!11 and Uz:l) !12, where !h,,Lh Ç !S. By the distributive law

uttuz: UÍ, nUur: U {9, ) B2: B1 € Lr,, B2 e tr,} .

By (ii), for every r € B1 fì82, there is a B"€ 15 such that z e B" C BrÀ82.

Therefore,

B11t 82: U B,'
r._BfiBz

So, by Definition 7..'26, r is a topology over X.

n

Note. Clearly, if !s is a base for a topology on X, then it is a base for only one

topology. This topology is called the topology on X generated, by B. Clearly, if

5 is any collection of subsets of X such that l_J 5 : X, and if !s is the set of all

intersections of finite subfamilies of .S, then !8 is a basis for a topology on X.

Definition 1-.33. If (X, r) is a topological space, a subbase for r is a collection

E Ç r such that the collection of all finite intersections of elements from 5 form a

base for r.
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Definition 1.34. If (X, r) is a topological space and A g X, the collection

o : {U À A: U e r} is a topology on ,4 called the subspace topology. Furthermore,

(A,o) is called a subspace of (X,r).

Definition 1.35. Let (X,r) and Y,o)be topological spaces and let f t X ---+Y.

Then f is open if for every open set U of X, f lul is an open set of Y and f is closed

if for every closed set F of X, /[F] is a closed set of Y.

Definition 1-.36. Let (X,r) and (Y,o) be topological spaces and let f , X ---+Y.

Then f is conti,nuous at the poi,nt r € X if for every neighbourhood I/ or f @) in

Y, there is a neighbourhood U of r in X such that f[U] Ç V. Furthermore, / is

cont'inuous on X if / is continuous at each r €. X.

Equivalently, if (X, r) and (Y, o) are topological spaces and f , X - Y , then /
is continuous if and only if for each V € o,, f-rfVl e r.

Theorem 1.37.

ft,) fhe composi,ti,on of conti,nuous rnaps 'is continuous.

(i,z) Il X i,s equ'ipped wi,th the d,iscrete topology then euery mappi,ng f , X -+ Y ,is

cont'inuous.

(ti,i) If Y is equi,pped wi,th the i,ndi,screte topology then euerA mapping f : X ---+ Y

'is cont'inuous.

Proof. This follows directly from the definitions. n

Note. Lel A Ç X and let (.4, o), (X,r) be topological spaces. If (A,ø) is a subspace

of (X,r) then the inclusion map is continuous.
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Theorem 1.38. If (X,r) and (Y,o) are topolog'i'cal spaces and f : X ---+ Y i,s

conti,nuous then:

ft,) If ß i,s abase for o then {f-'[B]: B el8) i,s abaseforr.

(i,i,) U S i,s a subbase for o then {f-1[,9] : .9 e 5] zs a subbase for r.

Proof, (i) Let !8 be a base for o. Then y : U !S. So,

x: r-r[y] : /-'[Uls] : [J r-'tr]
BeB

Now, consider /-1[.B1] and f-tlBrl where Bt,B, € !s. Suppose

r e f-L [B'] n f-'lar): f-'lBt ¡ Bz).

So, /(r) € B1n82. Therefore, there exists B3 eB with /(z) e Bz Ç B1À82.

So,

r € Í-L[Br] ç l-'latn nd: f-7 [Bt] n f-'lnrl.

This shows that {f-'Wl: B e !S} is a base for r.

(ii) This follows directly from (i) and Definition .1.33 since /-1 preserves intersec-

tions.

n

Theorem 1-.39. If (X,r) and (Y,r) are topolog'i'cal spaces, B i's a base for o and

S 'is a subbase for o then:

(¿) f , X --+Y i,s conti,nuous i,f and only i,f for euery B eß, f-llBler'
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0ù f : X -+Y i,s continuous i'f and only i,f for euery,s e 5, f-rlSl er.

Proof. (i) (+) Vacuously.

(e) suppose that for every B €ß, r-tlBl € r. Let u be an open set orY.

So, U :Utf where ll Ç !8. Now,

r-'vl: r-r [u4 : u r-'[vl
v€g

Since u,çß, f-'lvl € r for each I/ € !1. So, [-l f-t[y] e r since the

union of open sets is an open set' There forc, f Irtlontirruour.

(ii) (+) Vacuously.

(+) Let !8 be the base generated by 5. LeL B € !3. So, B : f-1,9¿ where -I

i€I
is finite and ,9¿ € 5 for each z € 1. So,

r-,t't: r-L tn{ 
: n/-,rs,l

is open since the finite intersection of open sets is open. Therefore by

(i), / is continuous.

n

Definition 1.4O. Let (X,r) and (Y,o) be topological spaces. Then a bijection

f , X -+ Y is a homeomorphi'sm if both / and f -r are continuous.

Note, Homeomorphisms are both open and closed.

Definition I.4L. Let (X,r) and (Y,o) be topological spaces. A mapping

Í , X ---+ Y is a topologi,cal embeddi,ng if f is a homeomorphism from X onto
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Ítxl

Lemma L.42. Let(X,r) and(Y,o) betopological spaces. If there eri,sts atopolog,ical

embedding f t X --+Y then, up to homeomorph'ism, (X,r) is a subspace of (y,o).

Definition 1..43. Let (X, r) be a topological space. A subset D of X is dense in

X if D nU f Ø for every non-empty U e r.

Definition 7.44. A, couer of a topological space (X,r) is a collection2I of subsets

of X whose union is all of X. A subcouer of a cover 2I is a subcollection of 2f that is

a cover. An open cover of (X, r) is a cover consisting of open sets. (X, r) is compact

if everyopen coverof X has afinite subcover. Y çX isa compact subset of X if
Y is compact with respect to the subspace topology.

Definition L.45. A topological space (X,r) is compactly generated 1f it satisfies

the following condition: A subspace A is closed in X if and only if A ì K is closed

in K for all compact subspaces K C X.

Note. Every compact Hausdorff space is normal.

Theorem 1,.46. Euery closed subset of a compact space i,s compact.

Proof. Let (X, r) be a compact space and let F be a closed set of X. Let ll be any

open cover of F. Then for each U eflwe can find an open set Vu of. X such that

vuÀF: [/. Now {x\F} u{vu:u e tr} is an open cover of x and therefore has

a finite subcover by compactness. This means that the intersections with F of this

finite subcover form a finite subcover of F from ll. Therefore, F is compact. n

Theorem L.47. The conti,nuous,irnage of a compact spo,ce,is compact.
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Proof. Suppose that X is compact and that / is a continuous map of X onto Y.

If 11 is an open cover of Y , then {/-1[Ul : U e ll] is an open cover of X. So by

compactness, a finite subcover exists, say {"f-1[Ur],.. ., f-t[U*]] Now, since / is

onto, {U1, . . .,Un} is an open cover of Y. Therefore, Y is compact. n

Lemma 1.48 (Alexander's Subbase Lemma). Let (X,r) be a topologi,cal space and

E be a subbase for r. Then X is compact i,f and only i,f euera coaer of X by elements

from E has a fini,te subcouer.

Definition 1.49. A topology ?-1 ov€r a set X is coarser than a topology 12 over the

same set if rr Ç 12. Alternatively, we say 12 is fi,ner than 1.

Theorem 1.50. The set of all topologi,es on X forms a complete latt,ice with respect

to Ç.

Proof. Let T be the set of all topologies on X partially ordered by inclusion. Since

arbitrary meets can be expressed in terms of arbitrary joins, it is sufficient to show

the existence of arbitrary meets in 7. Furthermore, it is clear that the intersection

of any non-empty family of topologies on X is also a topology on X. LeL A Ç T.

If A: Ø then IA is the discrete topology.If Al ø then AA:)A. n

Theorem L.51. The i,denti,ty map, i,d,y : (X,ri) - (X,rz), ,is continuous i,f and

onty i,f rf is fi,ner than 12. Furthermore, the id,enti,ty map ,is open ,if and, only if r1

is coarser than 12.

Proof. (i) (+) Let 11 be finer than 12 and let (J € 12. Therefore, U € 1 since

T2 C r1. Now, ad¡-tl(ll: U so i,dy is continuous.

(e) Suppose that i,d,x is continuous and let (J Ç rz. So, 'id,y-r[U] : (J € 11

since ed¡ is continuous. Therefore, 11 is finer than 12.
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(ii) (=+) Let rl be coarser than 12 and let IJ Ç ry. Therefore, (J e 12 since 11 Ç 12.

So, i'dyfUl: [/ so i,d,x is open.

(+) Suppose that 'id,y is open and letU eq. So, idx[Ul:(J €.12since,id,y

is continuous. Therefor€, 11 is coarser than 12.

n

Definition 1.52. Let (X¿,r¿)¿q be a family of topological spaces. The Tychonoff

topology o" fIX¿, denoted. rprod, is the coarsest topology making each projection
ieI

map r¡ ,TlXo - Xj continuous.
i€I

Theorem 1.53. Let (x¿,r¿)¿et be a fami,ly of topolog'ical spaces. The Tychonoff

topology o"nX¿ i,s generated, by aII sets of the form|l,Uo, where
iel i€I

(1,) for each'i e I, U¿ € r¿ and

(i.i,) for only fi,ni,tely nxanA'i e I, tJ¿ I X¿.

Proof . Let !s be the collection of sets of the form fl (J¿ wherefor each i, e I , (J¿ Ç r¿

and for only finitely many i, e I, U¿ I x¿.It ,uffiò'"T to show that elements of !8 are

open:with respect to the Tychonoff topology and that !3 is a basis for a topology

on f[ x,.
i€I

(i) Since, by assumption, each zr¡ is continuous, the inverse image of an open

set I/ of X¡ must be open with respect to the Tychonoff topology. Now,

rj-rlvl: flfi where (Jj :I/ and (J¿ : X¿ for ¿ * j. So, these sets
ieI

must be open in the Tychonoff topology. Now, any element of !s is the finite

intersection of sets of this form. So, !S Ç Tprod.
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(ii) We must show !8 is a basis for a topology o" lI X¿. Clearly, fJ X¿ e g and,
iel iel

Ø €ß. Now, let fIUo € !s and flU € !S be such that , €|¡,U¿nnv
i€I i4 i,€I i.€I

Then, z e n(ut)V) :f|uo.rnv ana fl(u, n r/c) is in la. Therefore, ls
¿eI i)eI ¿eI

is a basis for a topolog-y on ll X
ieI

n

Note' Let (X¿,r¿)¿q be a family of topological spaces. From the previous proof, it

is clear that Tproa is the topology o" II X¿ which has for a subbase the collection
àeI

{no-'luol : 'i € I,u¿ € r¿} .

Theorem 1.54 (Tychonoff). Let (X¿,r¿)¿çl be a famity of topologi,cal spaces such

thatflx¿ # Ø. rn", (Il*, "o-o) 
i,s compact i,f and, onty i,f (xn,ro) i,s compact

i€I \¿e¡ )
for each i, c L

Theorem 1.55. Let (X¿,r¿)¿q be a fami,Iy of topologi,cal spaces and, and, Ietflxt
be equ'ipped, wi,th the Tychonoff topology. Then for euera topologi,cal space (f,ò,
f , Y -t If X¿ ,is conti,nuous if and, onty if r¿ o f is conti,nuous for each,i e L

áeI

Proof. (+) If / is continuous, then z¿ o / is continuous since zr¿ is continuous and

the composition of two continuous functions is continuous.

(+) Suppose that each f¿ -'trio / is continuous for eachi, e I. The sets of the

fsrm r¿-1[[], where i, c I andlI¿ € r¿ form a subbase for ro,oa. Also,

,teI

f -' [n n-' [u n]l : f ;' lu nl
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where f;rlucl € ø for each i, € 1 since /¿ is continuous. Therefore, / is

continuous.

n

Definition 1.56. Let (X¿,r¿)¿ç1be a family of topological spaces. The bor topology

on flx¿, denotecl 
'bo", 

is generated by taking as a base sets of the form ll4,;- f¿cl

wherî (J¿ € r¿ for each i, e I. iel

Note' Let (X¿,r¿)¿q be a family of topological spaces. It is clear that the box

topology orr"r f{ x¿ is finer than the Tychonoff topology orr"r ff x¿. Furthermoïe,
¿d iel

if / is infinite and each r¿ is non-trivial, then the box topology orr"r fl X¿ is strictly
¿eI

finer than the Tychonofftopology over flX
i€I

Definition L.57. Let (x,r) and (Y,o) be topological spaces. Let c(x,y) be the

set of all the continuous maps from X to y. The compact-open topology on C(X,y),
denote r.o, is the topology having for a subbase the sets

(K,U) : {f e C6,Y), f[K] çU]

where K is compact in X and U is open in y.

Theorem 1.58. Let(X,r) and(Y,") betopologi,calspaceswherer isthed"i,screte

topology. The compact-open topologE on C(X,y) i,s the topology ,ind,uced bg the

Tychonoff topology on the set of all maps from X to y 
.

Proof. If r is the discrete topology then every function from X to Y is continuous,

therefore C(x,Y) is the set of all maps from x to y. F\rrthermore, K Ç X is

29
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compact if and only if K is finite.

where

Therefore, Tco: Tprod on

(K,U) : {f e C(X,y) : f[K] e U]

: flu"
reX

K

X LoY.

30

(

U^: )Y if r f
- 

[" *re
the set of all maps from

K

!

Theorem 1'59' Let (x,r) and, (y,o) be toporogi,car spaces. Ir (y,o) is aTs-space,

aT1-spa'ce, a Hausdorff space, or a regular space then so is (C(x,y),r.o).

Proof' (i) suppose that (y,r) is a ?6-space. Let r,g e c(x,y) such that r I g.

so, there is an z e x such that f (r) I g@). without ross of generarity, there
exists an open setu of y such that f (r) e u and g(r) Éu since (y,o) is a
76-space. Clearly, f e ({r},U), Q É (r},U) and ({"},U) is an open set of
r.o. Therefore, (C(X,y),r.o) is a ?s_space.

(ii) suppose that (Y,o) is a fi-space. Let f,g Ç c(x,y) such that f I g. so,
there is an z e x such that f(r) I g@).so, there exists (J,v e ø such

that/(r) eU,s(r)#U,s(*) e Zand f(r)#V. Ctearty, f e({r},U),
s # ({n},U), s e ({"} ,V), f É @},V), and ({*} ,t/) and ({r} ,V) are
open sets of r.o. Therefore, (C(X, y),r*) is a fi_space.

(iii) suppose that (Y,o) is aHausdorffspace. Let f ,g €c(x,y) such that f I g.

so' there is an r € x such that f (r) r g(r). so, there exists u,v € o
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suchthat f(r) e U,g(r) eV and.UÀV - Ø. Clearty, f e({r},U),
O e ({r}, 

',), 
and ({"}, U) and ({"} , V) are disjoint open sets of r.o. There_

fore, (C(X,Y),r.o) is a Hausdorff space.

(iv) suppose that (Y,o)is a regular space. Let F be a closed set of (c(x, y),r.).
r.o is the topology having for a subbase sets of the form (K, (I) where K
is compact in X and [/ is open in Y. Therefore, without loss of generality,

F : C(x,y) \ (lf, u) ror some compact set K of x and some open set [/
orY' Letf (FandF : y\u. since Í ÉF,thereexists àreK
such that f (r) e U. So, /(r) É F'. Since (y,o) is a regular space, there

exists u',v' € o such that f (r) Ç. (J' anc|, F' c v'. so, .f e ({"} ,(J') and

F ç (X,F') Ç (I(,V').Moreover, ({r},U') and (K,V) àïe open sets in z.o.

Therefore, (C(X, Y),T.") is a regular space.

1.3 Topological Abelian Groups

In this section, I present some basic concepts and theorems about topological abelian

groups' For further reference, please see [lllg7"l] and [[,orrjg]. I have also ha¿

the benefit of receiving an advance copy of Gàbor Lukàcs'forthcoming book Il.rrl<]

about topological abelian gïoups. I have expanded many of these results to cover

topological modules.

Definition 1.60. A topological abel,ian group is a structure ((G; *,-,0), r) such

that (G;*,-,0) is an abelian group, r is a topology on G and
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(i) + : GxG --+ G is acontinuous map where GxG is equipped with the procluct

topology;

(ii) - : G --+ G is a continuous map.

Let M be a left Æ-module. The above definition can be expancled to topological

modules by adding the additional conclition that

(iii) r: M ---+ M,defrnecJ,by mp+r.rn) is acontinuous map for each r e R.

Note. When discussing topological modules it is standard to assume that ,R has

a topology. In this case, the definition requires that the scalar multiplication

': Rx M --+ M is continuous, in addition to +: M x M ___+ M and _ : M ___+ M
being continuous. In contrast, in our case, -R will simply be a ring and we will
assume that for each r € E, r : M ---+ M, defrnedby mèr.r,, is continuous as a

unary function on M. This is equivalent to considering only rings with the discrete

topology.

It is clear that any subgroup of a topological group is a topological group with
respect to the subspace topology and that every submodule of a topological module

is a topological module with respect to the subspace topology. For the following

theorems dealing primarily with iopological groups analogous results for topological

left Æ-modules follow immediately unless otherwise noted.

Let (G, r) be a topological group and let g be afixed element of G. The constant

map r r--+ g and the identity map are continuous maps from G to G. This implies

that r * (g,z) Ís a continuous map from G to G x G. Since addition is continuous

and the composition of continuous functions is continuous, we get a continuous map
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tn: r ++ g+r from G to G, called the translati,onby g. This map has a continuous

inverse, namely t-n, so ún is a homeomorphism.

Notati,on. rf A,B Ç G and g e G where (G,r) is a topological abelian group, then

we let

A+g:{ølg:a€A}:g-tA;

A+ B: u Ø+b): u @+ B): B * A;
beB a€A

-A-{-o,aeA};

A-B:Ai(-B).

rr A c M where (M,r) is a topological left R-module and r € -8, then we let

rA:{ra:a€A};

r-rA:{reM:rr€A}.

Note. In general, A- Al {0}l Furthermore,if. A is an open set then, r-1A is an

open set since r : M --+ M is continuous. Similar, if A is a closed set then, r-1A is

a closed set. On the other hand, if A is open or closed nothing can be determined

about r.4 since r : M --+ M need not be an open or closed map.

Proposition 1.61. Let (G,r) be a topologi,cal abeli,an group, A,B ç G and, g e G.

(r) G is a homogeneous space, that i,s, giuen a,b Ç. G there i,s a homeomorphism

G --+ G sendi,ng a to b. Intu'it'iuely, thi,s n'Leans that G looks the same topolog-

i.cally at euery poi,nt.

(tz) A 'is an open set è A + g i,s an open set.
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(äi) A'is a closed set è A+ g is a closed set.

(*) A i,s an open set è A + B ,is an open set.

(r) A i,s a closed set and B i,s fini,te + A+ B i,s a closed, set.

Proof, (i) tu-"is a homeomorphism sending a Lo b.

(1i) ts is a homeomorphism and therefore open.

(iii) ¿e is a homeomorphism and therefore closed.

(iv) A * B: Uf¿*ó) and a unionof opensets is an open set.
b€B

(") A * B is the union of a finite number of closed sets and is therefore a closed

set.

n

Note. Proposition 1.61(i) implies that the topology on a topological abelian gïoup

(G,t) is determined by the set of open neighbourhoods of 0. That is, [/ e r if and

only if for every g in G there is Wn e r, 0 €. Wn such that g +Ws ç U. We let

N(G) denote the collection of open neighbourhoods of 0.

corollary L.62- Let (G1,r1) and (Gr,rr) be topologi,cal groups and, f : G1 --+ Ç,

be a homomorphi,sm. Then

(¿) f ¿t conti,nuous i,f and only i,f f ,is conti,nuous at the i,d,entity,

(rr) f is open onto ,its i,mage i,f and ontg i,f for eachU e Al'(G), f lul: V t Í[Gl
for someV €12.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.61(i). n
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Corollary 1.63. Let (G,r) be a topolog,ical abeli,an group. Let tl
folloui,ng statements hold:

(t) If a Ç U there etists W e A[(G) such that W + a c U.

(ii) There etists W e lrt(G) such thatW - W c U,

(mt) ctç(U) çu -u.
Proof. (i) Clearly,U-ae N(G) and(t/-a)+a,çU.
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Q At'(G). rhe

(ii) Themap.f : GxG -+ Ggivenby(a,ó) * a-b iscontinuous. Thus,

Í-t[U] is an open set, contains (0,0), and therefore contains a set of the form

Ax B where A,B e N(G). Letw : AÀ-8. so, w e AÍ(G). Furthermore2

w xw c f-t[u], rhat is,w -w çu.

(iii) Let aeclç(u). since u+aisanopenneighbourhoodof d,,((I*ø) nu lø.
Therefore, there areb,c e u such that alb :c. Therefotê, o, : c-b e u -U.

n

Proposition 1.64. Let (G,r) be a topologi,cal abeli,an group. The followi,ng are

equ'iualent:

(i.) (G,r) i,s a Hausdorff space,

(i,x) {0} i,s a closed subgroup of G.

(äi,) The i,ntersecti,on of all the open nei,ghbourhood,s ofO es {0}.

Proof. (i) + (ii): Let (G,r) be a Hausdorffspace. so, for aI g e G, {g) is a closed

set. Therefore, in particular, {0} i. a closed set. Furtheïmore, {0} ir a subgroup of

G. Therefore, {0} is a closed subgroup of G.
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(ii) =+ (iii): Let g €G be such that g f 0. Now, {g} i. a closed set since G is a

homogeneous space. since {g} ir closed set and 0 É {g},there exist su eÅl(G) such

that Ur-l {g} : Ø. Hence, g is not in the intersection of all the open neighbourhoods

of 0. Since I \¡/as arbitrary, the intersection of all the open neighbourhoods of 0 is

{0}

(iii) + (i): Let a,b eG such that a I ó. since a-b +0, there exists u e Al(G)

which does not contain a-b. Also, thereexists w e N(G) such lhatw _w cU.
so, ø- b Éw -w. Therefore, (w +(o-b))nw : Ø and. (w +a)n(w *b):6.
Since I4l is open, W l¿ and W +b are open neighbourhoods of ¿ and ó respectively.

Therefore, G is Hausdorff.

corollary 1.65. Euery topologi,cal aberi,an group that i,s a Ts-sp¡,ce i,s a Hausd,orff

space.

Proof. Let (G, r) be a ?6 topologicar aberian gïoup. Let a € G. since G is z¡, there

is an open set U such that U contains either ¿ or 0 but not both. By homogeneity,

without loss of generality, U contains 0 and not ¿. So, the intersection of all the open

neighbourhoods of 0 is {0}. Therefore by proposition 1.64, (G,r) is Hausdorff. n

Theorem 1.66. Let (G,r) be a topolog,ical group and, let H be a subgroup or G. If
H 'is open, then H i,s closed,.

Proof' Suppose I/ is an open subgroup of G. So, l/ is an open neighbourhood of 0.

Therefore, by Proposition .1.63(iii), cIç(H) ç H -r1. But, lr is an open subgroup,

so -Ef - H : H. Therefore, H is aclosed.

Theorem L.67. Let G be an abeli,o,n group and, Es a collection of subsets of G
conta,ining 0 such that
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(r) -B: B Íor euerA B e 8,o;

(ii.) for euerA B € 8,o, there e,ists B' e gs such that B, + B, C B;

(äi) for euera B eF,o and,r€8, there e,ists B' €T,s suchthat B'+r c B;

(i'u) for eaera BtBz € !80, there eri,sts Bt€ßs suchthat B3c B1-if,2,

Then the fami,lE

8:{Blg:B€Eo,gÇG}

'is a base for a topology r on G such that (G,r) i,s a topologi,cal group. Moreouer, ,if

ll l$o : {0} then the topologg generated bA Eo ,is Hausdorff.

Proof. Let

B' : {Btn... n 87, : B¿€ !30,fr e N}.

That is, 13' is the family of all finite intersections of the members of gi6. Now, set

(
,:\UÇG: forall r€U thereexists B'Ç.ß' suchthat B,+rÇO)

with some work it can be shown that r is a topology on G and (G, r) is a topological

group. By (iii), each member of E6 belongs to r. Let U er and. r e [/. Since r is

a group topology on G, there exist 81, . . . B¡ € !36 such that

(Brn..'naù*rÇß0.

By (iv) there is a B' €!56 such that B' Ç h)... ) Bt,and thus B, + * C (J and

B' + r € !3. Therefore, l3 is a base for r. D
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In order for !36 to generate a module topology on a left Æ-module we require

the additional condition that

(v) for every r e Rand B € !30, there is a B' € lgo such that rB' C B.

1.3.1 Filters and Convergence

In this section, we cover two closely related topics, namely filters and convergence.

The concept of a filter will be used and expanded upon in chapter 3.

Definition 1.68. Let X be aset. f isafilter onX if F isanon-emptycollection

of subsets of X such that

(1) ø(F;

(ii) if Ft,...,F, €.F then ¡'r n. .. À Fn ç f;

(iii) if F c ? and .F Ç tr" then F' e F.

Definition 1.69. Let x be a set. !s is a firter-base on x if !8 is a non-empty

collection of subsets of X such that

(i) ø f ts;

(ii) for every Bt,Bz € !5, there exists B e E such that B Ç BtCtBz.

Lemma L.70. Let X be a set.

(i') Let (x,r) be a topologi,cal space and, r € x. Il F, is the collecti,on of att

nei,ghbourhoods of r then F, ,is a filter on X.

fti) If fi and f2 are f,lters on X then F1O Fz i,s a fi,lter on X,
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(ä,) If ß ,is a fi,Iter-base on X then

F : {A : there etists B e E such that B Ç A}

i,s a fi,Iter on X.

Proof. These follow directly from the definitions.

Definition L.7L. Let (X, r) be a topological space. Let r e x, F be a filter on

X and !3 be a filter-base on X. Then F conuerges to r, denoted by F J+ r, if for

every open neighbourhood U of r, there is -F' e .F such that F Ç U (or equivalently,

U e F). Similarly, ß conuerges to r, denoted by ß l. r, if for every neighbourhood

U of r, there is a B € !s such that B Ç U. rf F (ts) converges to z then z is a

li,miÍ of F (ts), denoted limf ([mA).

Let (x,r) be a topological space and z e x. Clearly, f,, the collection of all

neighbourhoods of r, converges to r. AIso, if l3 is a a filter-base on X and -7: is the

filter generated by ls, then !3 l+ r if and only if ? :+ r.

Proposition '1-.72. Let (X,r) be a topological space. (X,r) is Hausd,orff if and,

onlg i,f euerA filter-base on X conuerges to at most one li,mi,t.

Proof. Suppose ihat (X, r) is Hausdorff. Let !3 be a filter-base with more than one

limit, that is, assume 8l+ r and l3 5 gr where r f a.since (x,r) is Hausdorff

there exists open neighbourhoods U of n and V of gr such that t/n V : Ø. However,

by convergence there exists Bu Bz € !$ such that .B1 Ç t/ and Bz C V. Since !8

is a filter base, 81 f-ì 82 contains an element of !8. This is a contradiction since

B1nB2 çu nv : Ø, so !8 has at most one limit. suppose that (x,r) is not

39
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Hausdorff. Then there exists r I A such that for every open neighbourhood U of

r andV of y, U aV I ø. Let E be the set of open neighbourhoods of r and,g.

Clearly, !8 is a filter-base on X that converges to r and.toy. n

Proposition 1.73. Let (X,r) be a topologi,cal space and letY C X, The followi,ng

are equiualent:

(i') There erists a fi,Iter-base 8 uhose elements are all contained, ,in Y such that

ßJrr.

(i,i) There eri,sts a filter F such that y e ? and, F J, r.

(ut) r e cly(Y)

Proof.

(i)+(ii) Suppose that !s is a filter-base whose elements are all contained in Y such

that !8 3 z. Then the filter associated with !8 satisfies the properties of (ii).

(ii)+(iii) Suppose that f is a filter such that Y e F and F I+ r. There exists some

U çr suchthat cly(Y): X\U. Suppose tha1r f cty(Y),sor e(J.
Therefore, u eF. However, cly(Y) €f sincey Çcly(y) andy e F.

Therefore, Ø:Uñclx(y) e -F. Thisisacontradiction, therefore, r e cIy(Y).

(iii)=+(i) Suppose r e cly(Y). Define ß : {U tY :U is a neighbourhood of z}. It is

easy to confirm that !8 is a filter-base with the desired properties.

n

Corollary I.74. Let (X,r) be a topologi,cal spz,ce and A C X. Then A i,s closed,,if

and only 'if A contains all li,mi,ts of all conuergent filters F wi,th A e F.
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Proof. This follows immediately from proposition 1.78.

Proposition 1.75. Let (M,r) be a topologi,cal left R_mod,ule.

(i) IÍf ,is afiIter on M than so a,re -? and,rF.

(ä) U f l-, r, then -f J-, -n and,rF J, rr.

Proof. (i) follows directly from the clefinition. (ii) Let F t, r. Let U be an open

neighbourhood of -z and let v be an open neighbourhood or rr. So, _u ancl

r-1V are open neighbourhoods of z. Since F l+ r, there are F1,Fz e F such that

n c -u and F2 c r-rv.. Therefore, -F1 E fI, rF2 C v. Furthermore, -Ft Ç -f ,

rFz e r?. So, -F :+ -r and rF l, rc.

L.3.2 Cauchy Filters and Convergeïrce

In this section, we cover two closely related topics, namely Cauchy filters and com-

pletion. The concept of the completion of a topological module will be used in

Chapter 4.

Definition I.76- Let (M,r) be a topological left R-module and r be Hausdorfl.

A cauchg fi,lter on M is afrlter F such that for every u e AÍ(M), there is F e ?
satisfying F - F çu. A HausdorffE-module (M,r) is complete if every cauchy

filter on M converges.

Lemma L.77. Let (M,r) be a topologi,car Ieft R-mod,ure and, r e R.

(i,) Euery conuergent fi,lter i,s a Cauchy fi,lter.

(iù If F ,is a Cauchg fi,lter on M , then so ,is -F,
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(rrù If F i,s a CauchE fiIter on M and A i,s a submodule of M, then the restri,cti,on

F¿.: {F C A: F e f} i,s a Cauchg filter on A ,in the subspace topologE.

Proof. (i) Suppose that F I, rwhere r e G and let U e N(G). By Corollary 1.61ì,

there exists W e N(G) such lhatW -W ç [/. Furthermore, W +r is open and

reW f z,sothereexists FeF suchthat FCW*r

F - F c (W +r) - (W +r):W -W çU.

So, -F is a Cauchy filter. (ii) and (iii) follow directly from the definitions. ¡

Theorem 1-.78. Let (N,r) be a complete module. A submodule M of N 'is complete

i,n the subspace topologE i,f and onlE i,f M i,s closed i,n N.

Proof. Suppose that M is complete in the subspace topology, and let r e cl¡¡(A[).

By Proposition 1.73, there is a filter F on,Ày' such tha| F l-, n and M e F. So,

by Lemma 1.77, T is Cauchy on ly' and the restriction FM : {f C M : F Ç F} a

Cauchy filter on M in the subspace topology. Since M is complete, there is y e M

such that Fm 1, a. Hence, F l, A. So, by Proposition 1.72, n : A. Therefore,

r € M. Hence, M is closed.

Suppose lhat M is closed in l/ and let .F be a Cauchy filter on M. Let .F' be the

filter on G generatedby F. If U e ¡/(¡/), then [/ À M e. N(M) and so there is an

F e F such that F-F çUÀM.Inparticular, F e F'andF-F c (J. So, F' is

a Cauchy filter on lú. Since N is complete, there is r € lü such that, F' å z. So by

Proposition 1.73, r Ç M since M is closed and F 'l*, ,. So, M is complete. D

For instance, (R., Euc) is complete, bui (Q, Euc) is not complete.
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Lemma I.79. Let (Myr1) and, (Mz,rz) be topologicøI modules. Let I , M, -- Mz

be a conti,nuous homomorphi,sm. For euery Cauchy fi,lter F i,n M1, fW) ¿t a Cauchg

fi"lter i,n M2.

Proof, Let U € N(M2). Since / is continuous /-l[Ul e Al'(Mr). There is an F e F
such that F - F c f-t[U]. Therefore, /[F] - f[p] CU. n

Corollary 1-.80. Let (M,r) be a topological left R-module andr € R. If F i,s a

Cauchg filter on M , then so i,s rF.

Proof. Follows directly from Lemma L.79 since r : M --+ M is continuous. n

Theorem 1.81. Let (M,r) be a topologi,cal module. Let D be a dense submodule of

M, and let L be a complete module. Euery continuous homornorphism f : D --+ L

ertend,s un'iquelg to a continuous homomorph,ism / : M -- L, That i,s, the followi,ng

d'iagram can be completed commutati,uely:

n L------- lW
I ,'ft .,
{ ¡' =tfL

Proof. I will only provide the construction of /.It is then straightforward to show

that/ is well-defined., a continuous homomorphism and unique. Let m e M . Since

D is dense in M, there is a filter F on M stch that F J, m and D e F by

Propositionl.TiJ. Since F is a Cauchy filter in M so is its restriction

îD:{fCD:F€F}.

By Lemma 1.79, Í[FDl is a Cauchy filter on L. Since -L is complete, lim ¡lFnl exists.
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So, let

f (g) :rim Í[Fo].

n

Definition 1.82. A complet'ion or a topological module (M,r) is a complete topo-

logical module (M,r) that contains M as a dense submoclule.

For instance, (R, Euc) is the completion of (Q,Euc).

Theorem 1.83 (Raïkov-Completion Theorem. See [l,uk]). Euery topologi,cal mod,ule

a,dmi,ts a completi,on, whi,ch i,s unique up to topolog,ical i,somorphi,sm.

L.4 Category Theory Preliminaries

In this section, I present some basic definitions and theorems from category theory

that will be used in later sections. For further reference, please consult [i\ril.,gu] or

[] riiT;tl.

Definition 1.84. A category C consists of:

(i) a class ob(C) of objects;

(ii) for each pair of objects x and Y, a set or morphi,srns from X to y , denoted

Hom (X, Y);

(iii) for any three objects X, Y and Z a binary operation,

44

o: Hom (Y,Z) x Hom (X,Y) --+ Hom (X,Z)
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such that ff Í e Hom(W,X), g € Hom (X,Y) and fr. € Hom (Y,Z) lhen

h"(goÍ):(hos)of;

(iv) for every object X, a morphism 1¡ € Hom (X,X), called the i,denti,tA rnor-

ph'ism for X, such that for every morphism / e Hom (X,Y) and every mor-

phism 9 € Hom (Z,X) we have

Ixog:g

and

foly:¡.

The categories we will be most interested in are:

(i) The category of topological spaces, denoted Top, whose class of objects is the

class of all topological spaces and for any two topological spaces (X, r) and

(Y,r), Hom ((X, r),(Y,r)) is the set of all continuous functions from (X,r) to

(Y,r).

(ii) The category of Hausdorff spl,ces) denoted Topr, whose class of objects is the

class of all Hausdorff topological spaces and for any two topological spaces

(X,r) and (Y,r), Hom ((X,r),(Y,r)) is the set of all continuous functions

from (X, r) to (Y,r).

(iii) The category of abeli,an groups) denoted Ab, whose class of objects is the class

of all abelian groups and for any two groups G and -Ël, Hom (G, H) is the set
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of all homomorphisms from G Lo H.

(iv) The category of topologi,cal abeli,an groups, denoted ropAb, whose class of

objects is the class of all topological abelian gïoups and for any two topo-

logical abelian groups (G,r) and (H,r), Hom ((G,r),(H,")) is the set of all

continuous homomorphisms from (G, r) to (H,r).

(v) The categorg of left R-modules, denoted RMod, whose class of objects is the

class of all left Æ-modules and for any two modules M and iy', Hom (NI, N) is

the set of all module homomorphisms from M to N.

(vi) The category of all topological left Ã-modules where .B is a ring with the

discrete topology, denoted TopRMod, whose class of objects is the class

of all topological left Æ-modules and for any two topological left R-modules

(M,r) and (,À/,ø), Hom ((M,r),(l/,r)) is the set of all continuous module

homomorphisms from (M,r) to (l/, ø).

Definition 1-.85. Let C be a category. A morphism / e Hom (x,y) is an epi,mor-

phi,sm if for all morphisms h, k Ç Hom (Y, Z) such that

hof:¡xo¡

we have h,: k.

For Ab, Top and RMod the epimorphisms are precisely the morphisms which

are surjective on the underlying sets. However, in Top, the epimorphisms are

precisely the continuous functions with dense images.
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Definition 1.86. Let C be a category. A morphism / e Hom (X,,Y) is a monomor-

phi,sm if for all morphisms h,k e Hom (Z,X) such that

foh,:fok

we have h,: lc.

For Top, Topz, Ab, TopAb, RMod and TopRMod the monomorphisms are

precisely the morphisms which are injective on the underlying sets.

Definition 1.87. Let C be a category. A morphism / e Hom (X,Y) is an isomor-

ph'ism if there exist g, h, e Hom (Y, X) such that

fog:rv

It'o f :1*'

In any category, every identity is an isomorphism. A morphism in Ab is an

isomorphism if and only if it a group isomorphism. A morphism in Top is an

isomorphism if and only if it is a homeomorphism. It is important to note that

every morphism that is an isomorphism is a monomorphism and an epimorphism,

but not every morphism that is both a monomorphsim and epimorphism is an

isomorphism. For instance, consider Top2. The inclusion map Q to R is a non-

surj ective epimorphism.

Definition L.88. Let C be a category and let {X¿: i e I} be an indexed family

of objects in C. Then a C-producú of the set {X¿}¿ç¡ is an object X together
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with a collection of morphisflrs ?r¿ € Hom (X, X¿) such

any collection of morphisms Í e Hom (Y,Xo), there

/ e Hom (Y, X) such that f ¿ : r¿ o /. That is, for each

commutes:

48

that for any object Y and

exists a unique morphism

i, e I Lhe following diagram

X

1",
X¿

Example 1.89. If {(Xi,r¿)}¿etis a family of topological spaces r*" (H yn,rr.o)

together with the set of morphisms þrtlnr, is a Top-product.

Definition 1.90. Let C be a category and let {X¿: i, e I} be an indexed family

of objects in C. Then a C-coproduct of the set {Xo}¿rt is an object X together

with a collection of morphisrrs 6¿ € Hom (X¿, X) such that for any object Y and

any collection of morphisms /¿ e Hom (Xo,Y), there exists a unique morphism

/ e Hom (X,Y) such that f¿: f oe¿. That is, for each'i € l the following diagram

commutes:

rlf_l'. Ix--"->Y
,'l ,4

À,¿

Example 1-.91. If {(M¡,rn)}or, is a family of left -B-modules then @o.r M¿ is a

coproduct in the category of left -R-modules. See Definition 1..97 and the theorems

that follow.

Since both the definition of product and the definition of coproduct assert the

_=)r_,

t\
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existence of a unique morphism it is trivial to show that the product and the co-

product of a family, when they exist, are unique up to isomorphism.

Definition I.92. Let C be a category. An object I is C-i,njectiue provided that

for each monomorphism / € Hom (Y,X) and each morphism g € Hom (Y,I), there

exists a morphism å e Hom(X,I) such that g : ho f . That is, the following

diagram commutes:

Í
--!---> X

./ 
=h)!

Example 1.93. Any vector space is injective in the category of vector spaces over

a fixed field. An abelian group is injective in the category of abelian gïoups if and

only if it is divisible.

Proposition 1.94. A topologi,cal space i,s categori,callE Top-'injectiue if and onlg i,f

i,t i,s i,ndi,screte.

Proof. ê Suppose that (1, r) is a topological space where 1 is non-empty and

r is the indiscrete topology. Let f be a continuous one-to-one function from

(Y,rt) to (X, r2). Let g be a continuous map from (Y,rr) to (1, r). Lei i, e I.

Let

the indiscrete

is continuous.
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Y

'T
I

(
ls"Í-,(*) uref[Yl

h'(r) : {

[, ifr(ffY]

Now, ä is a continuous map from (X, 12) to (1, r) since r is

topology on .I and every mapping into the indiscrete topology
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Furthermotc, g: h" Í.Therefore, (I,r) is categorically Top-injective.

* Now, suppose that (1, r) is injective. The identity map from (I,rr) to (1, 12) is

continuous and one-to-one if 11 is the discrete topology and 12 is the indiscrete

topology. Now, the identity map from (I,rr) to (I,r) is continuous, since every

mapping from the discrete topology is continuous. Therefore, the identity map

from (1, r2) to (1, r) is continuous. Hence, r must be the indiscrete topology.

t.4.L Category of Left R-Modules

In this section, we will assume that fi is a fixed ring with unity.

Notati,on. If M and N are left ,R-modules then Hom (M,,n/) is the set of Ê-module

homomorphisms lrom M to l/. We will assume tha| {M¿}¿e¡ is a family of left

-R-modules and that fl is an arbitrary left R-module.

Proposition l-.95. Let M and N be Ieft R-modules

(i) Let f ,g e Hom6 (M,N). Defi,ne f + g as follows:

U + s)(a): Í(o) + g(a)

for aLI a e M, ThenHomR(M,N) forms an abel'ian gT-oup.

(ll) tn additi,on, suppose R i,s commutatiue. Let f ,g € Hom¡ (M, N), Define f ¡ g

as i,n (i.) and for each r e R define r f

rf @): f (ra)
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for all o, € M. Then Homn(M, N) forms a left R-module.

In general,lr R is not commutative then Hom¡ (M,N) will not be a left Ã-

module.

Notati,on. 11 a : Mz ---+ M1 is a group homomorphism then it is possible to assign

to a homomorphism ó t Mt + N, the homomorphism ó o a : M2 -+ ly' creat-

ing a* : HomR (o, N) : Hom¿ (Mr, N) --+ HomR (Mr, N) a group homomorphism.

Similarly, if B : Ni -+ Nz is a group homomorphism then it is possible to assign

to ahomomorphism ó, M + Nr, the homomorphism þ"ô: Lt[ ---+ À,I2 creating

þ*:Homn(M,P): Homs (M,Nr) --+ HomR (M,Nr) agroup homomorphism.

Now, let Hom6 (M,-) be the category where objects are gïoups of the form

Hom¡ (M, A) where A is any left -B-module and the morphisms are group homomor-

phisms of the form Homa (M,P): Hom¿ (M,A) ---+ Homa (M,B) where B: A-+ B
is a group homomorphism. Let Hom¡ (-, N) be the category where objects are

groups of the form Hom¿ (,4, ¡/) where ,4 is any.left Ë-module and the morphisms

are group homomorphisms of the form Hom (o,l/) : Hom¡ (Á, ¡/) ---+ HomR (8, ¡/)
where a: B --+ A is a group homomorphism.

Proposition l-.96. Let S and T be ri,ngs, M be a R-S bi,mod,ule and N be a R-T

bimodule. Let f € Hom¡ (M, N). For each s e s and, t e T d,efi,ne f s and, tf as

follows:

f t@): f (as)

and

tf @): (f ("))t

Then Homn (M, N) forms a T-S bi,module.
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Definition L.97. Let {M¿}0.¡ b" a family of lefb -R-modules. The direct surn of

{Mo}nrr, denoted AI : Ø 1l[¿, is the set of all sequences (oo)or, where a¿ € M¿ f.or

all i, eI and a¿ :0 f"r ;ií but finitely many i, e L The d,i,rect prod,uct or {Mr}ory,

denoted M : IIM¿, is the set of all sequences (on)oq where a¿ € M¿ for all i, c I .

¿eI
Now, let a¿,b¿ e M¿ for each'i € I and r Ç R then we defi.ne (on)oq * (b¿)¿6¡ and

r((a¿)¿ut) as follows:

(oo)urt * (bu)o¿ : (a¿ * b¿)¿rt

and

, ((a¿) ¿rt) : (r (ao)) oq.

Clearly, M and M are both left -B-modules. F\¡rtherm ore, M is a submodule of

M. Finally, we lel r¿ tM -- M¿ and. €¿: M¿ --+ M be the canonical projection and

injection, respectively. That is, for (o¡)¡r, € M and b e M¿, n¿((ø¡)¡rt): o¿ â,rd

e¿(b) : (c¡)¡u where cj :0 for j I z and c¿: b.

So, a-¿ s€i.:'id,¡au andn¿o€¡ç:0 for i, + k.Also, for a € M, the support of

ø, supp(o) : {k e I:r¡(a) *0}, is finite,.o Ð e¿on¿(a) is well defined. Thus we
ieI

have a morphism Ir, o1T¿: M --+ M where, clearly, Ðr, o,Ìt¿:,id*. Clearly,
i.el i€I

l,"n: (tr¿)¿q : i,d.M.

¿eI

Proposition 1.98. For euerE fami,Iy of module homomorphi,sms /¿ e Homa (Mu, H)

there'is aun'ique / e Hom¡(M,H) suchthat f¿: f oe¿ for eachi, e L Hence,

(M, {en}nrt) i,s the RMod-coproduct.
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Proof. Let a e M. Define / by

f @):Ð¡,or¿(a).
àeI

Now, / is well-defined since supp (ø) is finite for each a € M. It can be easily verified

that / is the unique homomorphism such th,at f¿: f o e¿ for all i, e I. n

Proposition l-.99. For euery fami,Iy of module homomorphi,sms ft. Ç Hom¡-(H, Mo)

therei,s aunique / e Homp (U,Ø suchthat Í¿:r¿of for eachi, e L Hence,

(M, {no}or) i,s the Pt}l/rod,-product.

Proof. Lel a € Ì/. Define f by

53

Í(a) : Uo(o))oa.

It can be easily verified that / is the unique homomorphism such tha| f¿ : T¿ o f
forallieL n

Proposition 1.100. o : Hom¡ (r,ilM,) -- fl Homn (H, Mo) d,efined, bs
\ ¿eI / -c€r

aU): (no" f),rt

'i,s a group ,isomorph'i,sm.

Proof. f[ Hom¡ (H,Mo) is the product of {Hom¡ (H,Mo)}n* in Hom¡ (I/, -) witìr
¿eI

projection maps

pc : nHom¡ (H, Mn) ---+ Hom¡ (H, Mo) .

ieI
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Clearly,

Hom6 (H,no) : p¿ o e.

Since ff Hor6 (H, M) is the product, a is a homomorphism.
¿e.I

Since M isthe product of {M¿}nr, there exists a unique morphism g such that

Í¿: r¿ o g, so a is a bijection. n

Proposition 1.1-01. B : Homp(M, H) - fl¿e¡ Homa (Mo, H) defined bg

PU):(fouo)out

i,s a group'isomorphism.

Proof . ff Hor¿ (Mo, H) is the product of {Hom¡ (Mo, H)}or, in Hom¡ (-, l/) with
i€I

projection maps

p¿ ,l,Hom6 (Mo, H) --+ Hom¿ (Mo, H) .

i€I

Clearly,

Hom¿ (to, H) : p.¿ o P.

Since f[ Uor" (Mo, H) is the product, p is a homomorphism.
¿eI

Since M is the coproduct of {M¿}ur, there exists a unique morphism g such that

Í¿: g o r¿, so p is a bijection. n

Proposition l-.102. Define a rryap ? , O Hom6 (Mo, H) ---+ Hom¡ @,U) UA

i€I

t(fùorò: I f¿on.
i€I
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Then 1 is a monomorphi,sm and, i,ts i,mage consi,sts of att mod,ule homornorphisms

fromM to H that uanish on ail but a fini.te number of the submod,ules M¿.

Proof. OHom¡ (Mo,H) is the coproduct of {Hom¡ (Mn,H)}or, in Hom¡ (_,H)
i.eI

with injection maps

e¿ : Hom¡ (Mo, H) -* O Hom¡ (Mn, H)
¿€I

Clearly,

Hom¡(no,H):jo€i.

Since (þ Uorn¡ (Mo, H) is the coproduct, 7 is a homomorphism.
i,€I

Let (f¿)¿r¡ e O Hom¿ (Mo, H) and, (g¿)¿rr € O Hom¡ (Mo, H).Since M is the
i.el iel

coproduct, the families f¿: M¿ ---+ H and g¿: M¿ -i u otÃ-module homomorphisms

gives rise to unique maps f , M ---+ H and g : M -+,Er such that f¿: Í o€¿ and

g¿: g oe¿. So,

t(U¿)¿e¡) : t(Øò¿et)

=+ Ð¡rs.tri:lonono
ieI iel

=) !f" €iolri: Ð go€¿o7T¿
i€I ¿€I

+ /.Ð€¿o'Ìr¿:golroon.
i€.I i€I

=+ foi,d,u:go,id.¡¡

=+ f :g.

So,?isamonomorphism.
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Now, suppose that / e Hom¿ @,H) vanishes on all but a finite number of the
submodules M¿. Consider, ft: f oe¿. So, ,û € Hom¡ (M¿, H) and, f¿: 0 for all but a
finitenumberof thesubmoduresM¿. Therefore, (fu)nq € o¿u¡Hom¿ (M¿,H). since

l(uù¿rt): f , f is in the image of 7. conversery, suppose that / e Homa (M=,H)
is in the image of 7. So, for some (go)nr, € O¿u¡ Hom¡ (Mo, H),

f:l(bò¿€r) :lgoono.
á€I

BuL g¿: 0 for all but finitely many i, e I. Therefore, / must

finite number of the submodures M¿. Hence, 7 has the desired

Analogous results to Theorems 1. r 00 - r . r 02 for the category of toporogical
modules will be discussed in Chapter 3.

1.5 Pure-injective Modules

In this section, I will introduce some basic concepts of pure-injective modules from
a model theoretic perspective. For further reference, [Pr,tri98] provides an in depth
study of pure-injective modules from a model theoretic perspective and [\ï¡isûl]
provides an in depth study of pure-injective modules from an algebraic perspective.
Many of the proofs in this section can be found in [Ì]re,.$,s] and have not been
duplicated here' In Chapter 4, I investigate whether or not techniques analogous to
the ones used by Prest in [P.r,ss] can be extended to topological modules.

Notat'ion' In this section we will assume that A is an arbitrary fixed ring with
multiplicative identity 1 and it will be assumed that all modules are unital left Ã-
modules' Recall that Lp is the language of unital left Ã-modules. Supp ose that M
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is a unital left A-module, a € M and r € R. For convenience, we will often write

r(a) as rø. This convention allows us to write equations using matrix notation.

Recall that if M and ly' are left A-modules and / e Hom6 (M,N), then the kernel

oflis
ker(þ):{a€M:g(a)-0}.

Definition 1.103. Let A, B and C be left Æ-modules. A sequence of homomor-

phisms

tLn\c
is eract at B if ¿*(ó) : ker(tþ). A sequence of homomorphisms

0-,A!,nLC-.+0

is short-eract if. it is exact aL A, B, and C.

Proposition 1.104. Let A, B and C be Ieft R-mod,ules.

(i) 0 --+ I L A ,is eract at A if and, only i,f ó i,s ,injecti,ue.

(ix) A \ n -, 0 i,s eract at B i,f and, only i,f 1þ i,s surjectiue.

Proo.f. (i) Let / be injective. tcer(g) : {0} since /(0) : 0 and if þ@): 0 rhen

a:0 since / is injective. Therefore,0 --+ nL n is exact at A.

(ii) Let T/ be surjective. ¿*(rþ): B since ,ry' is surjective. Therefore, ,q !, g -- O

is exact aI B.
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Definition L.105. Let A, B and C be left E-modules. A short-exact sequence of

homomorphisms

o---+ALnLC.-o

spli,ts if i,m(Í) is a direct summand of B.

Theorem/Definition 1-.106. A Ieft R-module M i,s i,njecti,ue i,f ,it sati,sfies one of

the f o llowi,n g equi,u alent cond,it'ions :

(r) IÍ M i,s a submodule of N then there eri,sts a submod,ute A of N such that

MeA-|y'.

(ä) If Ais asubmoduleof B andf : A--+ M i,s ahomomorphismthenthere etists

a homomorph,ism g: B --+ M such thatVr e A, g(r): f @).

(zti') U f , A ---+ B is a rnonorLorphi,sm and g : A --+ M i,s an arb,itrary homomor-

phi,sm then there er,ists a homomorphi,sm h : B ---+ M such that h o f : g.

That i,s, the followi,ng di,agram can be completed commutatiuely:

A( f ' B
L 'ol ./"l o'=t'

M

(i,u) Euery eract sequence 0 --+ M ---+ A --+ B --+ 0 splits.

Clearly, a left Æ-module is categorically RMod-injective if and only if it is an

injective Æ-module.

Definition 1.107. In any language L, a pos,i,ti,ue pri,m,itiue rormtila, or simply a

pp-formula, is an existential quantification of a conjunction of atomic formulas. In
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particular, for modules, an Lp-formula @ is positive primitive, if it is equivalent to

a formula of the following form:

Ín /n I

(lr') . . . (1*,)A { Ðri;(ø¡) + I s*(tur)
¿:l \j:r k:r

where r¿j,s¿tr€ -B for 7 < i < m,\ 1 j 1 n,I < k < l.

Note. It is convenient to express the above as a matrix:

:0)

(lr') . . .(1r,)

ftn srt

fmn Sml

-0

OT AS

(lø)(n(a) : -s(ø))

where rij,s¿k€ -R for 7 < i < m,\ 1 j 1 n,1 < k ( I and where R and S are the

the obvious matrices.

Example 1.108 (Examples of pp-formulas). Let r € -R. Consider the following

formulas:

(i) r(u) : 0. Clearly, M F r(a) : 0 if and only if r annihilates ø.

(ii) (lu)(r(o¡ : r(tu)). Clearly, M ts (=w)1(ø) : r(tr) if and only if ø is divisibte

by r in M; inother words, there exists b e M such that a : rb.

(:

U1

un

U1

U¡

::)
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Algebraically, a pp-formula expresses the solvability of a system of linear equa-

tions.

Lemma 1.109 (Linearity of pp-formulas). Suppose that þ(u1,. . . ,an) is a pp-

formula. Then for ang R-module M and ang A,b e A[" we haue

(i) M p d[õ];

(ä) M F ô[a,] and M 
= ôt6l + M ts þ[a -6];

(i'i'i') Lf c € z(R) then Jvl F óaal + Jvt tr ó[-a] (where z(R) ß the center of Ð.

Proof. (i) dl0l is equivalent to

(:ø)(n(0) +s(r)) :0

or

s(0) :0'.

Now, 0 e Mn and S(0') :0. Therefore, M Þ dP].

(ii) Suppose M ts ó[d] and M Þ ó161. Now, /[õ] is equivalent to

(:æ)(R(a) : -s(za)).

Since M ts óWl, there exists c € MI such that R(a) : -S(¿). Similarly, /[b]

is equivalent to (3d)(R(ã) : -S(Zr)) and since M tr ó[6], there exist s d e MI
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such that R(ã) : -S(Z). Now, Z - ¿ e A,[I and

R(u - b)

: R(u) - R(b)

: -s(¿) + s(ã)

: -(s(z) - s(ã))

: -s(¿ - ã).

Therefore, MÞ ó@-61.

(iii) Suppose M 
= óa0[ Now, d[a-] ir equivalent to

(tø)(n(a) : -s(ø)).

Since M ts óao), there exists d e MI such that R(z¡ : -S(ã). This means,

c(R(z)) : c(-s(ã)). Since c e z(R), we have R(c(a)) : -s(c(ã)). Now,

since cã Ç. MI we have M ts ótcd].

n

Corollary 1.110 ([ì)i'<r$"t], Corollary 2.2-2.3, p. i6-18). Let þ(u1,...,un) be a pp-

formula, Õ(rt,. ..,un) be a set of pp-formulas and M be any R-module.

(r) ó[M] i,s a subgroup oÍ Mn stable und,er endomorphi,sms of the module.

(tt) @lMl i,s a subgroup of M" stable under endomorphisms of the module.

(äi) Letk 1n andb: (ór,...,bn) e Mk. Theng[M,E] ts ei,ther empty ori,s a

coset of the subgroup ô1M,0) of I¡4"-r".
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(i,u) Let k 1n andb: (ðr, ...,bn) € Mk. Then Þ[M,b) ls e,ither emptE oris a

coset of the subgroup ÞlM,Q oÍ M"-r.

Proof. (i) BV Lemma 1.109, it suffices to check that þ[M] is stable under endo-

morphisms of the module. Let f e End(M), a: (or,...,an) € $lMl and

ó(ut,. . .,un) be of the form:

where r¿j,s¿k € ,B for 1< i, < m,I 1j 1n,I < k ( L Since Mts óa0) there

exists b: (h,. . . ,bù € MI such that

Applying / we get

Therefore, f@,)ÇólMl

(ii) O[M] : n{ô[]Wl, ô e Õ]. So the result follows from (i).

(iii) Let ó(M,6) be non-empty and 0,,¿ Ç ó1M,6). Therefore, M F þfa,6l and

Jvl ts ôþ,b]. So, Lemma 1.106 implies that M F ó@-c,õ1. So, 0,-c e ólM,î).

Conversely, if ã e ó(M,0) then MF ó[ã,,0]. Therefore, Lemma 1.10fi impties

M tr óø,+E,bl. So, ð +ã, e ó1M,6). Hence, ölM,6l is a coset of þIM,õ].

(iv) Similar to (iii).

(r,,) (i,,)Ä (å ri¡u¡ *å,,-,-: o)

Ä(å 
\¡o¡tå''u,*:o)

A (å r¡r@¡)* 
åsir,r(br) 

: o)
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!

Definition 1.111. Let JvI be an R-module. Let E e M and A ç M. The pp-type

of Zover AinMis

ppM(¿lA)

: {ó(t,,d) : M ts ól",dl where S is app formula ancl a € A}.

Definition L.LLZ. If p is a complete type then lhe pp-parú of p is

pr:{ó,ó ispp, óep}.

Furthermore,

p--{-ó,dispp, -ôe p}.

Theorem 1.113 ([ì,'i:cx"t] , p. 27). Let f : Jv4 - N be anE L-homomorphi,sm and

letaeM. Then

ppM (a) c p{ (Í @,)).

In particular, if M is a submodule of ,A/ and ¿ e M then ppM (o) C p{ (a)

Definition L.Lt4. Let A be a subgroup of B. Ais pure in B if nA:nBnAfor
every positive integer n.

Proposition l-.1-l-5. Let A be a subgroup of B and let a e A, If A i,s pure in B

then a i,s di,ui,si,ble by n 'in A if and onlg i,f a i,s di,uisible bg n i,n B.

Proof, This follows directly from the definition. n

Note that, nB is defined by the pp-formula (1w)(nw : u).
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Definition 1".116. Let A, B and C be abelian groups. A short exact sequence

0---+A3B--C---+0

is pure 1f alAl is a pure subgroup of B.

Definition L.177. A torsi,on group is a group consisting of elements of finite order.

A group is torsi,on-free if the only element of finite order is the identity.

Theorem 1.118. Let G be an abeli,an group and H a subgroup of G.

ft) If H 'is a di,rect summand of G then H i,s a pure subgroup.

(rù If H 'is a di,ui,si,ble subgroup of G then H i,s a pure subgroup.

(txx) A the GIH i,s tors,ion-free, then H i,s a pure subgroup.

(*) IÍ H i,s a torsi,on group then H i,s a pure subgroup.

Purity for abelian groups is extended to E-modules as follows:

Definition 1.L19. Let M be a submodule of ,A/. The embedding is pure, denoted

M<[AI,ifYaeM,
ppM@.): pp*(a).

That is,

M <l.A/ ++ for every pp-formula S and, a € M,l4 ts óVl <+ 

^/ 
ts ôfal.

Furthermore, M <l Af implies that for all pp-formulas þ(u1,. . . ,un),

ólMl : þlNl n M" .
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Equivalently, Jvl <i N if and only if every finite system of linear equations with

coefficients in ,R, parameters in M and a solution in l/ already has a solution in IVI .

Algebraically, Z-modules and abelian groups are equivalent. Model theoretically,

there is no distinction either since the language for Z-modules is definably equivalent

to the language for abelian groups since multiplication by n, can be defined as an

iterated sum. Purity for Z-modules is equivalent to the usual purity for abelian

groups.

Proposition 1.120 ([Pre88], Corollary 2.22, p.47). Let IVI and N be Z-modules

such that M i,s a submodule of N. Then

M<{//<+rl/tM:rlv[

for allr €2.

Proof. Suppose that M <f ,nl and r e Z and that m : rï1, € rN a M. Then

,A/ F (lu)(*: rw) andsince M is pure in N, Mts (=w)(m: rw). Therefore,

merM. So, M t-ìrN ÇrM.Trivially, rM C M ¡rN. So, M lrN:rM for all

TeLr,

Suppose MlrN :rM for all r €2. Now, let ó(rr,...,un) be app-formula.

So, by [lÌr'c$S] (Theorem 2.2I, p.46), ó(Ð) is equivalent, in every module, to a

conjunction of formulas of the form r'lt(ø) or the form ú'(ã) : 0 for suitable elements

of r' €Z and terms ú,ú'. Since atomic formulas of the formt' (o) :0 are preserved

in both directions, we only need to consider formulas of the form r'lt(z). So, without

loss of generality, let $(O)ber'lt(ø). Now, let d: (or,...an) e Mn and /ú F r'lt(a).

So, ú(z) e r' M since Mn r'Iy' C r' M. Therefore, M ts r'lú(z). Thus, M ispure in
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¡/. n

Definition 1'.L2I. M is pp-cornpacú if whenever Õ is a set of pp-formulas with

parameters from M which is finitely satisfied in Jv[ then Õ is satisfied in M.

Theorem/Definition L.L22. A left R-module M i,s pure-injective i,f one of the

folloui,ng equi,aalent conditi,ons hold:

(ù M zs pp-compact,

(rù M i,s i,njecti,ue ouer pure embeddi,ngs, that ,is, any d,i,agram as follows can be

compLeted commutati,aelg as shown:

Proof.

(i) + (ii) Suppose that,¡l4 is pp-compact. Let å be an enumeration of B. LetÐa be new

distinct variables indexed by the elements of b. Consider

O(z¡) : {ó(oa,a), ó is pp and B ts ó[6,@ where d e A] .

Now, let

Õ'(Ða) :{ó(u-u,/(a)) 
'de o1.

We want to show that every finite subset of Õ is satisfied in M. In order to

do this, it is sufficient to choose a single formula in Õ' since Õ is closed under

finite conjunctions,

bf)

I

"¿,4n
t,/l¡tl ,/

Jl r--It'tÏ
JV
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Let tþ e Q.

ß ts tþþ,al

=+ ß 
= 

(=ú)IþW,dl

+ AF (=t)tþW,d)

since A<lßanddeA

+ Mts (=ú)1þW,f @.)l

+ Mts óþ,/(z)l where c e M.

So, Õ' is finitely satisfied in M. Therefore, Õ' is satisfied in ,Al, that is,

there is d € M,indexed by ã, such that Mts @' þ-]. Define / to be the map

which carries 6 øa component-wise. Clearly, / extends /. Now, consider the

pp-formula u1 | ru2: tl3. So,

ßtsbt*rb2:6t

+ Úu, * tÚur: d6, € Õ

+ 7(¡,) + r-f (bù :7Øù.

Therefore, / is a homomorphism.

(ii) + (i) Suppose that M is injective over pure embeddings and that @ is a collection

of pp-formulas that is finitely satisfiable in k|. Therefore, Õ is consistent, so

there exists an elementary extension of M that realizes Õ, say Å/. Elemen-

tary extensions are stronger than pure embeddings. Consider the following
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diagram:

By pure-injectivity the identity lifts. Clearly, if ó is a solution of Õ in N, then

/(6) is a solution of Õ in M . So, Õ is satisfred in yV. So, M is pp-compact.

¡

It is clear that injectives are pure injective.

Definition 1.123. A left -B-module M is equationally compact if whenever X is a

system of linear equations over IltI which is finitely satisfiable in M (that is, every

finite subset of I has a solution in M), then Ð has a solution in IVI.

Definition L.L24. A compati,ble topologA) rj on M is one that makes (M,r) a

topological module.

Theorem r.125 (W. Taylor. See [oï:iO(i]). Let M be a left R-module. If IvI can

be equipped w'ith a compati,ble, compact, Hausdorff topologg then M ,is equati,onally

compact.

Theorem L.L26 ([PrertìS], Theorem 2.8, p. 28-29). A Ieft R-module M i,s pure-

injective i,f one of the follow,ing equi,ualent condi,ti,ons hold:

(i) euerE system of equat'ions o)uer M whi,ch i,s fi,nitely sati,sfi.ed, i,n M actuallg has

a soluti,on i,n M.

(i,i) euery parti,al pp-tApe i,n one uariable ouer M whi,ch i,s fi,nitety satisfi,ed i,n M
'is actually reali,zed in M.

68
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(ri,ù ,Í M is purelE embedded i,n N then thi,s embeddi,ng i,s spli,t. In other uords,

N:MØM'forsomeM'.

(iu) zf a 'is i,n A, b is ¿n M and ppA(ù ç ppM (6) then there i,s a L-homomorphi,sm

f , A--+ J\4 wi,th f (a):b.

Corollary T.'J,27. If a left R-module M has a compati,ble, compact Hausdorff topol-

ogy it'is pp-compact.

Proof. Suppose M has a compatible, compact Hausdorff topology. So,

M is equationally compact. Now, by (i) of Theorem 1.126, equationally

modules are pure-injective. Therefore, l\y' is pp-compact.

Theorem 1.128. Any di,rect product of pure-i,njecti,ues ,is pure-inject'iue,

by 1.125,

compact

n

Proof. Let {M¿}ou, be a family lefi fi-module that are pure-injective. LeL f : C ---+ B

be a pure-embedding and g : C - tW Ae a module homomorphism. Since M¿ is

pure-injective, there exists h¿: C + M¿ such that h¿o Í -.rrio g : gá. Now, let

h: (h.),rt : C -+M. So,

h o f : (ho)¿¿ o f : (ltu" f)ort : (gi)ier : g.

So, M is pure-injective.

Theorem 1.128 is inherently a categorical result and therefore can be extended to

any category with a "reasonable" concept of injectivity and a "reasonable" concept

of products.

n
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Theorem r.L29 (G. sabbagh. see [lilr:x,r.x], corollary 2.24, p. 40). For ang set

{Mo}oq of modules,

Ø*u=il.two.
àeI iel

Theorem 1.130 (8. Fisher. see [Plc,<iiì], corolìary 2.26, p. 40). If M i,s ele-

mentari,Iy equ'iualent to N then ana pure embeddi,ng of M into N i,s an elementary

embeddi,ng.

So, an immediate corollary is

corollary 1.131 ([[,'r'c"qE], Corollary 2.28,p. 4r). For ang set {Mn}oa of modules,

Ø*o tlIt'to'
iel iel

Note. We will see in Chapter 4 that Corollary l.liJl cannot hold for topological

modules in general.



Chapter 2

Topological Model Theory

2.t Preliminaries

Topological model theory is the study of topology from a model theoretic per-

spective. In Garavaglia's 1978 paper Lhe Model Theory of Topolog'ical Structures

[{-ìrl i'tì], Garavaglia provides a brief history of topological model theory. It appears

that the first results in topological model theory were discovered independently by

three different groups of mathematicians. In I974, at the University of Wisconsin,

two Ph. D. students, McKee and Sgro, wrote their Ph. D. dissertations on topo-

logical model theory [.\,lr:Kä] [5grì'-l]. In 1975, Garavaglia announced a series of

abstracts in the AMS Notices [(-izr,r"rri] of results obtained while working on his Ph.D.

thesis [{,J,r.;î(ì] and later published in his 1978 paper Model TheorE of Topologi,cal

Structures [t-,in.r:78]. Finally, in 1976, Ziegler published A language for topologi,cal

structures whi,ch sati,sfies a L'indstrrim theorem [ZieTfi]. In 1980, Ziegler and Flum

published the first monograph on topological model theory liizSi)j. Many of the

basic definitions and results from []¡ZEûl will be summarized or expanded on in
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this chapter. In addition, some of the results from Kucera's 1986 paper StabllltE

theorg for topologi,cal logi,c, wi,th appli,cati,ons to topolog'ical module.s [Kr;r:iìt]] will be

summarized.

In this section, the formal language used to study topological structures, namely

L¿,, will be introduced. The language 4¿ is interesting since many topological con-

cepts can be expressed in 4¿ and ,C¿ satisfies a compactness theorem, a completeness

theorem and a Löwenheim-Skolem theorem.

Definition 2.L. The language L2 is the two-sorted language obtained by adding

to L aset of new distinct variable" {V ta e N} and a binary symbol € with sorting

a¿ €V¡. Variables of the first sort, namely {u¿:i, € N}, are called individual vari-

ables and variables of the second sort, namel¡ {V:z e N}, are called set variables.

Terms and formulas of L2 arc defined as in Definitions 1.2-1.4. A structure for L2

consists of an ,C-structure M, a non-empty set î, and a binary relation € on M x r.

The intended interpretation for an element of the second sort is as a set of elements

of the first sort. First-order languages of this type have been used to study Iogics

which are inherently second-order. The study of topology using model theoretic

techniques uses this type of language since topology involves genuinely higher-order

concepts. The quantifiers (lX)d and (VX)ô are intended to be interpreted as

"there exists a subset ,4 of the universe such that /[A] holds" and "for every subset

A of the universe @[,4] holds" respectively. (M,r) is called a weak structure for

Lz if Ø I r C p(M) Weak structures are interpreted in Lz by viewing € as set

membership.

Definition 2.2. Let (M,r) be a weak structure for L2, ó(ur,. . . ,un, V,. . . ,V*) an

L2-lormula,d: (at,...,en) e M" andÃ: (At,...,A*) where A¿ e.r. We define
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(M,r) tsz óld,Ã] for 42-formulas by extending the definition of F for 4-formulas

inductively as follows:

(i) if d is ú € I/¿ then

(M,r) tsz ó[d,Ã1it tMça) e A¿;

(ii) (a) if ó is (=V)tþ(ø,V,I{), where 'i > m, then

(M,r) tsz óld,Z] if there is a B € r such that (M,r) 
= 

1þ@,Ã,t1,

(b) if 4 is (=V)tÞ(ø,V), where 'i 1m, Lhen

(M,r) tsz ó[d,A] if there is a B € r such that

(M,r) tsz tþld, Ar, . . ., A¿-r, B, A¿+t, . . ., A*].

If (M,r| Fz ó1o,4 then we say that (M,r) satisfies þ at (d,,2) and that / is

true aL (a,Ã) in (M,r).

Definition 2.3.

ext: (VX)(Vy)(X:Y ** (Vz)(z e X <-+ z eY)).

Any model (M,5, e) that satisfies ext can be interpreted as a weak structure

(M,r) by replacing ,9 with r where r is defined as

{{oe M:(M,,9,e) Føe s}:se ,5}

and e with €. Clearly (M,E,e) and (M,r,€) are isomorphic. For the remainder
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of this work, all of the structures will be models of ext and will therefore, without

generality, be weak structures.

Definition 2.4. Let Mbe an.C-structure. (M,r) is called a topologi,cal structure

if r is a topology on M.

In particular, a topological structure is a weak structure.

LeL (JV,r) be a weak structure for Lz, ó(rr,. . . ,unt V,. . . ,V^) an Lz-formula

andã: (At,...,A*) where A¿ e r. We let ó(M,1-) denote the set of a € M"

such that (M,rl tsz Q@d. That is,

ô(M,Ã¡: {a e wt" , (M,r) ?z ó@,Ãl} .

Definition 2.5. Two weak structures for Lz, (M,r) and (Al',o), are

Lz-elementari,Iy equ'i,ualent, (M,r| =z (.î{,o), il for all .C2-sentences @:

(Jv|,r) tsz ó # (N, o) ts2 þ.

Definition 2.6.

6"s :(Vz)(lx)(z € X)A

(Vz)(Vx)(vr)[(z € x 
^ 
r <-Y) --+

(=Z)lr € Z 
^ 

(Vz)[z e Z --+ (z e X A z ev)]ll

T4

Clearly,

(JV,r) F2 bas (* r is a base for a topology on M.
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rf (M,r) is a topological structure then it is a weak model of bas. rf (M,z) is a

weak model for bas, we let 7 denote the topology on M generated by r as à basis.

So,

(M,r) F2 bas <+ ã is a topology on M.

Let (M,r) be a weak structure for Lz. There does not exist a set of axioms X in

L2 sttch lhat (M,r) Fz I <+ r is a topology on M , since this is inherently a second-

order concept over 1. However, bas is an axiom such that (JV,r) F2 bas <+ r is a

basis for a topology on M. This observation suggests that concepts of topological

model theory should be chosen to be invariant with respect to the choice of the

basis.

Definition 2.7. Let ó(rr,. . . ,u,, Vt,. . . ,V^) an 42-formula. ó is i,nuariant for

topologies if for all weak models of bas (M,r), a: (au...,an) € M" and

Ã.: (Ar,. . . , A*) where A¿ e r we have

(JV,r) tsz óld,Ãl e (M,n 4 ó@,Ã1.

It is clear that S is invariant for topologies if and only if for all topological

structures (M,r) and any base ø for r

(M,r) Þz ô e (M, o) ts2 6.

Definition 2.8. Let (M,r) be a topological structure. (M,rl is (n-)saturøted fi
r has a basis ø such lhat (M,a) is (rc-)saturated as a two-sorted structure.

Theorem 2.9 ([]:rz"t0], Lemma 1.18, p. 89). Let (M,r) be an Nysaturated topo-
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Iogi,cal structure. Then r i,s closed under countable i,ntersecti,ons.

Proof. LeL o be a basis for r such that (M,a) is N1-saturated as a two-sorted

structure. Suppose that for e € N6, IJ¿ € r and. a, À Uo. Choose neighbourhoocls

A¿ € o with a € A¿ and. A¿ Ç U¿. 
i€No

consider 

ó:{a€x} ¿{vu(ue x--->ue A¿:ae N6}.

Clearly, / is finitely satisfiablein ((M,d,Ao,At,...),o).Hence, there is an A e ø

withøeAand AÇA¿ÇIJ¿fori:0,7,2,.... So, )rnisopen. n
i€No

Corollary 2.1"0. Let r be a Hausdorff topologA on M such that (M,r) zs N1-

saturated as a topologi,cal structure. IÍ (M',r') 'it a countable subspace of (Jvt,r)

then r' i,s the di,screte topologE on M' .

Proof. Let r be a Hausdorff topology on M such that (M,r) is N1-saturated as

a two-sorted structure, and let (M',r') be a countable subspace of (M,r). Since

(M,r) is N1-saturated, by Theorem 2.9 r is closed under countable intersections.

Since (M',r') is a countable subspaceof. (Jv4,r),r'is a Hausdorfftopology on M'

and is closed under countable intersections of open sets. Now, for each r e M',

{z} is closed since r' is a Hausdorff topology on M' . T' is closed under countable

intersections of open sets, so it is closed under countable unions of closed sets. Since

M' is countable and closed under countable unions of closed sets, for every r € M' ,

M' \ {*} is closed. Therefore, for every r €. M' , {z} is open in r'. So, r' is the

discrete topology on A['.

Note. This corollary implies that substructures of topological structures will not, in

general, be subspaces.
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Theorem 2.11 ([i]zsû], Lemma 2.2, p. rl4). AnRl-saturated topologi,cal group has

a basi,s at 0 cons,isti,ng of subgroups.

Proof. Let o be a basis for r such thal" (M,a) is N1-saturated as a two-sorted

structure. Now, T is closed under countable intersections by theorem 2.9. Since

M is a topological group, for every U e o with 0 € [/, we obtain a sequence

Uo)Ut 2... such LhatU¿ € ø,0 e U¿and.[J¿+t-[J¿+tÇUiCU. So, f-l IJ¿isa

subgroup of A and )Uo , r.
ZtLt)

n
i€ø

Although this result is strong, it also demonstrates that it will be difficult to

exhibit explicit examples of saturated topological groups. However, using quantifier

elimination results, it is clear that the indiscrete topology and the discrete topology

are rc-saturated if and only if the underlying group is rc-saturated.

Definition 2.L2. A topological group (M,r) is IocaIIy pure if for every n ) 0,

(Vx)0(lv)6(Vr)(t3r)(nr e Y - (a e X n ny : nr))

holds in (M,r).

Theorem 2.13 ([lZSû], Lemma 3.4, p.1I5). An\l-saturated locally pure group has

a bas'is at 0 consi,sti,ng of pure subgroups.

Example 2.14. Consider the Euclidean topology on the additive group of rationals,

and an N1-saturated L2-elementary extension (Q("),ø) of (Q,Ezc). The abelian

groups elementarily equivalent to the rationals are just the Q vector spaces. Any

linearly ordered group is locally pure (since nr e (-nb,nb) implies ø € (-ö, ö)),

therefore, by Theorem 2.1ä, ã has a basis os at 0 of open, pure, subgroups. So,
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(Q("),ø6) has a countable L2-elementary substructure (Q(No),ø'), *here again o'

is a basis at 0 for a topology consisting of open, pure subgroups. Notice that

Q', n ( No, cannot have a non-discrete Hausdorff topology with a basis at 0 of open

pure subgroups; the pure subgroups are just the Q-subspaces. However, q(No) ¿o".,

by letting ø' consist of all subspa,ces with finite co-dimension.

Definition 2.L5. Let Q be an L2-formula and let ú be an L-term. / is in negati,on

normal form if @ is written using only the logical connectives -, V, A, V and I and

all the negation signs occur only in front of atomic formulas. þ is posi,ti,ae in X if

each free occurrence of X in the negation normal form of @ is of the form t e X

and þ is negatiae in X if each free occurrence of X in the negation normal form of

/ is of the form -(t e X).

Note. If tþ is any L2-formula, it is logically equivalent to a formula / in negation

normal form. Furthermorc, if Q and þ' are both negation normal forms of þ, Lhen þ

is negative (positive) in X if and only if. þ' is negative (positive) in X, so negative

and positive are well-defined for L2-formtias. It is also possible that an 42-formula

may not be positive nor negative in X.

Lemma 2.16. Let þ(uy. . . ,un,Vt,.. . ,V*,V*+t) be an L2-formula, (M,r) a weak

structure,d : (ot,..., an) Ç Mn, A : (At,. . ., A*) where A¿ € r for I l i, 1 m*L

Assurne (M,r) Fz ô@, A, A^*rl. Then

1. If ó i,s posi,ti,ue,inV*¡y, then (M,rl trz ó[a,Ã,Wl for ang W e r such that

Am+r ÇW C M.

2. IÍ ó i,s negati,ue ,in V^¡y, then (Jvl,r) Fz ó[d,,Ã,W] for any W e r such that

W Ç A*+t.
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Proof. This is easily proved by an induction on the complexity of ^C2-formulas. n

Definition 2.17. The set of all L¡formulas is the smallest set Wt containing the

atomic ,C2-formulas and such that:

(i) if d € Wt then -ó € Wti

(ii) if ó,,,,þ ewt then (ó A1þ) ewti

(iii) if / is in W¿ then (3ru)ô e Wú

(iv) if ú is an L-lerm, @ is in Wt and / is positive in I/¿ then

(vE)(t€V-þ)eWt;

(v) if ú is an L-Lerm, / is in Wt and / is negative in I{ then

(1V)(t€V^þ)ewt.

Notat'ion. If ú is an L-term, ó is in Wt and @ is positive in I{ then we abbreviate

(v%)(t e V - ó) a* (vV)¿/. similarly, if t is an 4-term, / is inwt and. þ is negative

in 7¿ then we abbreviate (:l{)(t € VAl) as (=V)tó. The intended interpretation of

(VV)tÓ is "for every open neighbourhood (J of t,, /[U] holds" and the intended inter-

pretation of (=V)tÓ is "there is an open neighbourhood U of ú such tb,at þ[U] holds".

In addition, for an L¿-formula @ we let ô(rr,. .. ,un,V*,... ,V*,V+{ ,. . . ,,V^-)

indicate that Q is positive inV,...,V and negative in I{a1, ...,V^.

Definition 2.1-8. Let (M,r) and (N, o) be weak models of bas. We relativize F,

: and ry to Lt as follows;
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F¿: for all L¿-formulas / if (M,r) tsz ó then (M,r) tr, ô;

:¡: if for all 4¿-sentences @,

(M,r) ?t ô ë (AÍ,o) ts¿ þ

then (M,rl =t (N,o);

ry¿: if 4 is an ^C-isomorphism from Jvl to,A/ and r7 is a homeomorphism fuom (M,V)

to (l/, ã) then (M, r) =, (N , o) .

Theorem 2.1-9 ([l'ìZ]f.i], Lemma 2.3, p. 6). Lt-formulas are ,inuariant for topologi,es.

Proof. This is proved by an induction on the complexity of 4¿-formulas.

Let (JV,r) be a weak model of bas.

We must show if ó(ur,.. . ,un,Vr*,. ..,V*,V+1,. ..,V^-) e Lt,

d: (or,...,an) € Mn,Ã: (At,...,A^) where A¿ er,then

(M,r) ts' ó@,4 <+ (M,n 4 ó@,Ã1. (2 r)

This proof is routine and it is provided, in part, in [i:r'Z.t()] on page 6. Since the

cases dealing with set quantifiers illustrates weak-second-order techniques I will

provide part of the proof here. The part provided in [F:280], is the case þ -
(1X)t þ, therefore, I provide the case ó : (VX)rtþ where (2.1 ) holds lor tþ. First, set

ao : tMTd.

=+ Assume (M,r) tst ó1d,,4. Let V' € ã such that ø6 e V'. So, there is a

V e r suchthat aoe V C I/'since risabasisforã. Since (M,r)trró@,4,
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(M,r) ts, tþ@,Ã,V\. By the induction hypothesis, (M,V) Þr rþ@,Ã,V1. Since

ó e Lt,'r/ is positive in X. So, by Lemma 2.16, (M,V) Þ, ,þ@,Ã,7'] since

V C V' . Since V' was arbitrary, (M,V) ts, ô@,Ã1.

+ Assume (Jv|,f, tst ó@,-A]. Therefore, for all I/ e ã such that ø6 € V we have

(M,T) Þt rþ@,Ã,V1. In particular, this holds for all V € r, where as € V

since r Ç 7. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis (M,r) ts, ,þ@,Ã,V1.

Therefore, (M,t) F, ófo,Ã|

!

Theorem 2.20 ([Cìar:78], [l:kKT,Ll). An Lz-sentence ,is i,nuari,ant for topologi,es ,if

and onlg i,f i,t i,s equ,iualent i,n L2, for topologi,cal structures, to an L¿-sentence.

Since Lt is an ordinary first-order logic, we obtain the following two results.

Theorem 2.2L ( [Glr'7s], Compactness Theorem for Lò. LetT be an L¿-theory.

T i's sati'sfi"able i,f and only i,f T i,s fini,tely sati,sfiable, that ,is, euerA fini,te subset of

T i,s sati,sfi,able.

Corollary 2.22. A set of L¿-sentences that has arb'itrary large fini,te models, has

an infinite model.

Theorem 2.23 (U;''/'*{tìj, Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem for L¿). A countable set of

L¿-sentences that has a topologi,cal model has a countable model (M,r), that ,is, M
is a countable L-structure and r i,s a topology on M wi,th a countable bas,i,s.

Theorem 2.2a ([{,;'ar78], [r'z8tt]). Let f e L be an n-ara function symbol and let

R e L be an n-ary relat'ion sEmbol. The followi,ng propert'ies can be erpressed i,n L¿:
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base, denotedbas.

f i,s conti,nuous, denoted cont¡.

f i,s open, denoted open/,

R i,s open, denoted open¡.

R i,s closed, denoted closed6.

Ts-space.

T1-spo,ce.

Hausdorff space, denoted haus,

reguLar space, denoted reg.

di,screte topology, denoted disc.

triuial topology, denoted triv,

(i)

82

(r)

(rù

(üi)

(*)

(o)

(rù

(uti,)

(ui,i,i,)

(o)

(*)

(ri)

Proof.

6"s :(Vr)(-X),(r: u) A (VX)"(Vy)"(=Z),

(Vz)(z € Z --+ (z e X n z eY)).
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(ii)

(")

83

l.rlU

cont¡ :(Vz1)' . . (Vz,)(VY) r@r,...,".r (lXr)", . . . (1X,),^

(vgt) . ..(vaò[at e x,4...4 un e xn - Í(at,...,un) €Y].

open/ : (Vø1 ) . . . (Vr") (V xt),, . . - (V X,) 
".(1Y ) ¡ p,,...,,_¡.

(Vgt). .. (VaòV(a,,,...,U,) ÇY ---+ h e X1A... A Un € Xnl.

openÊ :(Vr1) .' . (V"") (R(rr,.. .,r'-) -
(:X,),, . ..(1X*)"-(Vst) ..(Va")

((gt e Xt A "' AAn e X")' R(at,. . .AòD.

closed¡ : open-n.

(i")
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("i)

84

(vii)

(viii)

(Vz)(Vs)(*: a v (lX)"-(a Ç X) v (:y)s-(r eY)).

(Vr)(Vs) (, : av (=X),(:Y)oF(a € X) 
^ 

-(r € y))).

haus :(Vz) (Va)@ : a v (=X)"(=Y)u

(Vz)-(z €Xv zeY).

reg :(Vz)(VX),(:Y)"

(vy)(a € x v (=W)o(v z)(.-(z e W) v -(z € y))).

disc: (Vr)(lX)"(Va)(a € X -+ a: r).

(i")

(")

("i)

triv : (Vz)(VX)" (Va)(a € X).
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n

Note. It is worth emphasizing that ext is not an 4¡fonnula, but bas is an L¿-

formula.

Theory (Theory of Topological Abelian Groups). Let L: {*, -,0}, where * is a

binary function, - is a unary function and 0 is a constant symbol. The theory of

topological abelian groups is:

The theory of abelian groups;

contl;

cont-.

Theory (Theory of Topological Unital Left Æ-Modules). Let Æ be a ring with

multiplicative identity 1. Let L: {*,-,0}U {r: r Ç R), where * is a binary

function, 0 is a constant and r is a unary function symbol for each r e R. The

theory of topological left -B-modules is:

The theory of topological abelian groups;

The theory of unital left -R-modules;

Yr e R, cont".

Example 2.25 ([i:'Z,Sû], Corollary 3.5, 3.6, Exercise 3.7, p. 8). In [F'Z$û], Flum and

Ziegler show that the class of normal spaces and the class of connected spaces are not

axiomatizable by a sentence of Lt. The explanation that the class of compact spaces
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are not axiomatizable by sentences of L¿is left as an excercise. I have also included

that the class of locally compact spaees is not axiomatizable in Lt. These are all

consequences of the Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem and the Compactness Theorem

for Lt. For instance,

(i) each countable regular space is normal, however, there exists uncountable

regular spaces that are not normal;

(ii) each connected and ordered topological field is isomorphic to the field of real

numbers, which is uncountable;

(iii) there exist arbitrarily large finite, discrete, compact spaces, however, an infi-

nite, discrete space is not compact;

(iv) each countable, Hausdorff, locally compact abelian group is discrete, however,

there exist uncountable, Hausdorff, locally compact abelian groups that are

not discrete. Locally compact abelian groups are topological abelian groups

where 0 has a compact neighbourhood. LCA groups will be discussed in detail

in Chapter 4.

Another language we wish to consider in Chapter 4 is a language that is useful

for the study of topological structures where the topology is determined by the set

of neighbourhoods of some fixed point, namely, L*. L^ is the language associated

with monotone structures and, in particular, topological groups and modules.

Definition 2.26. Given a set A and a non-empty set u of subsets of. A, u is a

monotone system if B € u and B ç C Ç A imply that C e u.
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Given a sel A and a non-empty set u of. subsets of ,4, we let

t, : {C : B ç C ç Afor some B e u}

denote the least monotone system containing z.

Definition 2.27. (M,r) is called a monotone L-structure if M is an .C-structure

and u is a monotone svstem.

Definition 2,28. Ãn Lz sentence is called 'inuari,ant for monotone structures, if for

any 4-structure, (lV,r), and any L2 f.ormula / we have

(M,")tsóe(M,ù|Fó.

Similarly to the treatment of. Lt, when restricting to monotone structures and

-L2-sentences that are invariant for monotone structures, the compactness theorem

and the Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem hold.

Definition 2.29. The set of all L*-formulas is the smallest set W^ containing the

atomic 42-formulas and such that:

(i) if d €W^ then -/ ÇW^i

(ii) if ó,tþ ew* then (ó A1þ) €w*)

(iii) if @ is in W^ then (1r.)ó e W*i

(iv) if ú is an L-term, / is in W^ and / is positive in I/¿ then

87
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(v) if ú is an L-term, / is in W* and / is negative in I/¿ then

FWó e W^.

Proposition 2.30 ([iiz8t]], Lemma 8.5, p. 53). Euery L*-sentence,i,s ,inuariant for

monotone structures.

Theorem 2.31 ([[¡7,ái0], Theorem 8.6, p. 53). Each L2-sentence that,is i,nuariant

for monotone structures 'is equi,ualent to an L^-sentence.

Theorem 2.32 (lþZlii)], Theorem 8.7, p. 53). Let Þ be a set of L^-sentences. If
ue are restri,cted to the class of monotone structures that are models of Q then there

'is no logi,c stronger than L^ that sti,Il sati,sfi.es the compactness theorem and the

L ö w enh eirn- S ko I em Th eorem.

LeL (Jv|,r) be a topological left ,R-module and let u,bethemonotone system on

M consisting of the neighbourhoods of 0 in M. For any ó € .C¿ there is a þ' e L*
and for any ú e L^ there is a þ' € ,4¿ such that

(M,r)4óë(M,r,)F^ó'

and

(M,r) Ft ú ë (Jul, r,) F* rþ' .

Theorem 2.33 ([TrZ8í)], Corollary 2.9, p. 117). The L*-theory of the group of ra-

ti,onals wi,th the Eucl'idean topology 'is ari,omati,zed by "tors'ion-free, + {0}, diui,si,ble,

Hausdorff and locally g)Lrre".
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Example 2.34. So, in fact, (Q, Euc) is L,n-equivalent to (R, Ezc) and Q(Ho) *116

the topology consisting of all Q-subspaces of finite co-dimension. Now, as abelian

groups, p ¡¿ q(c). In contrast, (1R., Euc) is not a product of two of its subgroups.

Furthermore, topologically there are many topologies on Q(c) that can be considered.

Example 2.35. Consider any algebraic embedding e of Q into q(Ho). Let Q(*o) 6"

equipped with the topology consisting of subspaces of finite co-dimension, ø. Let

q € Q. There exists K such that e[Q] -f K : q(xo). lf has co-dimension 1 so

it is open. So, e(q) f K is open. However, (r(q) + K) a e[Q] : {q}. Therefore,

e[Q] is discrete. So, every finite dimensional subspace is discrete. However) every

infinite dimensional subspace carries the topology consisting of subpaces of finite

co-dimension. So, if lf is an infinite dimensional subspace, then

(K,o I K) =, (Q(no), o).

Proposition 2.36. (Q(No), o) can be written as the prod,uct of any fini,te nurnber of

cop'i,es of i.tself i,f o i,s the topology consi,sti,ng of subspaces of .finite co-d'imens'ion.

Proof. Consider (q(Ho),o) x (Q(No),o). A basic open set in the product topology is

H x K where H and K are both subspaces of finite co-dimension. However, H x K
is a subspace of Q(No) x Q(xo) of finite co-dimension. So the product topology is the

topology consisting of subspaces of finite co-dimension. Furthermore,

q(No) ¡ q(Ho) c¿ q(xo)

89
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Therefore, (q(No),a) is not direct sum/direct product indecomposable.

Finally, we introduced the concept of a partial homeomorphism which was first

introduced by Flum and Ziegler in [];'ZS0]. This concept is used in order to replicate

a standard model theoretic technique, namely the "Back and Forth" argument, in

,C¿. This technique will be used in Chapter 4.

Definition 2.37. p: (p0,pr,p2)isaparti,alhomeomorph'ismfrom(Jvl,r) to (,4/,ø)

if:

(i) po is a partial isomorphism from M to,A/, that is, a one-to-one mapping with

dom(p1) c IvI and rg(p}) Ç l/ and for each R e L, f e L, 0,,b e dom(p1):

(u)

MtsR(d)ê^/rÆ(po(a));

(b)

M ts f(d') : ó <) ¡rl F f (Po(d)) : Po(Ð;

(ii) pt and p2 are relatiotrs pL, p2 Ç r x o satisfying:

(a) if (U,V) € pr, a e dom(p]) and ø € U then pj(a) eV;

(b) if (U,V) Çp2,be rg(pl), sayp0(ø) : b, and beV then ø e [/.

Notati,on. If p and q are partial homeomorphisms from from (M,r) to (X/, ø) we

write p ç q if po ç Qo, p7 Ç q1 and p2 ç q2.

Definition 2.38. Let (M,r) and (N, o) be topological modules. (M,r) and (N , o)

are part'ially homeomorph'ic, denoted (M,r) =?, (A[,ø) if there exists a set of par-

tial homeomorphisms 1 from (M,r) to (,Â/, o) with the following back and forth

properties:
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forthl : For p e l and 0, e M there is a q € 1 with p ç q and a e dom(q}).

forth2 Forp € I,a edom(p1) and(I e r with ae tJ there are q € I and V € ø such

that p C q, po(o) € I/ and Uq'V.

Forp € l and b e N there is a g € l with pÇq and b erg(q]).backl

91

back2 : For p e I, b € rg(p0),saypo(a) : b, and V e o with b € I/ there are q € I
and U € r such that p C q, a€ [/ and UqtV.

Lemma 2.30 (¡1716{}1, Lemma 4.6, p. 17). Parti,ally homeomorph,ic structures are

L¿-equi,ualent.

Lemma 2.4O (lí;'7,.-ìû], Lemma 4.7, p. I7). Suppose that (M,r) and (Al,o) are

N,s-saturated,. Then

(M,r) =t (N,ø) + (lv,r) =1, (At,ol.

Theorem 2.41 (Ehrenfeucht-Flaïssé Theorem,f\"/,t:,i)], Theorem 4.1s, p. 2r). Let

L be fini,te, For ang two topologi,cal structures (M,r) and (N,o),

(M,r) =t (N,ø) <+ (M,r) -o, (N,o).



Chapter 3

Coproduct for Topological Modules

3.1 Topologies on the direct sum

A significant property of the direct sum is that it can be endowed with a topology

that makes it the coproduct in the category of topological modules. In [lïig'i?],

Higgins explicitly described the coproduct topology on the direct sum for a special

case. In [:\ìr:U2], Nickolas expands upon the results of Higgins and provides a de-

tailed study and analysis of the coproduct topology. In addition, Nickolas provided

relationships between the coproduct topology and other natural topologies on the

direct sum. Many of the properties of the coproduct topology that are discussed

here came from an exercise found in [i]PSil{)].

Notati,on. We will assume that Ë is a fixed ring with unity. If (M,r) and (//, o)

are topological left -R-modules then CHom n(M,,nú) is the set of continuous module

homomorphisms between (M,r) and (N,ø). We regard CHom¡ (M,N) as a sub-

space of (C(M,l/),r-) where r.o is the compact-open topology. Furthermore, we

ot
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will also assume that (M¿,r¿)¿¿ is a family of topological left -R-modules, (H,r)

is an arbitrary topological left Æ-module and M : Ø M¿ is the direct sum, and
¿eI

M :lIM¿ is the direct product in the category of modules.
ieI

Theorem 3.1. CHom R(M,l/) zs a topologi,cal abeli,an group.

Proof. We first show that CHom¿ (M,N) is a subgroup of Hom6 (M,N). Let

f,g € CHom6 (M,N). Now, since l/ is a topological module - : l/ --+ N is

continuous. So, -,f € CHom¡ (M, N) since the composition of continuous functions

iscontinuous. Now, (/,g), MXM --+ l/xl/iscontinuoussince/and gare

continuous. Furthermore, / t g : * o ("f, g) is continuous since the composition

of continuous functions is continuous. Therefore, CHom¡ (M,N) is a subgroup of

Hom¿ (M,N).

Now, we want to show that CHoma (M, N) is a topological abelian group. Con-

sider - : CHomp (M,N) --+ CHom¿ (M,N). Let (K,U) be a basic open set of

CHom¡ (ltI,N).Now,

-f e (K,U)

<+ ef)[Kl çu
<+ f[x)c-u
<+ f e (K,-U).

However, -U is open since - is continuous on N. Therefor€, - is continuous on

CHom¡ (ltI, N).

Consider *: CHom6 (M,N) x CHom¿ (M,N) --+ CHomp (M,,N).

Let f ,g € CHom n(M,l/). Let (K,U) be a basic open neighbourhood of f -f g. Let
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Is € K.

Í+g€(K,U)

<+ ff+s)INlcu
' tr+g)(ro)eU---ì \/

<+ f (rù * s(nù e U.

* is continuous with respect to ly', since ly' is a topological module. Therefore,

there exists open neighbourhoods of f (16) and 9(16), say W andV respectively,

such that W +V Ç [/. So,

+[({"0} ,W),({ro),Y)] E (K,U).

Therefore, * is continuous. n

Theorem 3.2. Let S andT be ri,ngs with uni,ty. IÍ (M,r) ,is a topologi,cal R-S bi-

module and (N,o) i,s a topologi,cal R-T bi,module then CHom¡ (M, N) i,s a topological

T-S b'imodule.

Proof. Lel r € M and / e CHom n(M,l/). For every s € ,S andt e T,

Í t(") : /(r(")) : f (rs) and tf (r) : 4f @)) : (Í(r))t.

Now, Homa(M,,n/) is aT-S bimodule. It is clear that CHoma(M,tú) is a sub-

bimodule of Hom¡ (M,N). We want to show that CHom n(M,,n/) is a topological

7-,9 bimodule.
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By Theorem 3.1, CHoma (M, N) is a topological abelian group.

Consider s €,S. Let (K,I/) be a basic open set of CHom6 (M,N).

f s e (K,U)

<+ Íl'lNll cu
<+ fl'[tcl] C u

<+ f e (slK),U).

Since s is continuous on M , slKl is compact. So, s is continuous on CHom¡ (M, N).

Consider t eT. Let (K,U) be a basic open set of CHom¡ (M,N).

tr e (K,u)

<+ tlrlxll c u

<+ f[K]Çt-'[U)

<+ f e (K,t-'lUD.

However, t-tlul is open in lú, since ú is continuous on ly'. So, ú is continuous on

CHom6 (M, N).

Hence, CHom6 (M, N) is a topological 7-,9 bimodule. n

Notat'ion. LeL (M,o) and (l/,r) be topological Ã-modules. Let CHomp (M,-) be

the category where objects are topological groups of the form CHom n(M,A) where

(A,rt) is any topological left Æ-module and the morphisms are continuous group
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homomorphisms of the form

CHom¿ (M, P): CHom¡ (M, A) --+ CHom¿ (M, B)

wlrere þ , (A,"1) * (B,rr) is a continuous group homomorphism.

Let CHomn (-, N) be the category where objects are topological groups of the

form CHomn (,4, ¡/) where (A,rr) is any topological left Ã-module and the mor-

phisms are continuous group homomorphisms of the form

CHomp (o,l/) : CHom¡ (4, ¡/) -- CHomn (8, ¡ú)

where a : (B,rr) - (A,rt) is a continuous group homomorphism.

Theorem 3.3. The set of topologies that make M a topologi,cal module forms a

complete latti,ce wi.th respect to C,

Proof, Let T : {T¿}¿rt be the set of all topologies that make M a lopological

module partially ordered by inclusion. Let A Ç T. Since arbitrary meets can be

expressed in terms of arbitrary joins, it is sufficient to show the existence of arbitrary

joins. If A: Ø,then !A is the indiscrete topology. If Al ø then let r be the

topology generated bV U A as a subbase. We want to show that -, r and * are

continuous with respect to r. It suffices to test continuity on the subbase.

(i) It suffices to check that (-¡-t[V] is open for eveïy I/ in the subbase for r. For

suchaV,V e 4for somez € -L Since - is continuouswithrespect toT,

(-)-tlV) eE Ç r. Therefore, - is continuous with respect to r.

(ii) It suffices to check that (r)-r[I/] is open for every I/ in the subbase for r. For
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suchaV,V e Tf.or some? € I. Sincer is continuous withrespect toT¿,

(")-t[y] €ú çr. Therefore, r is continuous with respect to r.

(iii) It suffices to check that (+)-i [I/] is open for every I/ in the subbase for z. For

suchaV,V e Tfor somez € 1. Since *iscontinuouswithrespect toT¿,

(+)-t[I/] is open with respect to the product topology on (M,4) x (M,4).

So, (+)-1[I/] is open with respect to the product topology on (M,r) x (M,r).

Hence, * is continuous with respect to r.

So, r : ! A. This is sufficient to show that T forms a complete lattice with respect

toÇ. tr

Notice that the finest topology is the discrete topology and the coarsest topology

is the indiscrete topology. It is also worth noting that the meet of a family of module

topologies is not simply the intersection of these topologies since this intersection

does not form a module topology (even though it does form a topology).

In general, it is not the case that the set of Hausdorff topologies that make M a

topological module forms a complete lattice with respect to Ç since the indiscrete

topology is not Hausdorff. Furthermore, the intersection of two Hausdorff topologies

need not be Hausdorff. Consider, Z with the p-adic topology and Z with the q-

adic topology where p I q. Boih of these topologies are Hausdorff, however, the

intersection is the indiscrete topology which is not Hausdorff.

Definition 3.4. The coproduct topologg, denoted Tcoprod, is the supremum of all the

left Ë-module topologies on M such that for all i, e I , e¿ is continuous.

Proposition 3.5. Tcoprod 'is finer than the restri,cti,on of the bor topolog!, 16o*, to

M.
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Proof. Clearly, for each i, € I, €¿ : (ll[¿,ro) - (M,r¡o*) is an embedding. n

Proposition 3.6. For euery topologi,cal left R-module (H,r) and euery farni,Iy

fn : (M¿,r¿) --+ (H,r) of module homomorph'isms, the module homomorphi,sm

f t (M,r.op,.od) -- (H,r) d.efined bA Í :D¡ror¿,is continuous i.f and, only i,f
i€I

each f¿ i,s cont'inuous.

Proof. (+) If / is continuous with respect to r.oo,o¿ then /, : f oe¿ is continuous

since e¿ is continuous.

(+) For each'i € 1 and for each open neighbourhood V € r,

,;'u-'[v]) : r;I[v] €ri,

due to the continuity of fi. Now, /-1[r] is coarser than Tcoprod since it is

topology on M that makes each e¿ continuous. Therefore / is continuous.

n

Proposition 3.7. Let (M,r) be a topologi,cal module such that each e¿ i,s conti,n-

uo'trs. If for euerA Ieft R-module (H,r) and for euery fami,ly of cont'inuous module

homomorph,i,sms l¿: (M¿,ro) - (H,r) the homomorph,ism / : t f¿, r¿ i,s conti,n-
,i€I

uous, then Tr : Tcoprod.

Proof. In particular, for (H,r) : (M,T.op,od), and for

maps €¿ : (M¿, rn) - (M , r.opro¿) we have id"M: \ rn o no

Tcoprod Ç 4. Furthermore, Ty C r.orro¿ since 
"*r:::is 

the

all e¿ are continuous. Therefore, T! : fcoprod.

the family of continuous

is continuous. Therefore,

finest topology such that

tr
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Corollary 3.8. # (M¿,r¿) i,s a fami,lE of topolog,ical left R-modules, then (M,r,op,o¿)

i,s the coprod,uct 'in the category of topological Ieft R-mod,ules.

Theorem 3.9 ([,r;c.ll?], Theorem 3.3, p. 413). If I is countable, thenr.oo,o¿ co'in-

ci,d,es wi,th 16,,.

Proof. By Proposition 3.7, it is enough to show that for an arbitrary left -B-module

(H,r), iÎ f¿: (M¿,r¿) - (H,r) is continuous for each z e No then !0.*oÍ;,or,t is

continuous with respect to the box topology on Ø *o

Let u € N(H) and let 
i€No

u 2uo ) ... I u"2...

be open neighbourhoods of 0 in .t/ such that Un+t * Un+t Ç Un for each n € N6 and

Uo * Uo Ç [/' So,

frrt,
k:1

foreachn€Ns.

This means that W : n f ;'[Uo]ÀM is an open neigbourhood of 0 with respect
i€No

to the box topology. Take w € W. So, ø¿(tu) : 0 for all but finitely many i, e I,

say, r¿(w) l0 forh,.. ., a1y. So,

N

(Ð/, or¿)(w) € Ð u¿¡ Çu.
i€a j--r

Therefore, Ð ¡, o r¿ is continuous with respect to the box topology. Therefore,
XtLr)

Tbox:Tcoprod. ¡
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However, the countability assumption in the preceding is essential, as shown by

Higgins in fi ],i ti t' |1.

In any topological lefi R-module, if I/ is an open neighbourhood of 0, define

(Ilz)V : {r : r €V and 2n e V}

and define (712")V inductively as (112)((112-t)V).

For r €V, (nlV) is the smallest If 2" suchthat r € (Il2)(V). If ø # (Il2)(V)
for all n ) 0 then (rlV) : 0.

Theorem 3.10 ([ì:Ìi..,ìT7], Corollary, p. I57). If I i.s uncountable, each (M¿,r¿) i,s

non-di,screte, Hausdorff and for euery i, e I there i,s an open nei,ghbourhood u¿ of 0

'in M¿ such that euera nei,ghbourhood of 0 conta'ins a set (7f 2)U¿ for sorne n € Ns

then r.ooro¿ i,s stri,ctly finer than noo*.

In particular, (Q, Euc) is non-discrete, Hausdorff and there is an open neigh-

bourhood U of 0, namely (-1,1), such that every neighbourhood of 0 contains a

set (712")U for some n € N6. So, if / is uncountable then the coproduct topoiogy

on Q(Ð is strictly finer than the box topology on Q(r).

Let (M¿,r¿) be topological left -R-modules. Let V € N(Mc) for each i e L

Define

100

u({v}oà:

and

{*, 
M : r¿(m) € V for each i,€ 1, and lt*dù l%) . t 

)

v : {u({U}u.r) , V e Jrf (two) for each ¿ e I} .
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In [1"'rr,pi,ri], Kaplan showed that {.J forms a fundamental system of open neighour-

hoods of 0 for a, $oup topology on M, called Lhe asteri,sk topology and denoted r*.

There is the obvious relationship between the asterisk topology, the box topology

and the coproduct topology, namely,

'/boxL'/*!7coprod.

Theorem 3.L1- ([liir iit], Theorem 3.11, p. 418). 16o* ,is equal to r* ,if and, only i,f for

all but countablE nxanA i,ndi,ces i, the followi,ng holds: for euery open nei,ghbourhood

U of M¿, there eri,sts an open ne'ighbourhood V of 0 i,n M¿ such that

u Ç ñ Gp\u.
n:I

Theorem 3.11 provides us with a condition for determining when the coproduct

topology is strictly finer than the box topology, namely, when the condition stated

fails.

Proposition 3.12. (M,r.op,o¿) is a Hausdorff space i,f and onlg i,f each (M¿,r¿) ,is

a Hausdorff spo,ce.

Proof. (+) Suppose rco-pro¿ is Hausdorfi. Let i e I and considet r)A Ç M¿ s)ch

that r I a. H r I athen e¿(r) I e¿(ù. so, there exists (Jei@),(J,u(a) ercoprod

such that

. Urr(r) î\ Uroçn¡ : Ø.

Clearly, e¿-t(U,,@)) and e¿-I([Jru1r;) are disjoint, f¿-open neighbourhoods of ø

and g.
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Therefore, each r¿ is Hausdorff.

(e) Suppose each r¿ is Hausdorff. Let r,u € M suchthat r I a. So, there exists an

z such lhat r¿(r) I ru(y). Since M¿ is Hausdorff there exists Unu(,),[Jn,6¡ € r¿

such that

Unu(,)lUnu6¡:Ø.

Since Tcoprod is finer thafl rprod, each r¿ is continuous. Therefore, r¿-r[(J*u@))

and a-¿-1lU""fs)l are disjoint open neighbourhoods of z and gr. Therefor€, T.oo¡o¿

is Hausdorff.

n

Proposition 3.1-3. (M,r.op,o¿) ,i,s d,iscrete i,f and only i,f each (M¿,r¿) i,s d,iscrete.

Proof. Obvious. n

Proposition 3.14. À[ i,s dense i,n (M,rp,od).

Proof. Let U be a non-empty member of the standard basis of M. So I/ is of the

form ff @ where 14 is open in M¿ for each i, e I and,U¿- Mt for all but finitely
àeI

many i e I. Let a(i,):0 for alli, e -I where U¿: M¿ and let a(i): a¿f.or some

a¿€(J¿foreach i,#L Therefore, c^€MnflUo. So, M isdensein (M,rp,oa). !
ieI

The following results are obtained from exercises on pâ,ges 66-69 of [I]l'Sflt]].

Theorem 3.15 (Compare with Theorem ,1.100).

o : Hom¡ (tt,M)--' If Homa (H,M¿)
i.eI
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defined bg

o(f): (tr¿o f)ær

g'iues a topolog'ical'isomorph'ism

a' : CHom¡ (H,M)-- II CHom6 (H,, Mo)
i€I

when the products are equ'ipped wi,th the product topology.

Proof.

(i) Let / e CHom R (H,M). tnen

¡r¿of€CHom6(H,Mu)

since z.¿ € CHom¡ @, tutn). In Theorem 1.100 it was shown that

a : Hom¡ (H,M) -' II Hom¡ (H, ilIo)
¿eI

is a group isomorphism. Therefore a' is one-to-one. Now, let

(fùoq e f[ CHom a(H, M¿) .

i€I

Then

ll¿ . cHom6 (u,M) ,

i€I

since (M,rp,od) is the product topology. Therefore, a/ is onto.

ffo.rCHomn(H,M¿) is the product of {CHomp(H,Mo)}o¿ in CHom¡ (H,-)
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with projections maps

po , ilCHoms (H, Mn) --+ CHomp (H, Mo) .

àeI

Clearly,

CHom¿ (H,nn) - pi o d' .

Since (M,ro-a) is the product, a' i. a topological homomorphism.

We must show that a' is a open. Without loss of generality, let (K,I/) be a basic

open set for CHom¡ (n,M), that is, K is compact in I/ and U is a member of the

standard basis for M. So, t/: fl (J¿where [/¿ is open rn M¿ and.(J¿ - Mr for all
i€.1

but finitely many i, e I. Now, a trivial calculation shows Uo)ort e a'[(K,I/)] if and

only if U)ort e ni€r(K,Ui). Now, (K,U¿) : CHom¡ (H,Mn) for all but finitely

mâny i, e I since [ - Mt for all but finitely many i, e I. Therefore a'l(K,t/)] is

open in l{CHornn (H,Mn).Therefore, a' i, op"r,.. n
i€I

Proposition 3.16 (Compare with Theorem 1.101).

B:Homp(M,H) -' IIHoma (Mo,H)
i€.1

defined by

Pff):(foro),rt

restricts to a conti,nuous ,isomorphi,sm

B' : CHomr(M,H) - ll CHor¡ (M¿, H)
i€I
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when M 'is equ'ipped with the coprod,uct topologg and,fiHom¡ (Mn, H) ,is equ,ipped,

ieI
the product topology.

Proof. Let f € CHom¡ (M, H). Then

f o e¿ € CHom¿ (Mo, H)

since e¿ € CHom6 (Mn,M). Therefore, 0'U) e flcttorp (Mo,H). In Theorem

1.i01 it was shown that 
't€I

B : Hom¡ (M, H)-* II Hom6 (Mo, H)
i€.1

is a group isornorphism. Therefore p' is one-to-one.

Let (fò¿¿ e f[ CHom a(NI¿,f/). Bv Proposition ll.6
¿eI

/: I Í¿oit¿ € CHom¡ (M,H)
ieI

and clearly þ'(f) : (fo)ort.Therefore, B/ is onto.

f[ CHor" (Mu, H) is the product of {CHom¿ (Mo, H))or, in CHom¡ (-,1/) with
ieI

projection maps

pc :nCHomn (M¿, H) --+ CHom¡ (Mo, H) .

;Êf

Clearly,

CHom¡ (e¿, H) : pi o p .
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Since l[ CHo*" (Mu, H) is the product, p' is a continuous homomorphism. n
ieI

Note that it is not claimed that B' is a homeomorphism.

Proposition 3.17 (Compare with Theorem f .i02).

? ' O Hom6 (Mo, H) --+ HomR ( ,H)
áeI

defi,ned by

t(Uu)o.t): t Í¿or¿
i.€I

restricts to a cont'inuous n"Lonomorphi,sm

7' ' O CHom¿ (Mn, H) --+ CHom¿ (M ,H)
ieI

when tW ¿s equi,pped, the prod,uct topology and, @ CHom¿ (Mo, H) i,s equ'ipped, wi,th
¿€.1

the coproduct topology.

Proof. Let

(Ío)or, € O CHom¿ (Mn, H).
ie.I

So, ,f,¿ : 0 for all but finitely many i e I. Therefore, Ð ¡, o zr¿ is well defined.

Furthermore, since the composition of continuous functlãtm i. continuous and a

finite sum of continuous maps is continuous,

Ð¡ro7T¿€ CHom¿ (M,U).
i€I

In Theorem 1.102, it was shown that 7 is a group monomorphism, so 7' is a
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monomorphism.

S CHora (Mo,H) is the coproduct of {CHom¡ (Mn,,H)}o* in CHom a(-,H)
ieI

with injection maps

e¿ : CHom¿ (Mu, H) -- O CHom6 (Mo, H) .

i€.1

Clearly,

CHom¡ (nu, H) - 1' o eo.

Since @ CHorn¡ (Mo, H) is the coproduct, f is a continuous honiomorphism. tl
ieI

Definition 3.1-8. LeL H be a left -R-module. fl has the no small submodule property

if there exists a neighbourhood of 0 containing no non-trivial submodules of -Ël.

For exampl", (Q, Euc) has the no small submodule property and (Q¿,Tp-adic)

does not have the no small submodule property.

Proposition 3.19. The monomorphi,sm 1' 'is an'isomorphi,sm uheneuer H has the

no small submodule property.

Proof. Let f € CHom¡ @,U) and let IJ be a neighbourhood of 0 in f/ such that

[/ contains no nontrivial submodule of H. Since / is continuousT there exists an

open neighbourhood I/ of 0 inM such that flvl C U. Without loss of generality,

there is afinite set F Ç lsuchthat I/: flI/¿ where I/¿ is open in M¿foreachz e 1
ieI

and for i, É F, V: M¿. So, 
I I

/l|Juleu
L¿et I



il ¡rms " ll {o}
i€1\F'

i€I\F i€.F

Since [/ contains no nontrivial submodule of .É/, this submodule must be {0}. So,

/ vanishes on all but finitely many submodules of. M¿. So, "f e lm (f') by Theorem

1.102.

3.2 T-Filters and coproduct of topological modules

In this section, the concept of ?-filters introduced by Zelenyuk and Protasov in

[Zl'í.t{i] is used in order to provide a description of the coproduct for topological

abelian $oups. Many of the early results and notation can be found in Zelenyuk

and Protasov's comprehensive book titled Topologi,es on Groups Determi,ned by Se-

quences [])Å99]. I expand on the work of Zelenyuk and Protasov by considering

topological modules; that is, in addition to topological abelian groups, I also con-

sider a continuous scalar multiplication. A description of the coproduct for topo-

Iogical abelian groups was obtained by Higgins in Il]ie77l, and was expanded upon

by Nicholas in [Nir:0.,ì]. In this section, I obtain an alternative description of the co-

product for topological left R-modules and we obtain some of the previously known

results using only the concept of T-filters.

Definition 3.20. A filter F on a left ,R-module M is called a T-fi.lter if there exists

CHAPTER 3. COPRODUCT FOR TOPOLOGICAL MODULES

Therefore,
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a Hausdorff module topology r on M in which f f, O. Given any T-filter on a left

J?-module M , we let Mç be the topological left Æ-mo dule (M,r) such that r is the

finest module topology in which F :r 0.

Let (M,r) be a topological left A-module and -F¡ be the collection of all neigh-

bourhoods of 0. Then -F6 is clearly a T-filter and (M,r) - MFo. This means that

every module topology on M is determined by a ?-filter. Moreover, consider any

frlter F, such that Fo Ç ?. h is clear that F is a T-filter and that r is contained

in the topology of the topological modr;Je My.

Notation. Lel M be a lefi ,R-module. Let î be a family of non-empty subsets of A,[.

Now, for every F eF,let F*: tr'U (-F) U {0} and for everyF: (F*),e, € F',
let F* : (Ffi),e,. For every F : (F,),e, Ç ?,,let

(i) t(F) : u (ro + ...+ F,);

(ii) t(rl : {!rr.),F u r,}.

Furthermore, let T' : (Fn)neu Ç Fu and let

--J
F ¡F : (Fo nq,tr', ) F:,...) e p;

f^lF : (Fo, Fo n ¡'1, -F'o n F1 n Fz,. . .) e. F,.

Let M be a left,R-module and let Fbe a filter. LetF,F e F, be such that

FçF,thatis, F¿ÇFiforeach,ie u. ThenD(F) ÇD(tr) andflFCF.

Lemma 3.21 ([t:)¿.JÍ)], Lemma2.L.L). Let M be a Ieft R-module. For euerg fi.Iter

T on M the folloui,ng statements hold:

r09
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(i.) For euerA A,B eÐ(F), there eri,sts C e t(-F) such that C ç An B.

(tt) DV) is a fi,Iter-base on M.

(ä,i) 0 e A for eaera A eÐ(T).

(*) A- -A for euers AeÐ(f).

(u) For euerA C e l@), there eri,sts A,B e Ð(?) such that A+ B çC.

Proof. (i) Let Ã,8 e -F' such Lhat A: Ð(tr) and. B: D(B-). Let Cn: A,-frBn

andlet C:D(e.).Since FisafrlterCn€F,soC el(F) and C c AÀ8.

(ii) t(-F) is non-empty since -F is non-empty. So, by (i), D(-F) is a filter-base on

M. (iii) and (iv) follow directly from the definitions. (v) Let C < f' such that

C : Ð(e.¡. S"t A: Ð((C;,)",e,) and B : D((C;*+r),,.,). Then A, B e Ð(F)
andA+BcC.

Lemma 3.22 ([?l!]$], Lemma 2.1.2). Let (M,r) be a topolog'ical left R-module and

F a filter on M that conuerges to zero'in r. Then for euerA nei,ghbourhoodU of

zero there eri,sts V e l(f) such that V ç U .

Proof . Construct a set {V"},., of neighbourhoods of 0 such Lhat V e F, V6 *Vo Ç
(J, Vn+t * W+t Ç V, anð, Vn : W* for all n € a. Put i/ : I((y")*r,). Then

V çU and Iz € Ð(r).

Notati,on. Let M be a left ,B-module, let 2t be a collection of non-empty subsets of

M and define

R-LDJ: U U,-'t.
reR Ae2l.

Recall, r'7A : {* e M : rm e A}.
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Theorem 3.23 ([i"'ÅÍ-lû], Theorem 2.1.3). A fi,lter on a left R-module M i,s a T-

fiIter i,f and only ,f nDe) : {0} . For euerA T-filter F, D@) forms a base of

ne'ighbourhoods of 0 for a Hausdorff group topology and R-IÐ('F) forms a base of

ne'ighbourhoods at 0 for the topological R-module My.

Proof. Let F be a T-filter and r a Hausdorff module topology such that F f, 0.

Since r is Hausdorff, by Lemma :1.22 )Ð(f): {0}.

Now suppose that [l f tfl : {0}. By Lemma 3.21 and J.c7, Ð(F) is a base

of neigbourhoods of 0 for some Hausdorff group topology o on M.

Now, in order for -R-ilf to be a module topology on M, for every r Ç R,

and for every B e R-lÐ(F), there must exist A e R-lt(.F) such that rAÇ B.

So, let r e R and B € R-lÐ(F) So, B : s-1D(B-) for some s e Æ and

Ð(B*) e Ð(r). Let A: r-18. So, L : (sr)-lD(B=) Therefore, A e R-r D(r)
and rA Ç B. So, R-t Ð F forms a base of neighbourhoods at 0 for some Hausdorff

module topology o on M. By Lemma iì.22, o is a topology on the left -R-module

M7.

Now that I have introduced the concept of T-filters for topological left Ë-

modules, I am going to use it to obtain an alternative description of the coproduct

topology. This description of the coproduct topology is explicit and it requires less

work to obtain than the previous descriptions.

Notati,on. LeL {M¿}0.¡ be a family of left R-modules and. M : @ lWo. Clearly,

for every i, e i,, e¿lN(M¿)] is a filter-base on M. By Theore- r.zôf'tnere exists a

filter on M generated e¿!r[(M¿)]. W. will let $¿ denote the filter on M generated

by e¿[Af(M¿)).
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Proposition 3.24. Let {(M¿,r¿)}¿¿ be a family of topologi,cal Ieft R-modules and

r be a topology on M. S¿ :, 0 i,f and ontE i,f e¿ ,is continuous.

Proof. Suppose e¿ is continuous and let I/ € Af@) Therefore, ,n'[V] € Tr. So,

eu[e;I[V]l e ßr

and

,o[uo'[v]l C v.

Therefore, Sn:r 0.

Now, suppose g¿ 3 0 and V e Jtt(M). So, there exists V' e e¿V{(M¿)] such

that V' ç V. Therefore, V' : e¿lUl for some U € r¿ and e¿lUl Ç V. So, e¿ is

continuous. ¡

Theorem 3.25. Let {(M¿,r¿)}¿q be a fami,ly of topologi,cal Ieft R-modules and let

r be a topology on M. l^lf, 
g 0 i.f and, onty i,f e¿ ,is conti,nuous for eaerg i, e L

áeI

Proof. fln i. a filter on M by Theorem 1.70 (i).
áeI

Suppose e¿ is continuous for each ¿ € 1 and let I/ € N(M). By Proposition 3.24,

S¿ :* }for each i, e I. So, for each z € 1 there is an 4 € S¿ such that F, Ç I/. Then

¡' : U F¡ € S¿for each i, c L Therefore, f a l-lg¿. Moreover, .F. Ç I/. Therefore,
jeI áeI

læro
ieI

Now, suppo." fl S¿ :. O. Clearly, So :r 0 for each i, e L Therefore, by

Proposition 3.24, ,rtå .orrtirruous for each i, e I. !

Let {(M¿,r¿)}¿et be a family of topological left B-modules. (IvL,rproa I M) is
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a module topology that makes each 6i continuous. So ll S¿ is a T-filter on M.

Therefore, there exists a finest topology on M in the ,"t å?ttopologies uncler which

[-l ß, 
"o.rrrerges 

to o.

i.€I

Corollary 3.26. The fi,nest topologg on M und,er whi,ch)&o 
"orrerges 

to 0 i,s the

coprod"uct topology. ¿€I

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 3.25.

Hence, the coproduct topology on the coproduct of a family of topological

abelian gïoups is given uv Ð(fl g¿), and the coproduct topology on the coproduct
ieI

of a family of topological left R-modules is given by E-t Ðf l g¿). Using T-filters

it is possible to obtain an explicit description of a basis fo, tÉl"oproduct topology

on the coproduct of a family of topological abelian gïoups. This description was

originally obtained by Chasco and DomÍnguez through a different approach.

Let g: fln where g¿ is the filter on M generated by e¿fVt(M¿)],that is,
ieI

&n: {F: there exists B e e¿lAÍ(JØ¿)] such that B E f} .

So, F € & if and only if there exists 0 e U¿ € r-¿ such that F ) e¿[U¿].

Therefore, F € g if and only if for all 'i e L, there exists 0 e (J¿ e r¿ such that

F ) e¿[U¿]. In particular, if 0 e U¿ e ri for all z e 1, then

[Je,[u,j e 3
i€I

and the collection of all sets of this form is a base for the filter g.
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Now let (Un::T be any family with 0 eUi €r¿for alli, ef and n€a. Let

4 : U e¿[uîl'
i€I

So,trl,r€fiand
N¡/

trA:Ufr;:UtU'o[uil
N¿.u n:I N€u n:T i,€I

So, by simply relabeling

¡r/ N

UlU,¡ufl:U U \e,^lui_1
N€u n:L ieI N€a (i,y,...,i¡¡)€I]V ?z:1

where0eUier¿.

Therefore, by 3.23, I get the result by Chasco and DomÍnguez:

Proposition 3.27 ([CÐ{llj], PropositionS). Let {(G¿,ro)}¿r, be a farni,ty of topolog-

i,cal abelian groups and

((uiÐ"r,)zer e fl.A/ (Gu)' .

ieI

Define 
N

v(((uÐ"r,)or,): _U U Ðq_(ui).

Then the fami,Iy 

N€u (i't'"''in)€'.N n:1

f ttttul)" e,)¿et) , ((ui)*r,)rer e fl.A/ (MrY)I 0., 
'\''-þ) 

)

i,s a nei,ghbourhood bas,is at 0 for (G,T.op,od).

It is possible to extend this result to topological Ã-modules. Let ß: n R-'ß0.
i€.1
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So, F € S,if andonlyif thereexists 0eU¿€r¿suchthatF ) e¿ltl¿!. Therefore,

F e S if and only if for all ,i e I, there exists r € R and 0 €U¿ e. r¿ such that

F ) r-re¿[tJ¿). Inparticular, if 0 € (J¿e r¿ for all z € f, then

UUr-1e¿[u¿]eg
r€Riel

and the collection of all sets of this form is a base for the fiiter g.

Now let (UnT:i be any familywith 0 €Ui er¿for all ¿ e / and n€a. Let

¡; : U l)r-re¿fuil.
reRieI

So,.F,eßand

N¡/

trrl : u D r": u t u l)r-,enluiJ
N€u n:7 Ne.u n:L reRieI

So, by simpiy relabeling

U Ð UUr-re¿fuil: U U U lr-Ia*luil
N€u n:I re.Ri,€I re.RN€c¿ (ir,...,2,v)elrv n:1

where 0 e Ui er¿.

Therefore, by 3.23, I get the result:

Proposition 3.28. Let {(M¿,r¿)}¿et be a fam,ily of topologi,cal R-modules and

((UÐ)"r,)a.r e ff "'V(Mn)'.
i€I
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Define 
¡¿

v(((uî)",,)0,,):UU U Ðr-'q.(uT)
r€R N€ø (i1,...,i,y)€.I-^¡ n:1

Then the fami,lg

Irfffrfl-e,)¿e¡) '((ui)*u,)rer e fl.A/ (M,Y\
I-\\\"ilneulzei) 

\ 
i€I 

.\-'-L) 
J

i,s a ne'ighbourhood basi,s at0 for (M,r.op,od),



Chapter 4

Pure-injectivity for Topological

Modules

4.L Topologically Pure Extensions in Locally Com-

pact Abelian Groups

In Loth's paper, On t-pure and almost pure eract sequences of LCA groups [L,:i,û6],

a definition of pure injectivity was provided for locally compact topological abelian

(LCA) groups. In this section, Loth's results from [l,ci,{)l] and [1.,oí.0ä] are given in

order to provide a historical background and a point of contrast to our investigation

of pure injectivity. Additional information about LCA groups can be found in

Armacost's book, The Structure of Locally Compact Abeli,an Groups [Âirn8l].

Definition 4.L. Let (G,r) be a topological abelian group. (G,r) is looally compact

if 0 has a compact neighborhood.

T17
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Let .t denote the class of Hausdorff locally compact abelian (LCA) groups with

continuous homomorphisms.

Example 4.2. (i) The groups Zn, Z, Q., Zp* with the discrete topology. In fact,

all countable LCA groups are discrete [see [;\nLiEl], p. 7].

(11) 4 with the p-aclic topology is a compact Hausdorff group and hence a LCA

group.

(iii) The additive group R with the Euclidean topology.

(iv) The circle group 1l is the multiplicative group of all complex numbers z such

that lzl : 1, with the usual Euclidean topology. lf may also be realized as the

additive group lR/Z.

From this example, it is already clear that we will require a broader context for a

generalization of model theoretic concepts. In model theory, the Löwenheim-Skolem

Theorem states that every countable theory which is satisfiable, is satisfiable in a

countable structure. Since all countable LCA groups are discrete and discreteness

is expressible in L¿, we are restricted to discrete infinite models. However, from a

topological perspective, we do not want to be restricted only to the discrete topology

since this topology does not provide us with any real topological insight. Moreover,

it was shown in Chapter 2 that local compactness is not axiomatizable in L¿ and,

hence, LCA groups are not axiomatizable in Lt.

Definition 4.3. Let (X,r) and (Y,ø) be topological spaces. A continuous map

f , X --+ Y is proper if it is open onto its image.
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Note. Let (G,r) and (H,o) be a topological groups. If I/ is a subspace of G then

the inclusion map is proper. If G and H are LCA and Í , G -+ H is proper then

the image of / must be closed in I/ since .Í/ is locally compact.

Proposition 4.4. Let (X,r), (Y,12) and, (Z,rt) be topologi,cal spaces.

(i,) Let f , X --+Y be proper. Then for allW CY, if f-'lwl ,is open i,n X, then

there erists aV open i,nY suchthatW n Í[X]:V I flxl.

Letf :X---+Y beproper. If f isone-to-oneandontothenf i,sahomeomor-

phi,sm.

If f : X ---+ Y 'is one-to-one and conti,nuous, then ,it i,s proper i,f and onlg i,f i.t

i.s an embeddi,ng.

(i,u) Let f tX -+Y andg:Y --+ Z beproper. If f i,ssurjectiueorg i,sinjecti.ue

thengof i,sproper.

Proof. (i) Let f , X --+ Y be proper and let W çY such that f-'lwl is open in

X. Since / is proper, there exists V in Y such that Í[f-tlw]l : I/ n /[X]. AIso,

W ) flxl : flf-'[W1]. Therefore, W À flxl : V À Ílxl. (ii), (iii), (iv) follow

directly from the definitions.

Note. It is important to note that if / and g are propeî g o Í ^ay 
not be proper.

Consider V, with the discrete topology, iR with the Euclidean topology and lf as

a subspace of C with the usual topology. Now, let Í , Z ---+ R be defined by

Í(*): J1r and 9: IR --+'lf be defined bV g@): eá': cosz*'isin r. Clearly, f
andg areproper. Now, g"f[Z] isdenseinlf. SinceTisnotdiscrete, gof cannot

be open onto its image. So, g o / is not proper.
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Definition 4.5. An exact sequence

u1 +Lr2+"' 
'Lrn

in ^t is proper eract if each morphism a¿ is proper.

Definition 4.6. L proper short exact sequence

o---+A3nLC--+o

in ^C is called an ertens'ion of C bv A.

Note. This is often referred to as an extension of Ahy C, however, I am following

Loth's convention in [l-,;t,(Xj].

Definition 4.7. A proper exact sequence 0 ---+ A 3 B -- C ---+ 0 in ^t is t-pure if

a[A] is a topologically pure subgroup of B, that is, if clB(nalAl) - cle(nB) a a[A]

for every positive integer n.

In particular, by setting n : !, we see ihat a[A] is closed in B. Also, this

definition of topological purity has some consequences with respect to topological

positive primitive formulas which will be introduced in Section 4.2.

Definition 4.8. 
^proper 

exact sequence 0 ---+ A --+ B --+ C -+ 0 in ^c is topolog,ically

pure if.

0 -+ cla(nA) - cIB(nB) --+ cIç(nC) - 0

is proper exact for all positive integers n.
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Since this sequence is proper, the image of A is locally compact and is therefore

closed in B. Therefore, it is evident that a topologically pure exact sequence is

t-pure. In addition, Loth provides an example of a t-pure exact sequence that is

not topologically pure, namely, Example 3.5 on page 197 in [l,cti]ì].

Definition 4.9. Let G € C. A homomorphism / : G --+ lf is called a character of

G. The d,ual group of G, denoted ê, is the collection of all continuous characters of

G, namely , è : CHom (G, T'). Furthermore, if G1, Gz Ç 1, and / € CHom (Gt,.Gz),

we define f. t G, - Gt by f. (Ír) : fz o / for all Íz e G2.

Using standard techniques it can be shown that /. is a continuous homomor-

phism.

Proposition 4.1-0 (See [,\i'urlit], p. 8). Let G e t. If G i,s compact then G i,s

di,screte and i,f G i,s d,i,screte then ã i,s compact.

The next theorem allows us to ident rty G wiih ê and / with (/-)..

Theorem 4.L1- (Pontryagin Duality Theorem). For any G e E and r € G def,ne

ô,(Í) : f(r) for atl f e G. Then þ,€ CHom¡ (e,l) : e. The mapÕ' G -- â

d,efi,ned, by Þ(r) : þ, for all r € G i,s a topologi,cal i,somorphism from G onto ê].

Consider Z wilh the discrete topology, 1R with the discrete topology and T' as a

subspace of C with the usual topology. Let f : V, ---+ lR be defined by the inclusion

map, /(ø) : z and g : lR ---+ T' be defined bv g@) - "2tic 
: cos 2rr * i,sin2rc.

It is clear that / and g are continuous homomorphisms and that the sequence

0 --+ Z 4 m å T --+ 0 is exact. FYom an algebraic perspective, the fact that this

sequence is exact seems counter-intuitive. That is, since Z and IR both have the

121
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discrete topology, 1l should also have the discrete topoiogy. However, the category

LCA is not an abelian category, so the topology on lf is not uniquely determined

by exactness. Now, R. is compact by ,1.10 so the image of g* cannot be closed in

R. since it is countabty in-finite. So, the image of g* cannot equal the kernel of Í*.

Therefore, the dual sequence 0 --+ 1l gl R f. V, -r 0 cannot be exact. This fact

and the next theorem provides us with motivation for using proper maps.

Proposition 4.L2 (See [,\im"tl], Proposition 9.14, p.I22). Let

orGr LcrLG,----no

be a proper eract sequence i,n L. The the dual sequence

0*Gs l'Cråir-'O

i,s also a proper eract sequence'in L.

Definition 4.13. An element r e G is said to be compact if r lies in some compact

subgroup of G. We write ö(G) for the set of all compact elements of G.

Proposition 4.L4. Let G be a LCA group.

(i) fhe i,denti,ty subgroup i,s both pure and topologi,cally pure.

b(C) ß both pure and topologi,cally pure.

Proof. (i) is trivial. (ii) å(G) is pwe since Glb(G) is torsion-free. That is, nb(G) :
nG O b(G) for alI n e ø. Now, cl6(nb(G)) : nb(G). So, the result follows. n

(rr)
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Example 4.15 (See [í,r,i{}l], Example 2.a). An exact sequence that is pure need

not be topologicaliy pure and an exact sequence that is topologically pure need not

be pure. LeL p be prime and n a positive integer and let H be a densely divisible

LCA group (that is, it possesses a dense divisible subgroup), such that Hlp"H 10.

It is non-trivial to find such a group fl, but such a group exists and was first given

in [ìiÌrrlj;i]. Furthermore, there is a non-splitting extension

in .t. This extension

sequence

0 ---+ H --+ G -n Z(p") ---+ 0

is topologically pure but is not pure. In addition, the dual

0 --+ Z(p") -- G -- H -- 0

is pure since -â is torsion-free, but not topologically pure.

Definition 4.L6. Let G be a LCA $oup. G is t-pure i,njecti,ue in .C if for every

t-pure exact sequence 0 --+ A 3 B --+ C -- 0 and continuous homomorphism

Í : A -- G there is a continuous homomorphism î t B --+ G such lhatj o a : Í.

Definition 4.L7. Let G be a LCA group. G is a topolog'ical torsi,on group if

G:{reG:Iimnlr
L n-co

If G e ! is a torsion group algebraically then each element has fi.nite order, so

for each r €. G and for a sufficiently large n, nl.tr: 0. So, Lim,"-- nlr :0 for each

n e G. Now, in order to capture this concept in the topological setting, we only

require a weaker condition, namely, that a group is torsion in the limit.

:0)
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Theorem 4.18 (Theorem2.7, [1,,:it;iJ]). G i.s t-pure i.njectiue i,n L i,mpli,es G ?

R'@ T"- O G' where n 'is a non-negat'iue inteqer and m i,s card'inal and, G' 'is a

topologi,cal torsi,on group.

Definition 4.I9. Let G € ,C. A closed subgroup H of G is t-pure in G if whenever

K is a closed subgroup of G such that K I fl and KIH is compactly generated,

then ,Il splits from K.

Theorem  .2O (Khan, See [:\nir.5l], p. 99). Let G e t and let H be a closed

subgroup of G.

(i,) IÍ H i,s a topologi,cal direct summand of G then H i,s t-pure i,n G.

ú.r,) U H 'is t-pure i,n G then H i,s pure i,n G.

It is worth noting that (i) of Theorem 4.20 is a characteristic of ordinary algebraic

purity.

In [i.r;ri;í;] on page 800, Loth states that a t-pure exact sequence need not be

pure. This result contradicts Khan's original 1973 result given in Theorem 4.20.

This contradiction occurs since Khan and Loth are unfortunately using different

definitions of "t-pure". Loth continues to conduct research on t-pure sequences and

on LCA groups in general. Given the complexity of this subject matter, one can

hope that a swvey paper will be written in the near future clearly connecting the

various definitions given for topological sequences and purity to their analogous

aigebraic counterparts.
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4.2 Topological Positive Primitive Formulas

In this section, we present Garavaglia's definition for topological positive primitive

formulas (tppfs) in the language tr¿ first introduced in [{ia:î{;]. In addition, some

properties of tppfs are presented.

Notati,on. We will assume that -R is a fixed ring with unity and that .C is a fixed

language of abstract left R-modules. The theory of topological lefb -B-modules,

T*od., is the set of aM¿ sentences such that for each weak structwe (M,o) of. L,

(M, o) tst T*o¿ if and only if (M, o) is a topological module. Since every topological

abelian group is homogeneous, we may restrict set quantifiers to neighbourhoods

of 0, namely, (-x)e and (VX)6. For topological modules, an atomic formula is,

without loss of generality, either of the form ú : 0 or t e V, where ú is some term

in the language of modules.

IfÃ.: (At,...,A*) where A¿ € r, we let ólM,l denote the set of A e M" srch

that (M,r) tr, ó@,21. That is,

ólM,Ãl: {a e M" : (M,r) 4 ó1d,4} .

If k < n and E e M"-k, then we let

ótM,b,Ãl: {d e Mk , (M,r) ts, ó@,6,4} .

Furthermore, if iÞ is a set of formulas, then we let

alM,,4-l : n {ólu,Ãl, ó€ Õ} .
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Definition 4.2L. A topologi,cal posi.t'iue primi,tiue formula, tppf, is a formula of ,C¿

of the form Q1 .- .8"ó where @ is a conjunction of atomic formulas of ,C¿ and each

Q¿ ís of the form (l'u) or (Vy)o for some variables u andV.

Notat'ion. Suppose that (M,r) and (N,o) are topological modules such that

Í : M --+ N is a continuous homomorphism. For notational convenience, if

ã: (or,...,an) e Mn and Z : (At,...,A*) where each A¿ € ø, we iet

r@,) : (Í(o'),..., Í(a"))

and

Í-'Øl: (Í-'lA'1,.. ., Í-'lA^l).

Observe that since / is a continuous homomorphism each f -'lAnl € r. Similarly, if

M ç N then we Ief AltM : (Át n M,...,A*âM). Observe that if r: o I M

then each A¿l M € r.

Note. Any free set variables of a tppf occur only positively.

In Iiirrr'+ti], Kucera expanded on the results of Garavaglia to show the following:

Corollary  .22 (l'r<"ri<'S{i], Corollary 3.7). Euery formula of Lt wi,th only indi,ui,dual

uari,ables free i,s equi,ualent i,n topologi,cal R-modules to a Boolean combi,nation of

tppfs wi,th only i,nd'iui,dual uariables free.

This result is powerful since it gives us a model theory of topological modules

which is analogous to the standard model of modules. However, this result only

holds for formulas of 
^C¿ 

with only individual variables free, that is, it does not give

any indication to as to what happens to formulas with free set variables.
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Theorem 4.23 ([i:ii:¡:,5í], Theorem 3.13). LetT be a complete L¿-theorV of Haus-

dorff topologi.cal rnodules with a topologi,cally compact model. Then euery tppf wi.th

only i,ndi,uidual uari,ables free i,s equ,iualent i,n T to a tppf wi,th no set quanti,fiers,

that i,s, to a pp-formula.

This is once again a powerful result since an immediate consequence is that if

(M,") is compact, it has the same definable sets as ,l\l. However, once again,

this result only holds for formulas of. L¿ with only individual variables free, that

ís, it does not give any indication to as to what happens to formulas with free set

variables.

Lemma 4.24. Suppose that (M,r) and (N,o) are topologi,cal modules such that

f , M --+ ly' ,is a cont'inuous homomorphi,sm. Then for att tppf ó(û,V), for all

ã: (ot,...,ar) € M" and for all A: (At,...,A*) where each A¿€ o,

Proof. This is proved by induction on the complexity of tppfs. Let þ(O,V) be a

tppf. Let d: (or,...,an) € M and let ã: (At,...,Ar) where eachA¿ € o. The

cases "ú : 0", conjunction and existential quantification follow as they would in

ordinary modules. There are only two cases involving set variables to consider.

127

(M,r) ts, óld, Í-'aAll =+ (.^/, o) tr¿ Slf @),Ã1.
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(a) Suppose þ(ø,7) is t €V.Then

(M,r) ts' óþ,f -'øl)

=> #(d,) e f-'lAnl

=+ ¡\tMça¡¡ e ao

+ {ç¡ça¡¡ e ,e,o

=+ (N,o) 4 ólf (d),Ã1.

(b) Suppose þ is (VW)otþ(o,V,W). Then

(M,r) è, ó@, f -taAll

=) (M,r) tr tþ@, f-tØ|Cl
forallCwith0eCer

(M,r) ts, tþ@, f-taAl, Í-'[Bl]

forallBwith0eB€o,

(since / is continuous,

Í-tlBl is open in r)

(Af ,o) ts, ólf (d),Á, Bl

forallBwith0eBeo

(by the induction hypothesis)

(N,o) ts, ólf @),4.

728

nTherefore, the result follows by induction on the complexity of tppfs.
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Corollary 4.25. If (M,r) i,s a subspace of (N,o) then for all tppÍ ó(D,V), att

d: (or,...,a,) € Mn and allÃ.: (At,...,A^) where each A¿e r,

(M,r) tr, óþ,Ãn Ul + (Af ,o) tr, gla,Ã1.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 4.24. n

Lemma 4.26. Let (M,r) be a topologi,cal module. Then for all tppf ó(ù,V),

all a: (at,...,an) € Mn, allÃ.: (At,,...,A^) where each A¿ e r and, aII

B : (8t,... B^) where B¿ e r and, A¿ c Bt,

(M,rl ts, ó@,Ãl + (M,r) ts, ó[d,Bl.

Proof. The cases "t : 0", conjunction and existential quantifi.cation follow as they

would in ordinary modules. There are only two cases involving set variables to

consider.

(a) Suppose g(o,7) is t €U.Then

(M,r) 4 óld,Ãl

=+ #(a) Ç A¿

+ tM(d) € Bi

=> (M,,r) tst ó@,81.
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(b) Suppose / is (VW)04,(ú,V,W).Then

(M,r) ts, ó@,Ãl

=+ (M,r) 4 t¡t6,,4, A]

forall Ae r

+ (M, ,) F, ,þlÍ @) ,E , Al

forall Aer

(by the induction hypothesis)

+ (M,r) tst ó@,81.

Therefore, the result foliows by induction on the complexity of tppfs. n

For the puïposes of the following argument (Corollary 4.27), if ó(D,7) is a tppf

define ó- (T,) as follows: since @ is a tppf, it is the quantification of a conjunction

of atomic formulas. From this conjunction, we delete each component of the form

t(ú) e I{, where Vis a free set variable.

Corollary 4.27. Let þ(û,V) be a tppÍ. Then þ i,s sati,sfi"abte dn (M,r) i,f and onty

,Í

(M,r) ts, ó@,Ml

for some a € Mn. Hence, þ i.s sati,sfi,able i,n (M,r) if and only i,f the formula þ- i,s

sat'isfi,able i,n (M, r) .

Proof. Suppose that þ(ø,7) is satisfiable in (M,r). This implies that there exists
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d: (or,...,an) e Mn andÃ: (At,...,A*) where A¿€r such that

(M,r) tr, ó@,41.

(M,r) tr, ó@, Ml

since A¿ C M. Moreover, t(o) e M is vacuously true. The converse is vacuous.

Now, suppose that d- is satisfiable in (M,r). This implies that there exists

d : (or,...,an) e Mn such that

(M,") ts' ó-aol.

Since t(ø) e M is vacuously true, it follows that

(M.,r) ts, Ó@, M|

Therefore, @ is satisfi.able in (M,t). n

In terms of satisfiability, if þ is a tppf, without loss of generality it is possible to

consider /-. Furthermore, let /(a) be a a tppf with only individual variables free.

Let þs(ø,ú,V) be obtained from / by removing all of the outermost quantifiers.

Let þ(o) be (lz)(W)6/6 and let þ(a) be (V7)6(rgl)do. Cteaïty,

F¿ (vz)[(þ-- ó) 
^ 

(ó -- ø)].

Lemma 4.28 (l{.;r,t:l;], Lemma 1, p. 28). Let (M,r) be a topologi,cal module and
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supposethatr has abasi,s at} cons'isti,ng of subgroups of M. LetAt,...,A^Cr
be open subgroups oÍ M and let ó(rt,.. . ,un,Vl,. . . ,V^) be a tppf. Then

(i,) (M,r) ts Sp, Al;

(ä) (M,r) ts ó@,41 and M ? óþ,Ãl + (M,r) F ó@ -6,,q1,

(äi) ólM, At,. . . , A*] ,is a subgroup of M".

Proof. Let 16 be a basis at 0 for r consisting of subgroups of M. Suppose that

ó(rr,...,,Dn,W,...,V*) is a tppf, a,b e M" and, that A1 ...A* C r are open

subgroups of M. For (i) and (ii) we proceed by induction on the complexity of

tppfs. The cases "t : 0",, conjunction and existential quantification follow as they

would in ordinary modules. There are only two cases involving set variables to

consider.

(i) (a) Suppose @ is t e V. /[0] is equivalent to (:ø)(R0 + Sø) € V or

(lø)(Sø) € %. Now,0 e. M" and 0 : S0 e I/¿ since V¿ is a subgroup of

M. So, (M,r) ts, óF,Ã1.

(b) Suppose / is (VW)y1þ(Û,V,W). By the induction hypothesis,

(M,t) tsr rþþ,4, B)

for all B € rs. Since rs is a basis at 0 for r we have

(M,r) ts' rþF,Ã,Cl

for all C e r with 0 € C. So, (M,r) 4 óa0,Ã1.
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. Therefore, the result follows by induction on the complexity of tppfs.

(ii) (a) Suppose / is t e U. Now, if tM (a) € A¿ and t- (6) e A¿ then

# (d.- õ; : # (d¡ - tM (6) e A¿

since A¿ is a subgroup of M. So, (M,r) ts, ó@ -6,Ã|
(b) Suppose / is (VW)01þ(Ð,V,W),, (M,r) ts, ó@,Zl and Mts, óþ,A. So,

for every B € r, (M,r) ts, ,þ@,4, nl and (M,r) F¡ tþfb,Ã, Bl. By the

induction hypothesis, (M,r) ts, tþ@ - b, A,C] for every C e rs. Since 16

is a basis at 0 for r we have (M,,r) 
=r 

rþld - b,A,B] for all 0 e B e r.

Therefore, (M,r) ts, ólA -6,4.
So, the resuit follows by induction on the complexity of tppfs.

(iii) This follows directly from (i) and (ii).

n

Corollary 4.29. Let þ(ø) be a tppf ui,th no set uariables free. Then i,n any topo-

log'ical module (M,r), ólMl ß a subgroup oÍ M.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 4.28, Theorem 2.1I and the fact that every

module has an N1-saturated elementary extension. n

Although Corollary 4.29 provides a powerful algebraic result, it does not neces-

sarily provide us with any topological insight.

(i) ¿(t) : 0 defines a closed subgroup;

(ii) ¿(Ð) € I/ defines an open subgroup and therefore defines a closed subgroup;
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(iii) (Vy)g ó(ú,V) defines an arbitrary intersection of subgroups, and the arbitrary

intersection of closed subgroups is a closed subgroup, but;

(iv) (lu)/(r,V) defines a projection of a subgroup, and projection maps are not

closed.

Therefore, it is not possible to draw any conclusions about the topological prop-

erties of the definable subgroups of M.

4.3 Definitions of Embedding for Topological Mod-

ules

Different definitions of elementa,ry embeddings have been proposed to relativize 3 to

the languaEe Lt. In 1980, in [ï:'Zx(i], Flum and Ziegler introduced a concept of topo-

iogical substructure and extension. Furthermore, they characterízed .C¿-sentences

which were preserved under these extensions and substructures. Kucera [K;r<'Síi] in-

troduced a definition for the relation <¿ in 1986. Independently, Majewski [r'lrr ì+7]

provided a different defi.nition for the relation l¿. In this section, we will consider

both of these definitions in addition to introducing some alternative definitions. In

adition, a concept of pure embedding will be introduced.

First we will consider the concept of an embedding in the two-sorted sense.

Suppose thal (M.,r) and (N, o) are topological modules and Í , (M,") :3 (Al', o) .

Let m e M and U e r. Then m € U e f (m) € f (U). Now, if M Ç l/ then

m€U ënxe Í(U).
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Thus, if / is the inclusion map (or if M C N), then [/ : Í(U)aM. Therefore,

r Ç o I M. That is, r is coarser than the subspace topology induced by o. In
fact, it need not be the subspace topology. For instance, suppose that (M,r) <,

(N,o), M is countable and o is Hausdorffand not discrete. Then r will not be

discrete. However, Corollary 2.10 states that if o is a Hausdorff topology on .lú such

that (,4/, r) is N1-saturated as a topological structure and. if (M,r') is a countable

subspace of ("Â/, o) then r' is the discrete topology on M. Therefore, r will be strictly

coarser than o I M. This implies that using a two-sorted elementary embedding is

not the best approach to studying the first-order relationships between topological

structures.

Next we consider the definition of topological purity given for LCA groups in

Chapter 4.1. That is, A is a topologically pure subgroup of B if

clB(nA):cln(n3)oA

for every positive integer n. In any topological structure, if asetW is definable by

the L¿ formula /(u) then cl(W) is also a definable set. Consider the formula,

(vv)"((=u)ó(") nu e V).

In fact, if our structure is a topological abelian group, and if a set W is definable

by a tppf /(o) then cl(W) is also definable by a tppf. Consider the formula,

135

(vv)6((lz)ó(") n (u - u) € v).
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So, topological purity in this sense only requires that these closure formulas be

respected. Topological purity does not require that alt tppfs be respected nor does

it require all ordinary pp-formulas to respected. Model theoretically, we would

expect the definition of purity for topological modules to be analogous to case of

purity for ordinary modules. Furthermore, purity for topological modules shouid

imply purity for ordinary modules.

Definition 4.30 (Compare with Definition 1.119). Suppose that (M,r) and (N,o)

are topological modules such that M C lú. We relativize t2 a,s foliows:

[Ìirrl"'ii] <r1: if for all /(o) € .C¿ with oniy individual variables free, and for all ¿ :
(ot,...,an)eMn,

(M,r) F, óldl <+ (¡/, o) 
=¿ 

þlal

then (M,r) <l (Al,o).

[\ïii r8î] <!: if. r is a subspace of o, and if for all ó(ú) € Lt with only individual variables

free, and for all d : (or,,...,ar) € M',

(M,r) tr, ó@l <+ (^/, o) ts, óld

then (M,") <? (N,o).

<f: if Í , (M,r) - (N,o) is proper, and if for all ó(6,V) € Lt, for all ø :
(or,...,a,") € M" andfor allÃ: (At,...,A^) where eachA¿€o,

(M,r) ts, óld, Í-trAll <+ (^/, o) ts¡ þlf (a),Ã)
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then (M,r) <? (N,o).

Clearly, all three versions imply that M < 
^/.

Lemma 4.3t. Suppose that (M,r) and (AÍ,o) are topologi,cal modules.

(i,) IÍ (M,r) <? (^f, o) then (M,rl <? (^l',o) and, (M,r) <l (N,o).

(ä) # (M,r) <? (Af ,o) then (M,r) <t, (N,").

Proof. This follows directly from the definitions.

Lemma 4.32. Suppose that (A,r), (ß,o) and (C,ù are topologi,cal modules.

(i,) For *: 1,2 or3 i.Í (A,r) <i (ß,o) then (A,r) =, (8,").

(ll) For *: 1,2 or3, (A,r) <i (A,r).

r37

(i,i,i,) For * : 1, 2 or3, i,Í (A,r) <i (ß,o) and (ß,r) <i Q,ù then (A,r) <i Q,ll.

(*) tÍ (A,r) <l (C,^ù, (ß,ol <l Q,ù and AC B then (A,r) <l (ß,").

(u) For * : 2 or 3, i,f (A,r) <i (C,.y), (ß,o) <i (C,l), A ç B and r i,s a

subspace of o then (A,r) <i (ß,o).

Proof. This follows directly from the definitions.

Example 4.33. Recall the theory of (Q, Euc) explored in Theorem 2.31ì, Example

2.34 and Example 2.35. In [ì]'25{i], it is claimed in Exercise 2.10 on page 117 that

with respect to this theory, every .C--formula ó(uu...,un,Vt,. . .,,V*) is equivalent

in Lrn to a quantifier free formula ,þ(r,.,...,un,W,...,V*) in the sense that for all

models (M,r) that are "torsion-free, + {0}, divisible, Hausdorfi and locally pure"
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and where u ís amonotone system, for any d : (or,.. ., dn) e M',and any divisible

subgroups A: (At,...,A^) where A¿e u and. M ) h2...) A*, we have

(M,r) ?,. (ó *- ,þ)@,1.

By this quantifier elimination result it is easy to see that (Q, Euc) <! (lR, Ezc)

and Q <? (R, Euc) since Q <I IR and <I , <? do not deat with free set variables.

At this point it becomes relevant to discuss the context we will be working in.

ConsiderinS f : M --+ ly' to be only a module homomorphism (as in <l) without any

topological restrictions is topologically uninteresting. Without free set parameters

(as for <?), it appears we would not be able to impose any topological conditions

by means of formulas and types. However, by Lemma 4.28,lf (M,r) is a topological

module and þ(u1,. . . ,an) is a tppf with only individuai variables free, then þlMl is

a subgroup of M". This is analogous to Corollary 1.110 from Chapter 1.5. It is also

natural to impose the additional condition that M is a subspace of l/. Furthermore,

if we allow for free set variables then Corollary 4,.29 breaks down in general since

tppfs with set parameters need not define subgroups. It may be worthwhile to 1et

our set variables be open subgroups since this once again aliows the tppfs to define

subgroups, however, we begin to lose some of the most basic examples, for instance,

the rationals or the reals with the standard Euclidean topology.

Definition 4.34. Suppose that (M,r) and (N,o) are topological modules and

Í t M --+ -ly' is an embedding. We relativize <[ as follows: if for all tppf, þ(ø,V),
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for all d: (or,...,an) €. M" and for alIÃ: (Ar,...,A^) where each A¿€ o,

(M,r) ts' ó@, f -'lÃll ê (/V, o) F¿ þlf (a),Ãl

then (M,r, <l (N,o).

Hence 1f (M,r) is a subspace of (,4/, a) then (Al', o) <I W, r) if and only if for

all tppfs ó(ur,.. . ,an,V,. . . ,V^), we have

ólM,Ã. Ml : ólN,Ãl À M"

where each A: (At,. .. A*) and each A¿ e o.

It is worth emphasizing that an embedding / : M ---+ l/ is a topological em-

bedding, that is, / is a homeomorphism from M onto f[Ml. This definition seems

ideal since it is analogous to the definition for ordinary modules; if A is open in ø

then /-1[A] is open in r since embeddings are continuous and Lemma 4.24 hotds if

/ is continuous. That ís, if. (M,r) and (Al, o) are topological modules, / : M ---+ N

is continuots, S(a1, . . . ,un,Vr, . . . ,,V,n) is a tppf then for all ¿ : (or, . . . , a,.) € M"

andforallA: (Ar,...,A*) where eachA¿l_ o,

(M,r) ts, ó@, f-'Øll + (Al',o) t¿ þlJ(a),A1.

This is analogous to pp-formulas from Chapter 1.5. However, there is one immediate

drawback to this definition.

Theorem 4.35. Let M be a subspace of N and (M,r a M) <{ (N,r). Then M
i,s dense i,n N.
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Proof. Consider $: (1u)(u €V). Let U be a non-empty open set in N. So,

(Jr{,r) 
=' ó[U].

So,

(M,r. M) F, óIU t M].

So, [/ ) M is â non-empty open set in M. Therefore, M is dense in l/. !

This impiies that if we allow free set parameters our concept of purity is probably

too strong since one of the main properties of purity for ordinary modules is that

if. M is a direct summand of ,A/ then M is pure in ,A/. However, for topological

modules a direct summand will almost never be pure since direct summands are

closed and hence not dense. It is possible to circumvent this problem if we restrict

the open sets considered.

Theorem 4.36. Suppose that (M1,,r) and (Mz,rz) are topologi,cal modules. Let

a1 € M1, a,2 € M2 and suppose that A1 x A2 i,s a basi,c open neighbourhood of 0 i,n

rpro¿. L€t ó(u,V) be a tppf then

(Mt x M2,r1 x 12) F¿ ól@r, az), At , Az)

<+ (Murù ts, ólat, Al ønd (Mz,rz) ts¿ þ1a2, A2].

Proof. Let þ(a,I/) be a tppf. Let q e Mt,, 0,2 € M2 and suppose that A1x A2 is a

basic open neighbourhood of 0 in rproa.

This is proved by induction on the complexity of tppfs. The cases "¿ : 0" and

conjunction follow triviaily, so the only cases to consider arc t e Vj, (VW)¡ú(u,V,W)
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and (1w)tþ(u,w,V).

(i) Suppose ó(u,V) is t € V¡. Then

(Mt x Mz,rt x 12) ts¿ ól(ot,az), At * AzJ

<+ ttøtxMz((at,az)) € Al x A2

€> tt'(or) € ,4.r and tM, (a2) e A2

<+ (Mt,rù Ft ólar.41] and (Mz,rz) ts¡ þ1a2, A2].

(ii) Suppose / is (VW)6rþ(u,V,W). If. A1 x A2 is a basic open neighbourhood of

0inrp,oa then 0 € Ate \ aîd0 e Az € 12. Furthermore, if 0 e A1 €11 and

0 e A2 € 12, then A1 x A2 is a basic open neighbourhood of. 0 in rp,oa.

(Mt x þ12.,11x 12) ts¡ ól@r,az),At * Az1

<+ (Mt x M2,r1 x 12ì) ?¿ ,þl@r, az), At X Az, fu x B2]

for all 81 x 82 in the basis of 0 of rp,oa

<+ (Mt,rù tsr tþlau At, Bl and (M2,rz) ?, þ1a2, A2, 82)

forall 0e81 €landforall 0eB2€r2

(by the induction hypothesis)

<+ (Mt,rt) ts, ólat,A1] and (Mz,rz) ?¿ þ[a2, A2].
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(iii) Suppose / is Qw)tþ(u,w,V).

(Mt x M2,r1 x 12) F¿ ó[(or,az), At * Az)

<+ (Mt x M2,11 x 12) ts¡ ól@r,az),b, A1 x A2l

forsomebeMtxMz

<+ (Mt x M2, 11 x 12) ts¿ ól@t, az) , (h,, bz) , A, * Az)

for some fu € My and b2 € Mz

<+ (Murù Ft rþlar,h, Al and (Mz,rz) tst rþ1a2,b2, A2l

for some fu € M1 and b2 € Mz

(by the induction hypoihesis)

<+ (Murù trt ó[at,A1] and (Mz,rz) l¡ þ1a2, A2].

Therefore, the result follows by induction on the complexity of tppfs. n

Corollary 4.37. Suppose that (M1,r) and (Mz,rz) are topologi,cal modules. Let

d : (or,. . ., an) e Mt, b : (br,...,bn) e Mz and, suppose that A1x 81,. . ., A*x B*

are bas'ic open nei,qhbourhoods of 0 i,n rproa. Let ó(o,V) be a tppf then

(Mt x M2,r1 x 12) ts¿ ól@t,bt), . . ., (on,bn), A, X Bt, . . ., A^ x B*l

+> (Murù ts, óld, At,...,A*l and (M2,rz) tr, ólb, Br,. .., B*1.

Proof. This is a trivial generalization of Theorem 4.36.

Theorem 4.38. Suppose that (M¿,,r¿) and (N¿,o¿) o,reNs-saturated, for eachi, e I.
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If (Mo,r¿) =t (N¡ o¿) for each i, e I then

(M, r.orro¿) =, (yV, Ø.oprod).

Proof. By Lemma 2.¿10, since (M¿,r¿) and (Äå, o¿) are N6-saturated for eachi,e I,

(M¿,r¿) =¿ (l/¿, on) * (M¿,r¿) =! (N¿.,o¿).

Therefore, there is a set of partial homeomorphisms ,9¿ from (M¿,r¿) to (^L, o¿) for

each'i € l satisfying forthl, forth2, backl and back2. We 1et p¿: (p?,pl,p?) denote

a typical element of ,s,,. I use fl,9¿ to define a set ? of partial homeomorphisms

ftom (M,T.op,od) to (Il, oroo,ooil'

Define f as follows: for (p)ur, € fl¿.¡.9¿ let f((po)rrt) : p : (p0,pt,p2) where

po: þ{"p?or{)eerì
(_ ìpk : { tII un,l.V), (uo,V) e pf ror z e / |
(¿e¡ ieI )

f.or k : r,2. Clearly, the range of p0 is a subset of l/ and p0 is one-to-one. In

addition, notice that if IJ¿ e r¿ and.V, € oi then IIUI € Tcoprod and flr., V e o,op,od

since the coproduct topology is finer than the b'oI topotogy.

Now, define

r:rtg-]
It will now be shown that 7 is a set of partial homeorphisms from (M,rroo,o¿)

to (,¡\l!, o.oprod)
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forthl: Let çt : (p0,p',p2) € T, say p0 : (r{ "p?on{)¿q and ø e M. So,

a¿ : rY (a) e M¿ for each i e I. There is a q¿ in ,S¿ with p¿ C q¿ and.

a¿ e dom(qf) for each i e I. Let q : l(@¿)¿rt). Clearly, p Ç q and,

a e dom(qo).

forth2: Let p : (p,,p',p') e T, say p0 : (rl "p?or{),ra, a € d,om(ps) and

U e lcoprod wiLh a e U. So, ø¿ : nY @) e M¿, a¿ e (e{)-t[U] : U¿ a,nd.

a¿ e dom(pf) for each i € /. Therefore, for each i e .I there is a q¿ e ,S, and

V e o¿ such that p¿ Ç q¿,p00@o) €Vand(Ur,V) e q?. Let q: f(@¿)¿rt).

clearly, p Ç q. consider, y: ll v € o,op,o¿. Now, p\(o) : (pl,(a¿))¿.¡ ev
since p!(ø¿ ) e U. Fu¡thermo r",o'(r,V) e qr, since (Uo,V) e ql for each for

i, e I.

backl : Let p : (pj,pL,p2) € ?, say p0 : (uf 
" 

p? o r{)n.t and ó e rg(p}), say

p0(a) : b. So, for each i € I, b¿: "y(b) € ¡4 and, b¿ e r9þ!), since

p?("r(")) : ö¿. There is a Q¿ € S¿ wíth p¿ Ç q¿ and, b¿ e rg(ql), say b¿ : ql("¿)

for each i e I. Let q : Í((q¿)¿r¡). Clea,rly, p ç q and ö e rg(q}).

back2 : Letp: (p0,p',p') € 7, say p0: (ef oplor{}oq,berg(p]),say p\(a):6,

V € arorro¿ and b e V. So, for each e € I, b¿ : 
"y(b) 

€ A4 and b¿ e rg(p9),

sincep!(er¿(")) : ö¿. Therefore, for eachi. € 1, there exists Q¿€ S¿and(J¿€r¿

withp¿ Ç Q¿,ø¿ €U¿and (U¿,V) € qj where V: (r{)-1[I/]. Let q: f((q¿)¿.ò.

Clearly, p ç q. Consider, t/ : fJ IJ¿ e r,oo,o¿. Now, ø € U. Furthermore,

(U,V) € ql; since (Un,V) e q! for each i e I.

So, (M,f.oprod) =l (N_,o.oprod). However, partially homeomorphic structures

are L¿-equivalent by Lemma 2.39, so (M,r.o_rro¿) =, (l{,o.o_prod). n
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Ideally, Theorem 4.38 would be true without the additional assumption that the

topological modules be N6-saturated as two-sorted structu¡es. In order to complete

the theorem, it would be enough to show that if (M¿,r¿) is a two-sorted eiementary

substructure of an (No, on), where r¿ aîd o¿ ã,tê, suitably chosen bases for the topolo-

gies and (N¿,o¿) is Ns-saturated, then (M,r.orro¿) =, (N,o.oprod). Furthermore, by

Theorem 2.47, if tr is finite, then (M,r.op,od) =t (N,ø.oprod) without the additional

assumption that the topological modules be N6-saturated. In particular, this result

holds for abelian groups.

Lemma 4.39. Let (M¿,r¿) be topologi,cal modules, d : (or,...,an) € M and, let

Ã : (At,,. . . , A,) where each A¿ i,s a bas,ic open ne,iqhbourhood, of 0 'in rp,oa. Let

c €M. Now, .for each,i e I, let di: ri(ci) i,f r¿(a¡) 10 for some j - 1, . . . ,n orif
n¿lA*] I Mn for some k:1,...rn; otherwi,se, set d¿:0. Let d: (dn)nrr.

(A4,rp-a) tst tþ@, c,Ã] + (lvl,rr-a) ts, ,þla,d,,Ã].

Proo.f. Let S(o,7) ne a tppf. Let a: (at,...,a,) e M and,IetÃ: (At,...,An)

where each A¿ are basic open neighbourhoods of 0 in rprod.. Lêt c e M. Let d be

constructed as above.

This is proved by induction on the complexity of tppfs. The case for conjunction,

the case when þ is (=w)þ(o,r,7) and the case when / is (VI4z)6 rþ(ø,V,1/) follow

irivially. So, the only cases we have to consider are when ó(ú.,V) is ú : 0 and t €.Vj.

(i) Suppose ó(ú,7) is ú : 0 and (M.,rp-a) ts, ö@,c, ã]. So,

R(ot. ..an,c) + S(ö1, ...,b*):0
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where bn €M for k: !...m. Now, if no(o¡):0 for j : !,,...,fr, then set

b'ku:0 for k : !...rn. Otherwise, set b¿u : r¿(bt) for k: I...m. So, let

b'n : (bn)¿u1 for k : I. . .rn.

R(o, . .. an,d,)+ S(ö;, ...,b1*) : 0

where b'r e M for k: I...m. Therefore, (h4.,rproa) l, óþ,d,,Ã].

(ii) Suppose þ(ø,7) is t e V. Then

(M.,rp-a) ts¿ þla,c,Ãl

=+ F@,c) e A¡

+ tM'(tri(ø),. . .,'rT¿(an),nn(")) e r¿lA¡l for each i e L

So, if Ti(aj): 0 foli: L,.. .,n and r¿lA¡]: M¿ ç1¡en

tM' (trn(a),"¿(d)) : tM' (0,0) : 0 € M¿.

Otherwise,

tMo (tr ¿(a), r ¿(d)) : tM n (tr ¿(a1 ), . . ., r ¿(an), 
" 

o(")) € r ¿lA¡1.

So, tMn(tr¿(a),r¿(d)) e r¿lA¡l for each i € I. Hence,

(Jr4,rp,oa) tst ó@,d,4.
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Therefore, the result follows by induction on the complexity of tppfs. n

Here is a result analogous to Corollary 1.131 in Chapter 1.5.

Theorem 4.4O. Let (M¿,r¿) be topologi,cal modules andî: (at,...,ar) e M and

IetÃ: (At,...,An) uhere each A¿ are bas,ic open nei,ghbourhood,s of 0 i.n rp,oa.

Then

(fu!,rprod I M) F, óþ.Ã. M] ë (iv,rp-a) F, ó@,Ã1.

Proof. Let S(t,V) Ae a tppf. Let a: (at,...,a,-) e M and.IetÃ,: (At,...,An)

where each A¿ are basic open neighbourhoods of 0 in r,proa. We are considefing M

as a subspace of M, thercfore by Corol\ary 4.24.,

(M,rproa I M) ts, óþ,,Ãa Ml + (l\4,,rp,oa) F, ó@,Ã].

So, we need to show that

(M,rp-a) tst óld,Ã] + (fu!,rprod I M) F, ó@,A. Ml.

This is proved by induction on the complexity of tppfs. The cases "ú : 0" and

conjunction follow directly ftom M <[ M. There are oniy three cases invoiving set

variables to consider.
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(i) Suppose ó(u,7) is t €Vj. Then

(M.,rp-a) ts, ö@,Ãl

+ tMç@ e a,

+ tM@) € Aj

(since UM@) : tM@))

=+ #(d,) € Aj. M

+ (þ!,rprod I M) ts, óþ.,Ã a Ml.

(ii) suppose / is (vw)01þ(ú,V,w). since rp,od I M is asubspace of rprod onM,

for every U €TprodtUaM €Tprod I M. Fbrthermore, for every (J e.Tprod I M,

there exists V er such that U:V aM.

(Jvl,rp-a) ts, ó@,Ã]

+ (A4,rp,oa) 41þþ,Ã,, A]

for all 0 e A € Tprod

+ (fu!,rprod I M) 
=,,þþ,,Ãì M, Aa M_l

for all 0 e A € Tprod

(by the induction hypothesis)

=+ (Jv!,rprod I M) Ft ,þF,,Ã a M, Bl

forall 0eB€rlM

=+ (M,rproa I M) ts, ó@,Ã a M|
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(iii) suppose / is (=w)tþ(o,r,v).Let (M.,,p,oa) F¿ ó@,1. so, rhere exisrs c eM
such that (Jv!,rproa I M) F, ,þø, d,Ã,n tvtl. Now, for each,i € -I, let d,.¿ : T,¿(c,¿)

if r¿(a¡) l0 for some jr - 1,. ..)not if.r¿fA¡,ll M, for some lç: I,...m;
otherwise, set d,¿:0. Let d: (d)¿.r. Therefore, (jt4,rpro¿) F¿ ,þld,,d,Ãlav

Lemma 4.39. Notice that d e M since d¿ l0 lor at most finitely many i e I.

(Jv!,rprod I M) tsr rþ@,d,Ãa ul
(by the induction hypothesis)

=+ (M,rp,oa I M) ts, óV.Ãa Ml.

Therefore, the result follows by induction on the complexity of tppfs. n

Ideaily, we would like to be able to prove the more general form of Theorem

21.40, namely:

Conjecturc 4.4L. Let (N,r) be atopologi,calmodule suchthat M i,s a d,ense sub-

module of N and M <[ N. Then

(M,, I M) <{ (N,r}.

The difficulty in proving this lies only with existentiai quantification of individual

variables and this part of the proof in Theorem 4.40 relies heavily on the reiationship

between M and M.

Note. In general, we will not be able to obtain

(M, r,o,o¿¡ a[ (M., re-a)
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for any version of (r+ since the coproduct topology is finer than the subspace topol-

ogy induced by lproa. For instance, the product of an infinite number of discrete

modules each with more than one element is not discrete under the product topol-

ogy. However, the direct sum of an an infinite number of discrete moduies each with

more than one element is discrete under the coproduct topology since the coproduct

topology is finer than the box topology. This will be one of the points in which our

theory differs from that of ordinary module theory since in ordinary module theory,

for any set {M¿},., of modules,

Ø Mo.[IIuo
ieI

In fact,

Ø *n.,IIm
i€I iel

Flum and Ziegler were able to prove the following, however neglected to include

the Ns-saturated assumption. It is clearly required in their proof unless ,C is finite.

Theorem 4.42 (li;'/,Stil, Theorem 6.1, p. J2). Suppose that (M¿,r¿) and (N¿,o¿)

are N6-søúurated for each¿ € I. IÍ (Mo,r¿) =t (Nu,ou) for eachi e I then

ff{uo,r¿) =tff{No,ro).
ie.I ieI

Definition 4.43. suppose that (M,r) is a topological module. (M,r) is tpp-

compact if for some basis z6 of r, if <Þ is a set of tppfs which is finitely satisfiable in

(M,ro) then Õ is satisfiable in (M,r).

Definition 4.44. (M,r) is injective over topological pure embeddings if any dia-

150

i€I
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gram of proper maps can be completed commutatively as shown:

*,+
I a) c---:l-------* (8, o)

-t'/-/ -1.t' =J
r)

An interesting and useful model-theoretic concept of purity and pure-injectivity

would ideally satisfy the following:

Conjecture 4.45. (M,r) i,s tpp-compact i,f and onlg i,f i,t i,s'injectiue ouer topoloqi,cal

pure embeddi,ngs.

The following arguments show the standard techniques for ordinary modules

and, in addition, explains why these techniques must break down for topolog-

ical modules. Suppose thal (M,r) is tpp-compact, (A,o I A) <I (ß,o) and

f , (A,o) - (M,r) is an embedding. Now, we want to construct a proper map

Í t (ß,o) - (M,").Using standard techniques it is possible to construct / so that

it is open onto its image: Let ã be an enumeration of B and kett be an enumeration

of o. Let z'6 and þ correspond to ã and T respectively.

Consider

A(tb,W): {ó(úb,d,W): / is tppf and, BF ólõ,ø,Ul whered,e A}.

Now, let

Þ' (oo,W) : {ó@u, f(d,),W) : / e Õ} .

We want to show that every finite subset of Õ is satisfied in (M,r). In ord.er to do

(A,o

4
(M,
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this, it is sufficient to consider a single formula in (Þ' since Õ is closed under finite

conjunctions.

Let tþ e Q.

(ß,o) 
= 

t¡tþ,a,tl

+ (B,o) ts (1õ)1þW,d,,U-l

+ (A,o I A)+ (=o)tþ@,a,UaAl

since (A,o À A) <* (ß,o)

t n ¿,: f-l[Z] for some V € r
+ (M,r) ts (=ø)tþþ, f (d),Vl

+ (M,r) ts óþ,f @),Vl where c e M.

so, (Þ'is finitely satisfied in (M,r). Therefore, Õ'is satisfied in (M,r), that is,

there arc m e M and. (J' € r such that (M,r) tr øW,t'\. Define l to be the

two-sorted map which carries b ø m and.U to [/' component-wise. Now, consider

the tpp-formula u € V. So,

(ß,o) F ór e Ut =) (M,r) ts-Í(br) e 
-f 

(Ur).

Let u € o and ø e j[u]. so, there exists a e u such that b : f (o). Therefore,

b:T@) c-f (u) where T(u) € r. Thus, 
-flul 

C-f(u).So, /[u] :î(U)"JflBl.
Therefore, / is open onto its image.

There are three main model theoretic problems in proving that / is continuous.

(i) Let [/ be an open neighbourhood of r. rf. / is continuous, then j-'¡u1 e o.
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Now, /-l[Ul e o I A since / is continuous. Therefore, f-rlul: (J, ôAfot
some (J' € o. Therefore, T-'tUl : [J' n A. However, there is nothing to

guarantee that U' n,4 is open in o, unless A e o.

(ii) consid"rñ, the completion of M. since A is dense in B,,by Theorem r.6T

there exists a unique map from B bM, say l, such that the following diagram

commutes:
(A,olt)*(B,o)

| 1f -"f I 
^-7' 

t,1ll+"
(M,V I M)(-!-------+ (M,r)

That is, f :7 o p, 7 :j o u and, 7o t" : u o Í.

Now, from the proof of Theorem I.()7, it is possible to define /as follows: Let

b e B. Pick any frrrer F onB such that F ----+band,A € f. since,4 is d,ense

in B such a filter exists. Since -F is a Cauchy filter in B so is its restriction

Ft: {f C A:Fef}.

By Lemma 1.66, f oulFe] is a cauchy frrter onú. since M i" "o piete,

Iim f lF¿l exists. Let

l(Ð:rimf[Fa].

Since / and, f ou arc continuous, /1ti* F):Ijm{l|land /oz(lim Fe):
iim/ o ,lF¡l.Furthermo.e, / is unique ana l@):-f (") for all n e M.

The main hindrance to using this powerful result is that it is impossible to

formalize "lim" in L¿. By definition, r is the limit of f, ir. for every open
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neighbourhood u of z, there exists F e F such that u e F; and ,,for eveïy

open neighbourhood u o1. r, IJ e F" is beyond, the expressive power of Lt.

(iii) FinaÌty, consider Q : tp+ (E , " lA). Then /(O) is finitety satisfiable and there-

fore satisfiable in (M,r).However, by Corollary 4.27, any set va¡iables can

be realized by the open set M. Therefore, this d,oes not provided any insight

into the construction of i. Furthermore, there is no reason to assume / is

continuous.

This implies there does not seem to be a natural way to force ¡ to be continuous.

Now suppose that (M,r) is injective over topological pure embeddings. It is

clear that using the classical proof does not necessarily produce a continuous map.

Using the classical proof, let Õ be a consistent system of equations over M. Then

there exists an elementary extension M' of M such that Õ has a solution. Now, if
Jvl < M' then M <[ Jvl'. So, consider the following diagram:

Mú_____-u'/////-t+zJ

where Í : ru. since Misinjective, there exists Í, M' --+ Msuchthat -f f u - r¡a.

So, if there is a solution å- of e in M' then /(ã) is a solution to Õ in M.. So, y1Z is

pp-compact.

For topological modules the only concept of elementary extensions we have is

as two-sorted structures. However, it is uniikely that this sort of extension is a
topological extension since it has aiready been shown thai if (M,r) and (Âl,o)

are topological modules such that (M,r) 4z (A[,o), then r is coarser than the

r54

4
M
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subspace topology induced by o. Furthermore, it would be difficult to obtain a

theory of elementary extension for topological modules without a concept of pure

embedding since elementary extensions are stronger than pure embeddings.

These ideas seem to carry over for any natural definition of injective over pure-

embeddings and tpp-compact.

4.4 Conclusion

In this thesis, the foliowing resuits were obtained through my research:

(i) An alternative approach, using T-filters, to construct Chasco and DomÍnguez's

explicit description of the coproduct topology on the direct sum of topological

abelain groups. I have also expanded this result to topological left .R-modules

in Proposition 3.28.

(ii) Let (M,r) be an N1-saturated topological structure. Using Flum and Ziegler's

result that r is closer under intersections, I obtained Corollary 2.10; that is,

if r is hausdorff and, (M',r') is a countable subspace of. (M,r) then r' is

discrete.

(iii) suppose that (M,r) and (,Â/, o) arctopological mod,ules such that f , M ---+ N

is a continuous homomorphism. In order to obtain a concept of pure embed-

ding for topological modules that included set variables and that was anal-

ogous to the concept of pure embedding for modules, I first proved Lemma

4.21, namely, for all ippf ó(T,V), for all d: (or.,...,an) e Mn and for all
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A:(At,...,A^) where eachA¿e o,

(M,r) ts, óþ, f-'aAll + (N,o) ts¿ glf (a),Ã1.

This became the foundation for my definition of pure embedding, namely,

(M,r) <f (,4/, o) if

(M,r) ts, ó@, f -ra4l <+ (^r, o) F¿ glf (a),Ã).

F\uthermore, I provided a comparison of my definition of pure embedding with

previously proposed definitions in Lemma 4.31 and Lemma ,4.32. One of the

main restrictions of my definition of pure embedding was shown in Theorem

4.35; that ís, if M be a subspace of l/ and (M,r a M) <f (^f, r) tÌren M is

dense in 1/. This is a restriction since for ordinary modules if M is a direct

summand of "A/ then M is pure in ,A/. However, for topological modules a

direct summand will almost never be pure. I circumvented this problem by

restricting the open sets considered and obtained Theorem 4.36, Corollary

4.37, Lemma 4.39 and Theorem 4.40. Furthermore, I provided reasons as to

why, for any definition of purity, we will not be able to obtain that

(M,r.o*o¿¡ a{ (M,re*a)

despite the fact that for ordinary modules

156

M<M.
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(iv) Let (M¿,r¿) and (.4{,, o¿) be N6-saturated for each i, e L Using a Back and

Forth argument and properties of the coproduct topology, I obtained Theorem

.1.38 which states that if (M¿,r¿) =¿ (14, o¿) for each i € 1 then

(M, rrorro¿) =r (yV, cr.oprod ).

(v) Finally, I have shown that standard model theoretic techniques do not seem

apply when looking for a rich concept of pure injectivity for topological mod-

ules. Moreover, I have shown this for any reasonable definition of pure em-

bedding. This seems to imply that this is the wrong approach to take when

studying topological modules. Furthermore, if there is a concept of pure in-

jectivity for topological modules it will not be analogous to pure injectivity

for modules. At this moment in time, a model theoretic approach seems to

be the best approach since there does not appear to be any standard, simple

or insightful examples in order to provide guidance with this pursuit. For

topological modules, all we can claim is the existence of Ng-saturated mod-

els and even in classical model theory of modules, coming up with particular

N6-saturated models is usually difficult. The recent discovery of. a reasonable

definition of pure injectivity for LCA groups, namely t-pure injectivity, may

be the closest concept to pure injectivity for topological modules that is ob-

tainable. Furthermore, this concept seems analogous to the concept of pure

injectivity for modules. However, LCA groups are not axiomatizable in L¿

and countable LCA groups are discrete, which implies that standard model

theoretic techniques do not apply anywâys, unless we are restricted to the
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discrete topology.
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